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ABSTRACT
Mterations in language processing are seen both in normal and in pathological aging.
The present thesis examines the processing of a specific linguistic distinction, the
mass/count distinction, in a variety of populations, with the goal of determining how
this distinction is represented in the mental lexicon and how processing of this
information is altered in cases of language pathology. Study one examines off-une
processing of mass nouns (e.g., hon’y), count nouns (e.g., table), and metonymic nouns
with a mass/count extension (e.g., turky) also termed dual nouns, by individuals
,

suffering from Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Resuits
indicate that both groups have difficulty processing sense ex-tensions in metonymic
nouns, and that this impairment appears to be of the saine nature and severity across AD

and MCI subjects. Study two examines the on-une processing of these noun types in
heaithy younger and older adults, and study three examines this processing in individuals
suffering from AD and MCI. Resuits suggest that, due to a lack of resources available for
lexicosemantic processing, older aduits do not insert the default (count) reading of dual
nouns when processing them on-une. Furthermore, as in Study one, AD and MCI
individuals are unable to process sense extensions ofmetonymic nouns. Again, the
pattern of resuits was the saine for AD and MCI subjects, lending credence to the daim
thaï MCI represents an early stage ofAD. Study four examined the off-une processing of
mass, count and dual nouns in an individuai suffering from a speciHc svntactic
impairment, agrammatic aphasia, and an individual suffering from a specific semantic
impairment, seman tic dementia. The goals of this study were twofold: first, to specify the
contributions ofsyntactic and semantic information tu processing ofmass/count
information, and second, to identifv the stages ofprocessing required to successftilly

ix

interpret these lexical items. Resuits show that both semantic and syntactic information
are required for successful on-une processing of mass and count nouns. despite the fact
that the distintion between these noun types is often captured using syntactic criteria.
Taken togeffier, the resuits found in these studies suggest that mass/count information is
represented in the lexical entries of mass and count nouns, and that dual nouns are
underspecified for this information, which is inserted on-une by means of a lexical mie.
The form and operafion ofthis mie are speciHed. We daim that AD and MCI subjects
exhibit an impairment in use of this lexical mie, and that this may provide a sensitive
early measure of cognitive impairment. Likewise, an impairment in the use of this mie is
seen in agrammatic aphasia; in the case of individuals with semantic dementia, the use of
the mie is intact, but impairments are seen at the ievei of access to semantic information
and integration ofsemantic and syntactic information.

Keywords: Aizheimer’s disease, mild cognitive impairment, semantic dementia,
agrammatic aphasia, mass/count distinction, lexicosemantic processing
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RÉSUMÉ
Les habiletés associées au traitement du language sont altérées au cours du vieillissement
normal et pathologique. La présente thèse porte sur le traitement d’une distinction
linguistique particulière entre les noms comptables et non-comptables (C-NC). L’un des
objectifs était de determiner la façon dont cette distinction est représentée au sein du
lexique mental. Un second objectif était d’étudier l’influence de certains troubles du
language sur le traitement de cette distinction. Les études présentées dans cette thèse ont
été effectuées auprès de diverses populations normales et cliniques. La première étude
examine le traitement en temps réel de noms comptables (e.g., table), non-comptables
(e.g., miei), et métonymiques avec une extension C-NC (aussi appelés noms duels; e.g.,

dinde). Les populations étudiées étaient composées de personnes atteintes de la maladie
d’Alzheimer (MA) et de personnes atteintes de troubles légers de la cognition (ELC). Les
résultats révelent que les patients MA et TLC présentent des difficultés dans le
traitement des extensions de sense des noms métonymiques. Ces difficultés semblent de
même nature et de sévérité équivalente pour les deux groupes de sujets. La seconde
étude examine le traitement en temps réel des mêmes noms chez de jeunes adultes sains,
ainsi que chez des adultes plus âgés. Pour sa part, la troisième étude examine le
traitement en temps réel chez des patients MA et ‘TLC. Les résultats révelent que les
adultes plus âgés ne peuvent accéder à une interprétation comptable par défaut des noms
duels lors du traitement en temps réel, dû à un manque de ressources permettant le
traitement lexico-sémantique. De plus, tel qu’à la première étude, les patients MA et TLC
sont incapables de traiter les extensions des noms métonymiques reliées au sense. Dans
ce cas également, les résultats sont les mêmes pour les patients MA et 11C, supportant

(Z

largument que les TLC représentent un stage préliminaire de la MA. La quatrième étude

xi
traitement de noms comptables, non-comptables et duels en temps réel chez une
personne souffrant d’aphasie agrammatique (un trouble syntaxique spécifique) et un
autre souffrant de démence sémantique (un trouble sémantique spécifique). Le premier
objectif de cette étude consiste à spécifier les contributions de l’information syntaxique et
sémantique au traitement des noms C-NC. Le second objectif est d’identifier les étapes
de traitement nécessaires à une juste interprétation de ces items lexicaux. Les résultats
démontrent que l’information sémantique autant que syntaxique est nécessaire à
l’accomplissement du traitement en temps réel des noms C-NC, et ce malgré le fait que,
du point de vue linguistique, ces items soient surtout décrits en termes syntaxiques. En
somme, les résultats des quatre études de cette thèse suggèrent que l’information C-NC
est représentée par les entrées lexicales des noms C-NC, et que les noms duels sont sousspécifiés quant à cette information, qui est insérée en temps réel par l’entremise d’une
règle lexicale. La forme de cette règle, ainsi que sa façon d’opérer, sont spécifiées. Nous
proposons que les sujets vfA et TLC manifestent un trouble de l’utilisation de cette règle
lexicale, et que ce phénomène peut en soit constituer une mesure préliminaire adéquate
d’un trouble cognitif. De même, on peut observer un trouble face à l’utilisation de cette
règle chez des patients atteints d’aphasie agrammatique. Dans le cas de personnes
atteintes de démence sémantique, l’utilisation de cette règle est intacte, mais des troubles
peuvent être observés au niveau de l’accès à l’information sémantique, ainsi qu’au niveau
de l’intégration de l’information sémantique et syntactique.

Mots clés: maladie d’Alzheimer, troubles légers de la cognition, démence sémantique,
aphasie agrammatique, comptable, non-comptable, traitement lexicosémantique
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INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1. Overview
The presentwork examines lexicosemantic processing in the case of normal aging as well
as in various language disorders. It focuses on a specific distinction in the English
]anguage. the mass/count distinction. The goals of this research are two-fold: first, we
attempt to shed light on the issue ofhow differing noun types are represented withtn the
mental lexicon by examining the way they are processed by healthy aduits and, second,
we aim to expand our understanding of the ways in which language cari break down in
the event ofneuropathology.

The mass/count distinction is interesting from a number of perspectives. Firstly, it bas
been the focus of extensive debate in the theoretical linguistic literature in terms of the
way in which it cari best be characterized. This debate bas focused on its semantic and
syntactic characteristics, and evidence bas been presented that both these types of
information play a role in processing and representation of mass/count information.
Furthermore, fric mass/count distinction is widespread in natural language. Ail common
nouns in Englisli may be categorized as mass or count (or mass/count flexible; see
section 6 below. Thus, processing of mass/count information is crucial for successftd
language performance. Hence, examination of the way this information is represented
and processed, both in heafthy individuais and those with language impairments, lias the
potential to clarify a number of outstanding questions with respect to semantics, syntax
and their interaction.
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ical level,
The present researcli bas both ciinical and theoretical implications. On a theoret
a
it speaks to the issues of access and representation of differing noun types. We offer
ce
novel proposai of how the mass/count distinction is represented, drawing on eviden
in the
from psycho- and neurolinguistics, and incorporating the observations provided
tual
theoretical linguistic literature with respect to the semantic, syntactic and contex
the
distribution of these noun types. The proposai is consistent with known facts about
learning
neurobiologv of language processing as weli as long-recognized Hebbian
mechanisms dut can clarify data pertaining to the acquisition of these noun types.

differing
On a clinical level. the current research sheds light on language impairments in
ment,
clinical populations. In the case of Alzheimer’s disease and mild cognitive impair
sis,
this information represents the first step toward a possible tool for early diagno
highÏighting subtie semantic impairments which may manifest very early in the disease
ofthe
course and allow differentiation between individuals who are simply at the bottom
are
Gaussian curve in terms of neuropsvchological performance and those who
manifesting the earliest clinical signs of dementia. This intriguing possibility wiil be
discussed in more detail in the Conclusions section.

The current chapter is laid out as follows. Section two is devoted to an overview of the
mental lexicon. what it contains, how information is represented and what occurs in
lexical access. Findings with respect to lexical ambiguity, which form an integral part of
this thesis, are also presented. Section three gives a brief overview of current theories of
memorv. These two sections lay the groundwork for the research presented in this thesis.
In section four, we discuss the changes in cognitive function seen in healthy aging. A
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brief

revlew

3

is given of the rarious theories that have been put fonvard to account for

these changes. Section five provides a summary of the changes in neurophysiological,
language and cognitive frmnction that are seen in various forms of pathological aging,
namely Alzheimer’s disease, mild cognitive impairment, semantic dementia and
agrammatic aphasia. Section six reviews evidence for the processing and representation
of mass and count nouns in Englisli, focusing primarily on experimental evidence, both
with neurologically impaired anti with unimpaired participants. In section seven I discuss
recent perspectives on the Functional neurobiology of language, setting the stage for the
arguments presented in the Conclusions section wiffi respect to the way in which
syntactic and semantic information interact in processing of the mass/count distinction.
Finally, in section eight I outhne the purpose and structure ofthe thesis, the logic behind
the studies conducted and the way in which they follow from one another.

2. The mental lexicon
The concept of the “mental lexicon” is central to the studies reported in the current
thesis. We thus begin this thesis with an overview of what the lexicon is, what
information is contained therein, and liow it is organized. A wealth of research on these
issues lias accumulated over the last three decades, and a number of competing
hypotheses have been put fonvard dealing with tlie ways in which lexical information is
stored and accessed.

2.1 What is the mental lexicon?
As a first approximation. the mental lexicon may be conceptualized as the internai
dictionary that ail speakers of a language carry in their brain. The lexicon contains

INTRODUCTION
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syntactic, semantic, phonological and (in the case of literate speakers) orthographic
information about the words that the person knows. This information is often conceived
of as being organized into “lexical entries”; die lexical entry for a given word containing
ail the information the speaker possesses about that word.

The primary research questions that anse wiffi respect to the mental lexicon are:
(a) How is information represented within the lexicon?
(b) Relatedly, what is in a lexical entry?
(c) How do we access this information?

Before beginning, I offer a brief definiflon of relevant terms as ffiey are used in the
present work. The term “representation” will be used in this thesis to refer to the
information that is contained within a lexical entry, and the term “access” to refer to die
activation of that information that occurs when a speaker is recognizing or producing a
word. The terms “process”, “processing” etc., wiil 5e used to refer to a seties of actions,
changes, or functions bringing about a resuit, such as the activation of information
contained in a lexical entry, or the computation of syntactic structure or mies.

We now turn to an overview of influential theoties of lexical access and representation,
beginning with a brief discussion of how lexical enines are thought to be stnictured.

2.1.1 Lexical enffles
A lexical entry is die constellation of knowledge that a speaker has about a given lexical
item in their language. Lexical enines are composed of syntactic, semantic, and
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morphophonological information, which bas been postulated to be divided into the
lemma (syntactic and semantic information) and the lexeme (morpho-phonological
information; see Kempen & Huibers, 1983). as illustrated in Figure 1.1 below:

Figure 1.1: Structure ofa lexical entr

lemma level

Ïexeme level

—*

—*

There exists a good deal of support for this model, including evidence from tip of the
tongue states and speech errors in unimpaired speakers and language deficits in aphasia
(for a review. see Leveit. Roelofs & Meyer, 1999), as well as neuroimaging studies
indicating separable neural substrates for the two levels (e.g., Longoni, Grande,
Hendrich, Kastrau & Huber, 2005).

The question of how this information is accessed lias been extensively dehated in the
literature: some of the most influential theones are discussed in the foÏÏowing sections.

2.1.2 Access vs. activation
Some of the most well-established findings with respect to the organization of
information in the mental lexicon are that words are recognized more quicldy when
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preceded bv a related word, or prime (e.g., as in the case of semantic priming1; Meyer &
Schvanevelt, 1971), wlien they are frequent in the language (Savin, 1963), and that they
may be recognized before their acoustic offset I\4arslen-Wilson 1973). This suggests
that word recognition may best be seen flot in terms of access to lexical information, but
rather as activation ofthis information (Morton, f969, 1970). Thus, higher or lower levels
of activation may be required as a function of factors such as context and frequency with
whtch a word has previouslv been seen by the speaker. Morton (1969, 1970) proposed a
model in which word detectors (or 1ogqgens) stored semantic, visual and auditory
information about a word. These logogens would becorne activated by input, which
could be visual or auditory. Frequency and context effects were encoded via alterations
in the logogen’s firing thresliold, whereby a highly frequent logogen has a lower
threshold. and/or via alterations in the logogen’s activation level, whereby a contextuaÏly
appropriate logogen lias a higher activation level. Thus, frequent and contextually
appropriate lexical items tire more easily. This is in contrast to models sucli as Forster’s
(1979) senal search model. which postulated that lexical access proceeds through an
ccbins);
ordered search of the lexicon. Within Forster’s mode!, words are organized into
most frequent words are near the top, meaning that they vill be searched first and thus
accessed more quicklv. However, words must be searched serially (i.e., one at a time,
rather than each lexical items having a level of activation which is required to pass a
certain threshold in order for activation ofthe word to occur.

The cohort mode! of spoken word recognition (MarsÏen-Wilson and Welsh, 197$;
Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 19$0 Marslen-Wilson, 1987) extended Morton’s insight that
Pdmmg may be defined as an increase in speed or accuracy in a decision as a consequence of
exposure to part of the information.

prior
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ition is a uestion of activation rather than access.

\Vithin

this mode!, the

listener begins with a “cohort” of ail potentiai lexical items, based on the

acoustic input,

and this cohort is reduced as more input is received, until a single alternative remains.
That is, lexical entries are activated on the basis of acoustic fit. Context does not affect
activation level per se, but rather affects the manner in which the cohort is selected.
Frequency effects are accounted for in terms of “rise time”, whereby goodness-of-fit
resuits in more rapid activation for high-frequency items.

One important insiglit that is shared by the cohort and logogen models is that lexical
access is best conceptualized in terms of parallel activation of lexical entries, rather than
a serial search of the contents of the lexicon, as suggested by Forster (1979). This is
supported by the weli-estabuished finding that alternative readings of homophones sucli
as baizk are activated in panifie! (Swinney, 1979; Tanenhaus, Leiman & Seidenberg, 1979;
see section 2.4 below). as weil as by the finding that different lexical candidates may be
activated by overiapping parts

of

the input (e.g., bat may be activated by wornba/

Shullcock, 1990).

A second important stream of researcli on the mental lexicon lias involved the issue of
morphologicai complexity. Morplioiogicaliy complex words (e.g. teache

contain a root

word (teach) and an affix (-er). The question of how these words are represented and
accessed lias formed one ofthe focal points ofpsycholinguistic research.

$
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2.1.3 Morphology in the lexicon

A seminal smdy of morphological processing is that of Taft & Forster (1975). These
than
authors found that morphologically complex words were recognized more slowiy
monomorphemic words. They claimed that this is because morphologically complex
words are accessed via location of the root word (which undergoes a process of “affix
stripping”) and a subsequent search of its variations. For example, access to the word
“teacher” would entail location of the word “teach” anti a subsequent search of
morphologically related words such as ccteachs “teaches” etc. Marslen-\Vilson, Tyler,
Waksler and Older (1994), in contrast. present evidence indicating that die lexicon
contains separate lexical entries for each morpheme; thus, both “teach” and “-er” would
be accessed. However, in die case of semantically opaque words such as “department”,
only one lexical entr

exists. These positions are in contrast to that espoused, for

example, by Buttenvorth (1983 that morphological decomposition is used as a “fallback
strategy” when a regularly inflected word cannot be located in the lexicon.

Dual-route models (e.g., Chialant & Carama2za, 1995; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995;
Clahsen, 1999), in contrast, hold that multimorphemic words may either be accessed by
brealting them down into their constituent morphemes or by accessing the full form of
the word. Some of these models (e.g., Chialant & Caramazza, 1995) posit that die
parsing (i.e.. decompositional) route is only used for rare or novel word forrns, while
others (e.g., Schreuder & Baayen. 1995) hold that die two routes operate in parallel, anti
that a race takes place between them.. A second type of dual-route model, the words
and-mies system (e.g.. Uflman. Corhn. Coppola. Hickok, et al., 1997; Pinker, 1999)
posits a system in which irregularly inflected lexical items are stored in memorv, while
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regularly inflected lexical items are computed on-une using a rule. These daims
supported by evidence from individuais suffering from neurological disease (notably
of
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. who show a double dissociation in terms
impairments in their processing of regular and irregular morphology.

The question that arises is whether the daim that morphological factors sucli as those
discussed above play a fundamental role in language processing can be extended to
languages other than English. Cross-linguistic research points to the conclusion that
morphology does indeed play an important role in the organization of the lexicon across
languages, afthough the precise nature of this role remains to be elucidated (for a review,
see CÏahsen, in press).

In sum, a wealth of evidence supports the position that morphological complexity plavs
a central role in lexical representation and processing. Different approaches have been
put for’.vard to account for this, each placing variable importance on the role of mies and
stored word forms. What the approaches discussed thus far have in common, however,
is the central tenet that morphological information takes the form of either mies or
lexical representation.

We now briefly discuss a third type of model, wbicb bas challenged the assumptions
underiying the models described above. These models, known as parallel distributed
processing (PDP) models, represent lexical access and representation in terms of
activations across a network of nodes or units, rather than in terms of representations
which are acted upon (for example by mles).

INTRODUCTION

C

2.1.4 Parailel distributed processing
A second branch of research on lexical access and representation holds that these
functions are best modelled using connectionist or neurat network models (e.g., Rumeihart &
McClelland, 1986). These models are massively parallel systems in which lexical
knowledge and processing are represented by means of a network of nodes or units2.
These are linked via connections which mav varv in weight (encoding die influence that
input from the sending unit has on the receiving unit). The system includes three types
of units: input, output and hidden units. These units operate as follows:

-

-

-

Input units receive extemal inputs (e.g., the auditory or visual signal).
Output units interact with the external world.
Hidden units interact only with other units.

Any given unit may either be activated or not at any point in time. Activation is

determined according to a number of factors: input, either from extemal sources or from
other units within die network, as well as factors such as decay of previous activation.
Each unit has an activation function which descdbes the way in which the various
factors should be combined in order to determine die sum activation level of the unit in
question. If activation exceeds a certain threshold, die unit is activated.

A very simple connectionist system is modelled in Figure 1.2 below. The network itselfis
ilÏustrated in l.2(a; black and white nodes represent activated and non-activated units
respectiveÏy. As can be seen, the nodes are hnked to one anothet with connections,
should be noted that these systems do not typically assume ffiat a singe node encodes a given piece of
information; rather, knowledge is represented by a pattem of activation across the network.

2

It
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which may be of varyÏng weight. Figure 1.2(b) provides die function by which die
vriC)lJs

inputs are summed to determine die activation leveÏ of a given unit. In dus

figure. “r” represents die activation level of each node. “w” represents die weight of a
connection, and “h” represents die transfer

ftrnction,

that is, die function that is used to

determine whether the unit is activated or flot.

figure 1.2: A simple connectionist network
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These systems have die advantage of a certain degree of neurobiological plausibilitv:
nodes may be taken to represent neurons, and connections to represent synapses.
Current approaches to die fianctional neurobiology of language (discussed more frilly in
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section 7 below) point toward the conclusion that lexical information is likely
represented in widely distributed cortical ceil assemblies such as those postulated by

neural network models.

However, these models suffer from a number of drawbacks. First. current neural
network models typically require error feedback information during fraining in order to
achieve good performance. Ibis is in contrast to a child acquiring a language, where
feedback is typically not provided. Furthermore, such models typically account for only a
subset of language-related phenomena (e.g., acquisition of the English past tense). No
model lias been developed to date which can account fufly for human language
competence and performance. Finally. coding of the input and interpretation of the
output ofneural network modets is experimenter-determined.

In sum, the lexicon is a highly complex system encoding a vast array of knowledge

possessed by speakers about their language. More than three decades of research lias
revealed numerous factors that play a role in the organization and retrieval or activation
of titis knowledge. A number of different models have been proposed to account for
these findings; each have appeal in terms of our knowledge of lexical processing, damage
to the language system as a resuit of neurological disease, or our understanding of the
basic principles of neurobiology. It seems likely that the most plausible model of human

language will integrate aspects from each of these approaches.

The research reported in the current thesis focuses on the issue of the mass/count
distinction (an overview of this distinction js given in section 6 below). It thus taps into
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the representation and access of semantic and syntactic information in the lexicon. We
focus on the representation of these noun types in the lexicon, and the on-une (rule
based) processing that occurs when they are recognized in context. In section 6.2.5, we
speculate on the possible neurobiological underpinnings of the reported findings,
appealing to the concept of “word webs” of neurons that represent lexical knowledge.
This daim is inflmately linked with the idea of connectionist networks expounded upon
above, thus pointing the way to a possible integration of the different approaches to the
study of the mental lexicon, at least with respect to the mass/count distinction.

Having discussed various models and theories that attempt to capture the way
information is represented in the lexicon, we now discuss other issues relating to
research on the mental lexicon that are pertinent to the studies presented here. Ftrst,
since the present researcb examines syntactic, semantic and lexical processing and
representation, current conceptualizations of the roles that these play are discussed in
Section 2.2. Second, in section 2.3 we discuss the advantages and shortcomings of the
different tasks that were used (sentence grammaticality judgement, sentence-picture
matching, and lexical decision), examining the processes that these tap into and possible
drawbacks to their use. Finally, since much of the research reported on here examines a
subclass of lexical ambiguity, metonymy, a brief overview of the findings with respect to
representation of lexical ambiguitv is provided in Section 2.4 (note that a more complete
discussion of the processing of metonymy is provided in Section 6.2 below).
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2.2 Syntax. semantics and the lexicon
Much research Fias been devoted to determining the extent to which our language system

of
mav he subdivided into separate components responsible for different aspects
language processing. With respect to the syntax/semantics divide, a plethora of evidence
bas suggested that two cognitively and neuroanatomically separable systems exist, one

governmg rule-based syntactic processing and the other goveming semantics and
lexically-bound syntactic knowledge (e.g., word categorv and verh subcategorization
information; see Pinker, 1994, 1999; UlIman. 2001). Neurological damage may affect
prtmarily syntactic knowledge (e.g., in agrammatic aphasia, see section 5.4 below) or
semantic knowledge (e.g., in semantic dementia, see section 5.3 below). Furthermore, a
great deal of research has suggested that left antenor cortical regions form the neural
substrates for the syntactic system, whereas the neural substrates of the semantic system
are postulated to be in left temporal regions3.

However, there are a number of issues that must be held in mmd when considering the
ways in which we reach conclusions such as those mentioned above. These issues have
been highuighted in a recent publication by Poeppel and Embick (in press). They identify
two central problems with the current study of neurolinguistics, which apply specifically
to neuroimaging studies, but are nonetheless pertinent to any researcli seeldng to
elucidate language-brain relations in any meaningful way:

1. The

Granularity-Mismatch

Problem

(GMP):

The

objects

with

which

neuroscience and linguistics operate are of different granularity. Theoretical
substrates of the syntactic
tal circuit.
temporoparie
a
based
in
is
lexicon
system are in frontal/basal ganglia cireuits, and that die
See section 3.2 below

for

a discussion of a newer proposai that die neural
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linguistics

invokes

many

fine-grained

processes,

whereas

neurolinguistic

approaches typically delineate language function more broadly. For example,
neurolinguistics may refer to “syntax”, stating that “Broca’s area underhes

syntactic function”, while theoretical linguistics breaks syntax down into a
multitude of subcomponents, processes and representations (sec Embick &
Poeppe], in press).
2. The Ontological Incommensurability Problem (OIP): Both linguistic theory and
neuroscience operate with fundamental units or primitives (e.g., feature, noun
phrase; fleuron. long-terrn potentiation, i.e., a long-term increase in synaptic
efHcacy

following

high-frequency

stimulation

of afferent

fibers).

The

connections between these units are unclear, complicating the task of drawing
links between the two fields.

Poeppel and Embick (in press) propose a new programme of research which will render
more feasible the bridging of neurobiological and linguistic research. They suggest that
linguistic function must be viewed in a more fine-grained way than bas been the case up
until now in much neurolinguistic research. As such, linguistic theory can in fact inform
neurobiology, rather than neurobiology exclusively informing linguistic theory, as bas
traditionalÏy been taken to be the case in language/brain research. As Poeppel and
Embick (in press, p. 13) put it:

“Based on established and empincally well-supported distinctions drawn in
linguistics [...J we work on the problem of how the brain encodes complex and
abstract information in generaL and linguistic information, in particular. [...] the
basic assumption is that we study aspects of brain function by relying on a
system whose cognitive architecture is well understood (like the visual system,
for example).”
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This approach is exemplified by a recent event-related potential (ERP) study providing
neurobiological evidence of phonological feature underspecification in the mental
lexicon (Eulitz & Lahiri, 20O4, and by another which probes the neural response to the
phonological feature [±voice] (Phillips, Pellathy, Yeung & Marantz, in preparation). In
these studies, the authors examined the effect of an established linguistic entitv on the
brain’s electrophysiological signal, thus using insights from theoretical linguistics to
better understand the brain’s functioning, rather than vice versa.

In designing the researcb presented in the current thesis, I have attempted to take these
considerations into account. The distinction utilized, the mass/count distinction. is tine
grained at a lmguistic level, tapping mm both syntactic and semantic processing, and. we
argue, in fact represents a linguistic primitive, whereby a distinctive feature [mass]
encodes the difference between noun classes. As such, it represents an approptiate
starting point for an examination of how cognitive alterations as seen in normal aging, as
well as neurological damage, affect language processing at a more subtie level than a
simple syntax/semantics divide. Thus, although we appeal to the notion of “syntactic
competence” and “(lexico)semantic information”4 when describing the performance of
ouï participants, these notions in fact refer to a verv specific subcomponent of
syntactic/lexicosemantic knowledge and performance. “Syntactic competence”. in this
context, refers to (a) the lexically encoded knowledge about the syntactic status of
differing noun classes; and (b) the representation and processing of specific syntactic

Although we refer to “lexicosemaniic information”, it should be noted that the lexical and semantic
levels are in fact divisible; see section 2.1 for a discussion of syntax and semantics in vie lexicon.
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rules relating to mass/count feature processing.5 “OZexico)semantic knowledge” refers to
the knowledge possessed by the speaker about the referents of a given noun, and
specifically, in this thesis. to their status as objects or substances (i.e.. their “countuess”
or “massness”). It is of course the case that syntactic competence and lexicosemantic
knowledge are terms that refer to a much broader class of processes and knowledge than
the types described here.

Although the methodologies utiIized in the experiments described here do flot alÏow
sQeciflcation of the neurobiological underpinnings of the mass/count distinction per se,
in that neuroimaging and eiectrophvsiologicai methodologies are flot included, thev do
indicate that the successful processing of mass/count information is

probably

dependent upon the integrity of a variety of brain regions. We can offer no definite
bypotheses as to the foie of these brain regions, but we do speculate as to the way in
which mass/count information may be represented and processed at a neurohiological
level, and attempt to draw links between known neurobiological processes and the
theoretical account of the mass/count distinction that we propose (see section 7 of the
Introduction and sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 ofChapter 6).

Given the complexity of the task of drawing tinks between performance on language
tasks and linguistic theory, not to mention the neurobiological underpinnings thereof a
clarification of the advaistages, drawbacks and postuiated functions recmited bv the

This includes aturematching between determiner and noun, as discussed by Gifion et al. (1999). as well
as operation of lexical iiiles to process nouns of different classes in context. These rules are discussed in
more detail in the studies themselves as well as in the Conclusions section of the present thesis.
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various methodologies used in the present research is crucial; this is provided in section
2.3 below.

2.3 Methodologies
The studies reported here utilize differing methodologies designed to tap into different
types of processing of linguistic information. In the following sections we briefly
descnbe and critique tbese methodologies.

2.3.1 Sentence grammaticalitv judgement
In Studies I and 4, subjects performed a sentence grammaticality judgement task where
sentence-final determiner-noun combinations were either grammatical or ungrammatical.
Sample sentences are provided in la and lb below.

la.

The baby likes every doil.

lb.

*The girl doesn’t love much doil.

Sentences were presented visually and left visible to the participants while the decision
was heing made; they were also read aloud to the participants. This avoids any modality
specific effect such as better performance in the visual than die auditory modahty.

Although grammaticahty judgement tasks are often used in linguistics to assess linguistic
competence in various populations, it should be noted that a number of objections may
be raised to this approach. Grammaticality judgement tasks are subject to interference
from a number of factors, including memory limitations, distractions, shifts of
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attention/interest, errors, false starts and hesitations, etc. (for a discussion, see Allen &
Seidenberg, in press). Thus, it cannot be assumed that performance on grammaticality
judgement tasks is perfectly reflective of speakers’ linguisitic competence. furthermore,
betng off-hne, this task taps metalinguistic knowledge. It is thus far removed from
namral language processing, and probablv exploits difference processes, resources and
networks.

Especially relevant to the current thesis, given the inclusion of participants diagnosed
with AD, is the issue of working memory impairments and their influence on
performance on grammaticalitv judgement tasks (see section 3.1 below for a discussion
of working

memory).

These concems may be aÏleviated, however, by evidence that

working memory does flot play a significant role in single-sentence grammaticality
judgement in AD, but rather has been shown to manifest effects primanly at the
discourse level (Almor, ‘vIacDonald, Kempler, Andersen & Tyler, 2001). This finding is
also pertinent to the second task used in Studies I and 4, a sentence-picture matching
task (see section 2.3.2).

Nonetheless, when interpreting data from a sentence grammaticality judgement task, the
preceding factors must be borne in mmd. The assumption underlying interpretation of
this data is that these factors play an equivalent role across different stimulus categories,
and should thus average out. Ideally, however, any conclusions drawn from this type of
task should be bolstered by evidence from studies utilizing different methodologies (e.g.,
Studies 2 and 3 ofthe present thesis).
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2.3.2 Sentence-picture matciiing
Studies I and 4 also utilized a sentence-picture matching task, where subjects were asked
to match a sentence of the form “Point to the picture of (an) X” to a picture denoting
the mass or count reading of a dual noun. Sample test items are shown in Figures 1.3
and 1.4 below:

Figure 1.3: Sentence-picture matching stimulus, count reading of dual noun

>‘
/

II

Point to the picture of:
a turkey
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Figure 1.4: Sentence-picture matching stimulus, mass reading of dual noun

Point to the picture of:
turkey

The subject is required to interpret the sentence (including, cmcially, the determiner “a”,
indicating count, or the zero determiner indicafing mass), then interpret the visual input
and match the two. Similar concerns may be raised with respect to the issue of memory
demands, attention, etc., as in the case of sentence grammaticality judgement tasks. A
number of other issues aiso arise with respect to the additional task demands inherent in
sentence-picture matching. First, unlike a sentence grarnmaticality judgement task, visual
or visuoconstructive impairment will affect performance on this task. Second, the
matching process itself places demands on executive processes, which may also be
impaired in AD.

Confounds that have been demonstrated to affect sentence comprehension in AD, such
as syntactic complexity Emery, 1985; Emerv & Breslau, 1989; Kontiola, Laaksonen,
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Suikava & Erkinjutti, 1990; Bickel, Pantel, Eysenbach & Schrôder, 2000) and number of
propositions (Rochon, Waters & Caplan, 1994). wefe conmiuled in the task utihzed in the
smdies reported here. in that the mass and count sentence readings differed only in
terms of the inclusion of a determiner. Nonetlieless, as noted in the Conclusions section
of the current thesis, interpretation of the resuits of these studies is limited by the
possibilitv that errors rnav be due to a number ofother factors. This is especi-ally mie in
the case of the AD individuals, who manifest a number of impairments other than
linuistic, especially in memory and executive function. Thus, a second study assessing
these individuals’ performance in a lexical decision task (Study 3) was also conducted.

The task demands associated with lexical decision tasks are discussed in Section 2.3.3
below.

2.3.3 Lexical decision
In a lexical decision task (henceforth, LDT), participants are asked to determine as
c1uickly and accurately as possible whether a visual or auditory stimulus constirutes a
word in their language or not. Dependent variables include reaction time (RI) and
accuracy. Numerous lexical characteristics have been shown to influence performance
on this task, including frequency (e.g., Forster & Chambers, 1973), bigram frequenc
(e.g., Massaro, Venezky & Taylor, 1979), imageabihty (e.g., Strain, Patterson &
Seidenberg, 1995), and neighbourhood densit (e.g., Andrews, 1997). Thus, these factors
must be carefully controlled when designing stimuli for an LDT.

In terms of task demands, an LDT presumablv requires three processing stages: lexical
access/activation, decision, and execution of the response. In a standard task,
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participants are instmcted to press either a “yes” key or a “no” key to indicate whether
the stimulus is a word, adding one stage: response choice. This also adds a memory
component, since participants are required to remember which key corresponds to
which response, and a possible source of variability, since errors may result from
incorrect response selection rather than at the level of access or decision. These stages
are shown in Figure 1.5 below.

Figure 1.5:

Processing stages in yes/no LDT
(based on Perea, Rosa & Gômez, 2002)

lexical selection stage
(selection cf appropriate lexical unit)

response decision stage
(completing decision-making processes
necessarv for verification that correct unit
lias been selected)

8
choice ofresponse
(selection ofyes or no response)

8
execution ofresponse
(pressing ofresponse button/key)

In the experiments reported in Studies 2 and 3, a go/no-go LDT was utilized, whereby

participants only responded to word stimuli. This

type

of

task removes the need to
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perform the third processing stage (response selection), thus removing one possible
source oE variabilitv. As such, it provides a more reliable measure of the variables of
interest: RT differences engendered by different noun classes. Perea et ai. (2002) have
demonstrated that go/no-go LDTs provide faster and more accurate responses, as well
as fewer processing dernands, than do standard yes/no decision tasks.

Each ofthe stages outhned in Figure 1.5 nonetheless contributes sources ofvariability in
an LDT. As such, when interpreting the resuits of such a task, it is important to recali
that it is flot only lexical access that is being measured, but rather lexical access
decision time (+ response choice in yes/no LDT)

+

+

rime to execute response. This is

particularly relevant for variables such as frequency, which have been demonstrated to
exert a greater effect in an LDT than in other tasks that do not involve a decision
component, such as naming and eye fixation rimes (Balota & Chumbley, 1990; Schilling,
Rayner & Chumbley, 1998). 1-Iowever, caution is warranted when interpreting the effect
of any independent variable on LDT performance; independent verification from
another type of task or methodology, such as ERP, is necessary before the conclusion
can definitively be drawn that different RTs in fact reflect differential lexical
access/processing as opposed to alterations in the decision/execution component of ±e
task.

Having discussed the methodologies utilized in the experiments reported here, we now
tum to a central issue of the present thesis: lexical ambiguity.
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2.4 Lexical ambiuity tn the lexicon: findins and theories
Lexical ambiguity is a general term used to refer to lexical items which have more than
one rnea)ii1.g or mise. The distinction between multiple meanings and multiple senses rests
on the issue of whether the two referents of the lexical item are related or not. If they
are. we term them “senses”. If ffiey are flot, we term them “meanings”.

This distinction. which rests heavily on speakers’ intuitions of relatedness, may become
clearer with exemplification. Consider the lexical item “bank” in the following contexts:

2a.

John swam to the bank.

2b.

John withdrew money from the bank.

In 2a, “batik” refers to the side of a river, whereas in 2b, “bank” refers to a financial
institution. The two referents are unrelated, and hence “bank” is a hornoiyrnous word.

Now consider the word “chicken” in sentences 3a and 3h below:

3a.

John ate some chicken.

3b.

John cooked a chicken.

\Vhile “chicken” is being used in a different way in the two sentences, referring to a food
in sentence 3a and to an animal in sentence 3b, the two referents are clearly related; thus,
we refer to this lexical item as po’ysernous. Unlike homonymy, which is the result of
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historical accident, polysemy is productive: for example, we can use new animal words to
refer to tEe meat of that animal:

3c.

Scientists have discovered a new animal called a caracal Apparentiy caracotis eaten
frequently in Brazil.

Polvsemy may be ftwther subdivided into metonymy, wbere botE referents are literai, as
in sentences 3a and 3b above, and metaphoncal polysemy, where one referent is literai

and tEe other metaphorical. This is illustrated in sentences 4a and 4b below:

4a.

John rubbed bis yc.

4b.

John passed tEe thread through tEe ‘e of tEe needle.

In tEe theoreticai linguistic literature, it has been suggested that lexical ambiguity in fact
falis on a continuum from pure homonymy to pure poiysemy. Metaphorical polysemy
thus falls doser to homonymy and metonymy falis doser to pure polvsemy (Apresjan.
1974).

This taxonomy is laid out and exemplified in Figure 1.6 below.
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Figure 1.6: Varieties of lexical ambiguity

LEXICAL AMBIGUITY

—-

POLYSEMY
Item lias two related senses: both
senses may be literai, or one may be
literai and one metaphorical.

METAPHORICAL
POLYSEMY
One sense is metaphorical (e.g.
ye meaning ‘an organ of the
body’ or ‘the opening at die
top ofa needle’.)

HOi\IONYMY
Item lias two separate and
unrelated meanings (e.g., bank
meaning ‘die side ofa river’ or
financial institution’)

METONYMY
Both senses are literai (e.g.,
ttirkey meaning die animal
or die meat of diat animal)

Much research on processing of lexical ambiguitv Fias been reported in the
psycholinguistic literature. Research Fias focused on die issue ofwhether bodi meanings
of an ambiguous word are activated when

it

is recognized (multiple access) or whether

only die contex-tually appropriate meaning is activated (selective access). Despite die
theoretical distinction that has been drawn between homonymy and polysemy, die
majoritv of psvchoÏinguistic research Fias focused on studies of homonymy (but see
section 6.2 below for a discussion of studies focusing on processing of die mass/count
distinction, including mass/count polysemy).

With respect to homonymy, it appears that activation of alternate meanings is dependent
on a number of factors. These include context, whereby a highly constraining context
may lead to activation of the contextually appropriate but not die inappropriate meaning

2$
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(e.g., Swinney, 1979; Tanenhaus, Leiman & Seidenberg, 1979; Seidenberg, Tanenhaus.
Leiman & Bienkowski, 1982; Tabossi, 1988), interval between prime and target
(interstimulus interval, or ISI. whereby at a short ISI both meanings are activated but at
a longer ISI the inappropriate meaning is suppressed

(e.g., Swinney, 1979, 1991;

Simpson & Burgess, 1985; Burgess & Simpson, 1988; Simpson & Krueger, 1991;). and
frequency of the two meanings, whereby the more frequent meaning is more activated
than the less frequent meaning (Simpson & Burgess, 1985).

In sum, the findings in the literature point to a model where ail meanings are initially
activated, although the degree of activation is modulated by context and frequency of the
altemate meanings (Duffv. Morris & Rayner. 1988; Rayner & Frazier, 1989; Rayner,
Pacht & Duffy, 1994; Rayner, Binder & Duffy, 1999), and the appropriate meaning is
selected within 200ms of stimulus onset (see Klepousniotou, 2005).

Experimental resuits examining polysemy, in contrast, have indicated that these words
are processed differently than homonymous words. They show shorter fixation times in

reading tasks (Frazier & Rayner, 1990) and stronger priming (Klepousniotou, 2002) than
homonymous words. Metonymic lexical items have also been demonstrated to be
processed faster than homonymous items (Azuma & Van Orden, 1997; Rodd, Gaskell &
Marslen-Wilson, 2002). These findings suggest that words with multiple senses are
represented and/or accessed differently than words with multiple meanings. Processing
of metonymic lexical items with a mass/count extension, as in examples 3a and 3b
above, is discussed further in section 6.2, which focuses on studies examining processing
of the mass/count distinction.
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The research presented in this thesis investigates not only the unimpaired lexicon, but
also the ways in which representation of and access to this information may be altered
over the lifespan, both in healthy aging and in the case of neurological impairment.
Given the emphasis on memory systems that is inherent in a work focusing on aging and
Alzheimer’s disease, in section 3 below we provide a brief overview of theories of human
memory.

3. Theories of human memorv
Human memorv is not a unified system. Rather, it may be divided into a number of
subcomponents, each responsihie for different aspects of our memory function. These
subcomponents are dissociable from one another, and may be differentiaÏly affected in
neurological disease as well as in healthy aging. We offer a brief description of each
postulated subcomponent in sections 3.1

-

3.4 beÏow.

3.1 Short term and working memory
Short-term memory is the component of our memory system that allows the retention of
information for brief periods of time. In 1974, Baddeley and Hitch proposed the term
“working memory” (henceforth WM), to reflect the fact that this information is held in
mmd and manipulated over the short term. This manipulation includes integration,
mental calculations and general reasoning.

The original WÏvi model proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974) liolds that W\’I consists
of 3 components. The first is the central executive, a control system of limited
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attentional capacity. The model also includes two subsidiary storage systems, the
phonological loop, responsible for storing phonological information, and the visuospatial
sketchpad, responsible for storing visual information. This model is illustrated in Figure
1.7 below:

Figure 1.7 Baddeley and Hitch’s (1974) model ofWv1

visuospatial
sketchpad

I
J

phonological
loop

This model is supported by neuropsychological evidence, whereby lesions may affect
individual components of die system, as weII as by frmnctional neuroimaging evidence
(for a discussion of the neural underpinnings of WM, see Baddeley, 2003). The model
vas subsequently revised (Baddeley, 2000) to account for die interactions that have been
demonstrated between WI\’f and long terni memory. The revised model is shown in
Figure 1.8.

3
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Figure 1.8 Baddeley’s (2000) revised model ofWIVI
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The episodic buffer is a bmited capacity store that is responsible for bmding information
together

in order to create integrated episodes. This component is accessible to

conscious awareness and interacts with episodic long-term memory (discussed in section
3.5 below).

Thus it can be seen that damage to WM, specificalÏy the phonological Ïoop (thought to
be located in the Ieft temporoparietal region (BA4O, sec Baddeley, 2003) will affect
language processing as a resuit of an inability to keep auditory information in WM.

\Ve now provide a brief overview of the subcomponents of LTM: declarative memory
(which cari be subdivided into semantic and episodic memory) and procedural memory.
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3.2 The declarative /procedural distinction

Numerous human and animal studies have demonstrated that there exists a distinction
between declarative memory, which may be conceptualized as memory for “what”, and
procedural memory, which may be conceptualized as memory for “how” (Mishkin,
Malamut & Bachevalier. 1984; Schacter & Tulving, 1994; Squire & Knowlton, 2000;
Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2001: Poldrack & Packard, 2003). Declarative memory subserves
the leaming, representanon and use of knowledge about facts and events (semantic and
episodic knowledge; see section 3.3 below).

Its neural substrates are thought to be

located in the medial termporal lobe (hippocampus). Procedural memory, on the other
hand. subserves the learning and control of procedures, either sensorimotor or cognitive,
such as riding a bicycle or finding your car that you aiways park in the sarne place). Its
neural substrates are thought to be located in frontal/basai ganglia circuits.

Ullman and colleagues (Uliman et al., 1997; UlIman, 2001, 2004) have proposed that
separable language functions are dependent on the integrity of declarative and procedural
memory. Specificallv, “grammar” (i.e., the cules that a speaker applies when producing or
comprehending language) are dependent upon procedural memorv, whereas the lexicon
is dependent upon declarative memory. This model was proposed in light of evidence
that individuals suffering from AD, whose declarative memorv is impaired, exhibited a
deficit in production of the past tense of irregular English verbs (e.g., go/wen1) and
individuals suffering trom Parkinson’s disease, whose procedurai memory is impaired,
exhibited a deficit in production of the past tense of regular English verbs (e.g.,

jiwp/jrirnped). However, this model has been challenged by daims that these findings may
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be replicated using a connectionist model that does flot appeal to two separate systems
(Joanisse & Seidenberg. 1999).

It bas also been proposed that declarative memory can be separated into two
subcomponents, episodic and semantic memory (Tulving, 1972). This is discussed in
section 3.3 below.

3.3 Episodic and semantic memory
As alluded to in section 3.2 above, the fact that declarative memory is responsible for
tise of knowledge about both facts and events suggests

the learning, representation a.

that it may be dissociable into two separate systems, one responsible for memory for
facts (semantic memory) and one responsible for memory for events (episodic memory.
This distinction is supported, for example, by the fact that amnesic patients have a deficit
in their capacity to store new episodic memories in the context of basically intact
semantic memorv. However,

it

has been demonstrated that these patients in fact typically

show intact episodic memory from prior to the onset of their amnesia (Baddeley &
Wilson, 19$6 Wilson & Baddeley, 1998) and have deficits in encoding new semantic
information, being unable, for example, to name the current president and flot knowing
words introduced into the language subsequent to the onset of their amnesia (Gabrieli,
Cohen & Corkin,. 1988).

Recent work has refined our approach to the episodic/semantic distinction. Conway
(2001) suggests a distinction between episodic memory, which he uses to refer to recent
recollective experience, and autobiographical memory, which is the accumulation of
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personal knowledge. Other researchers (especially Gardiner, 2001) have discussed the
issue

of

testing

memory,

of episodic

introducing

a

paradigm

termed

the

“remember/know” (RK paradigm. Experirnental applications of this paradigm involve
asking subjects not only whether they think they have seen a given item before (i.e., a
standard recognition task) but also whether they explicitly remember seeing the item, or
whether they just “know” (e.g., sense that the item is familiar. Theoretical, experimental
and neuroimaging research converge on the conclusion that there are indeed two
separate components at work in traditional recognition paradigrns (for a discussion and
review, see Tulving, 2001).

A second question which arises is which memory system cornes frrst, sernantic or
episodic. That is, does semantic knowledge build on episodic or vice versa? Baddeley
(2001) has suggested that sernantic memorv may best be conceptualized as “the residue
of many episodes”. Tulving (1995), on the other hand, suests that the reverse is true:
the creation of episodic memory is in fact based on semantic memory. He terms his
model the SPI (serial

—

parallel

-

independent) model. since. according to this model,

encoding is senal, storage is parallel and retrieval is independent. The model is
represented in Figure 1.9 below:

______________

_____
_____

________
________
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Figure 1.9: Tulving’s (1995) SPI model
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Thus, the perceptual level makes information available to the semantic and episodic
systems. The semantic system is responsible for storing and processing of facts, and the
episodic system “extends the processing of objects and facts to the ‘self’ in ‘subjective
time’.” (Tulving, 2001,p. 1509).

In terms of neurological disease, light bas been shed on the issue of how best to
characterize the distinction between episodic and semantic memory by the study of
individuals who. due to progressive neurological disease, begin to lose their knowledge
ofthe meaning ofwords, even common ones. These individuals, diagnosed with sernatitic
dernentia. lost the information in an orderly fashion. Hrst losing specific terms, and then
gradually losing more general superordinate terms. This syndrome is discussed in greater
detail in Section 4.4 below.
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The current ±esis focuses on the issue of how one aspect of our knowledge of words,
mass/count information, is represented and accessed. The question of decÏarative versus
procedural memory is thus pertinent, given that both semantic and syntactic factors play
a role in this representation and access, meaning that integritv of both

memory systems

is presumably necessary for successful processing of this information. The

controversy

surrounding the episodic/semantic distinction has been highuighted here because
included in the subject pool that participated in the current experiments are individuals
with profound episodic and semantic memory disorders (AD patients) and one
individual with a focal semantic deficit (semantic dementia). as well as healthy older
aduits, a population whose memory

capacities

are altered relative to younger aduits. An

understanding of current conceptualizations of how human memory works is thus
necessarv if the data presented here are to be interpretable. Thus, in the following
sections we review the hterature on alterations in memory and language processing in
these populations.

4. Cognitive frmnction in healthy aging
Extensive research on aging lias indicated that, even in the absence of neuropathology,
changes in cognitive ftinction are seen over the course ofthe lifespan. These changes are
particularly evident in tasks that require self-initiated processing, such as cued and free
recail (Craik & Jennings. 1992); on the other hand, tasks that require less effortftml
retrieval, such as implicit retrieval, are tvpically found to be less impaired (for a review,
see Craik, 2000). Likewise, no decrement is seen over the lifespan on tasks that rely on
world knowledge, such as vocabulary scores (Park, 2000). mmd, indeed. older aduits
sometimes even perform better than younger aduits on these measures (Saithouse, 1993).
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Different memory systems have been found to be differentially affected by the aging
process. Procedural memory, as assessed by priming tasks, is found to be intact in
healthy aduits; in fact, priming effects are, if anything, greater than in younger aduits
(Laver & Burke, 1993). Working memory, on the other hand, bas been found to exhibtt
significant age-related decline (Wingfield, Stine, Lahar & Aberdeen, 1988; Dobbs & Rule,
1989: Craik. Morris & Gick, 1990). Episodic memory has generally been found to be
relatively more affected than semantic memory (Light, 1996; Burke, MacKay & James,
2000: Wingfield & Stine-Morrow, 2000; see Craik, 2000, for a review), aithougli the latter
lias also been found to be affected to a certain extent. For example, older aduits often
manifest word-finding difficulty ÇBurke, MacKay, Worthley & Wade, 1991), as well as
difficulty in retrieving proper names (Cohen & FauÏkner, 1986; Maylor, 1990).

4.1 Lexicosemantic knowtedge
One important component of semantic memory is lexicosemantic knowledge, that is,
knowledge of words and their meanings. Previous research lias suggested that no age
related decline is seen in lexicosemantic organization and processing. Similar
performance by younger and older aduits has been reported on a vanety of tasks aimed
at examining the organization of lexicosemantic knowledge, such as generation of word
associations (Lovelace & Cooley, 1982; Bowies, Williams & Poon, 1983; Burke & Peters,
1986) and category exemplars (Howard, 1980).

However, these resufts have been challenged by researcli demonstrating that age
differences are in fact seen in lexical production and category representation. For
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example, Brosseau and Cohen (1996) report a studv in which older and younger aduits
were asked to generate associations to 30 semantic

category

names.

The most common

responses differed across the two groups for 21 of the 30 categories, suggesting an
alteration in organization of semantic information in healthy elderly adults relative to
young adults. Similarly, Dommes and Le Rouzo (2004) report a study of lexical

ambiguitv in which older and younger aduits produce different familiarity ratings to
homophonous lexical items, and older aduits show a greater effect of semantic priming
in selecting pictures representing the two meanings of the homophones. Where a neutral
prime vas used, pictures were selected on the basis of the familiarity ratings the subjects
had previously provided. These authors interpret this as indicating differential
organization of the lexicon in older and younger adults.

On-une studies of lexicosemantic processing have demonstrated similar response
patterns in older and younger adults. For example, in lexical decision, older adults are at
least as accurate as younger aduits ÇBowles & Poon, 1981, 1985; Howard, 1983),
although o]der adults’ overail response time has been demonstrated to be somewhat
slower than that of younger adults Çfainturier, Tremblay & Lecours, 1989; Allen.
Madden & Crozier, 1991; Allen, Madden. Weber & Groth. 1993).

Likewise, factors such as frequency have been shown to exert a similar effect on older
and younger aduits’ lexical processing. Nonetheless, some studies have hinted at changes
in the wav in which lexical information is processed over the lifespan. Spieler and Balota
(2000) conducted an analysis of data from a word-naming task comprising 2,820 items,
and found differential effects for lexical and sublexical factors in older and younger
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aduits. Specifically. whule frequency, word Iength, and orthographic neighbourhood
densitv ail predicted reliable amounts of variance in naming latencies for both subject
groups. frequencv had a relatively greater effect on the older aduits’ performance. That
is, a lexical factor (frequency exerted a greater influence on older aduits’ performance
than did sublexicai factors (neighbourhood density, word length), relative to the
performance of vounger adults. Tins resuit was znterpreted as reflecttng older adults’
greater reading experience.

Neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies have also indicated age-related differences
in Iangnage processing. Federmeier, Van Petten, Schwartz & Kutas (2003) had older and
younger aduits hsten to natural speech for comprehension while ERPs were recorded;
sentences contained lexicallv associated or unassociated word pairs, arid were either
meaningffil or syntactically legal but meaningless. Attentional and lexical associative
effects were similar across the two subject groups, but message-level (context) effects
were signiflcandy delayed in older adults. The authors interpret these resuits as indicating
that longitudinal changes in language processing occur primarïly in higher-order
processes. On the other hand, Miyamoto, Katayama and Koyama (1998) report
alterations in older aduits’ electrophysiological response to stimuli primed by
semantically mismatched items; a reduction in the N400 component was seen in older
aduits relative to younger aduits. The authors attribute this to larger semantic networks
and more difffise semantic activation in older adufts.

Madden et al. (1996) and Madden, Langley et al. (2002) conducted a positron emission
tomography (PET) study examining older and younger adults’ neural activation whde
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performing a lexical decision task. They found that, while behavioural responses were
similar, neural activation differed across the two groups. Madden et al. (1996) found
greater occipito-temporal activation in the younger aduits, whule Madden, Langley et al.
(2002) found greater activation in Brodmann’s area 37 in the older adufts, and greater
activation in Brodmanns’ area 17 in die younger aduits. The data from die latter study
were re-analvsed bv Whiting, Madden, Langley, Dennv, et al. (2003) to investigate the
effects of lexical and sublexical components, that is, word frequency and word Iength,
respectively, on die two participant groups. They found that the frequency effects seen
in older aduits were related to activation in Brodmann’s areas 17, 18 and 37 of the left
hemisphere, whule word length effects in this groups were related only to activation in
Brodmann’s area 17. The authors conclude that, while performance differences on this
task across the lifespan are typically flot seen in behavioural measures, the neut-al
mechanisms underiving word identification are affected by die aging process. An
increase in orthographic familiarity and a strengthening of die semantic representation
associated with a given lexical entny are taken to occur with aging, leading to an increased
reliance on die neural areas underlying these functions.

In sum, although certain changes are seen in language processing across the lifespan,
these changes are usually located at the level of higlier-order processing, or in executive
processes, such as attention or working memory. Behavioral measures do flot tvpically
reveal longitudinal changes in Ïower-ÏeveÏ lexicosemantic processing.

However, there do exist some studies suesting diat such alterations do indeed occur.
These include both behavioral studies (e.g.. Brosseau & Cohen. 1996; Spieler & Balota,
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2000: Dommes & Le Rouzo, 2004) showing aÏterafions in semantic organization in the
lexicon, and by neuroimaging studies (e.g.. Madden et al., 1996; Madden, Langley et al.,
2002; Whiting et al.. 2003) which have demonsnated changes in neural
associated with word length and

frequency.

activation

As such, it is clear that much remains to be

understood about the precise nature oflexicosemantic processing across the lifespan.

4.2 Theories of cognitive aging
A number of theories have been put forward to account for tEe changes in cognitive
function seen across the lifespan. Salthouse (1991, 1996) proposed tEe “processing speed
theorv”, which holds that longitudinal dechnes in cognitive frmnction are caused by a
generalised cognitive siowing. SaÏthouse (1996) postulates two mechanisms that play a
role. The first is the “limited time mechanism”. wherebv older aduits may flot have the
time available to perform later components of a given cognitive task if they

require more

time to complete earlier components. The second is the “simultaneity mechanism”,
whereby tEe resuits of earlier cognitive operations may no longer be available by the

time

that later operations have been completed. As a result of this mechanism, older aduhs
will manifest impaired performance even on non-speeded tasks, since the resuits of
earher cognitive operations may flot be available to them. Further, this theory predicts
that tEe most age-related dechne will 5e seen on the most complex tasks, srnce it is on
these tasks that the greatest effect on later components will 5e seen.

A second influential hvpothesis accounting for cognitive aging was put fonvard by Craik
and Byrd (1982). They daim that longitudinal declines are a resuit of deficits in worldng
memory, which have been extensiveh’ demonstrated in the literature to occur in older
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aduits (WingHeld, Stine, Lahar & Aberdeen, 1988; Dobbs & Rule, 1989; Craik et al.,
1990). Relative to younger aduits, older aduits possess a reduced capacity to store,
retrieve and transform information on-une, indicating that processing resources are more
limited. The resuit of this deficit in working memory is that older aduits manifest a
decrement on tasks for which information must be held in working memory, such as
tasks in the auditory (as opposed to the visual) modalit. and dual task paradigms.
Deficits in working mernory have been put forward to account for a number of age
related changes in language processing, such as discourse processing (Light & Albertson,
1993) and syntactic analysis (e.g.. Kemtes & Kemper. 1997).

Hasher & Zacks (1988) put forward an altemate theory which rests on the daim that
older aduits’ decrements in cognitive function are a resuit of their difficuity in inhibiting
ii-relevant information when performing cognitive tasks. As a resuit, task-irrelevant
information enters into working memory and is maintained over a prolonged period of
time. A variety of evidence lias been marshalied to support this theory; for example,
older aduits are more likely to maintain disconfirmed inferences (Hamm & Hasher,
1992, and exhihit stronger negative priming (1-laslier, Stoltzfus, Zacks & Rypma, 1991),
whereby a response that must be inhibited on a given trial becomes the basis for the
correct response on a subsequent trial.

Finallv, Lindenberger and Baltes (1994) have claimed that nearly ail age-related variance
across a varietv of cognitive tasks can be accounted for in terms of decreased sensory
frmnction. The evidence for this daim is drawn from the Berlin Aging Study, in which
aduits between the ages of 70 and 103 performed 14 different cognitive tasks.
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Reductions in visual and auditory acuitv were found to he the best index of decline in
these tasks across the different age groups. Furthermore, sensory measures accounted
for ail variance in speed of processing, but flot vice versa. A second study (Lindenberg &
Baltes, 1997) examined a sample of aduits ranging in age from 25 to 103. Systematic
declines in ail aspects of cognition were demonstrated across the lifespan, and these were
mediated bv sensorv function. The rate of decline did flot vary as a function of
education, occupation, social class nor income, suggesting that these declines are based
on biology rather than social factors. This is consistent with Lindenberg and Bakes’s
(1994) daim that declines in sensor acuitv can predict dectines in cognitive function
since thev are both correlated with cerebral

integrity.

It seems likely that the most plausible account of age-related changes in cognition will
incorporate aspects of each of these theories. Each account lias a solid theoretical basis;
changes in processing speed, working memory, inhibitorv function and sensorv acuity do
indeed occur in older adults and eacli of these iikely has a broad influence on cognitive
functioning. It is probable that different tasks will tap into different aspects of cognitive
aging. As such, alterations in performance in any given task may best be accounted for
by appealing to one or more of these theories. For example, as mentioned above,
alterations in processing speed xviii probabiy have their most profound influence in more
complex tasks, such as sentence (as opposed to singie-word) processing. Likewise,
reductions in working memory capacity xviii likely have a strong influence in tasks that
tap into this component, such as dual task paradigms. Flasher and Zacks’s (198$) theory
that reductions in inhibitorv function underhe older adufts’ decrements in cognitive
frmnction is probabiy most relevant xvith respect to tasks that incorporate a significant
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inhibitory component, such as a task where subjects are required to suppress task
irrelevant information. That is, ail of these factors are in play at ail times, but different
tasks will highlight different aspects of the complex multi-factoria] nature of cognitive
aging.

Particularly important to bear in mmd when conducting research designed to examine
cognitive ffinction in older aduits is the fourth hypothesis presented, that the majoritv of
age-related changes in task performance cari be accounted for in terms of sensory

acuity.

Whule the other factors mentioned above certainly play a role in cognitive aging, it is
paramount that sensory acuity issues be taken into consideration in task design. Only
when a task is designed such that sensory acuity cannot account for performance
alterations and/or participants’ sensory capacities are evaiuated and this is taken into
account in analysis ofthe results, can we begin to assess the influence of other factors on
subject performance.

Given the diverse hypotheses regarding the hrndamental mechanisms at work in normal
aging, it is clear that much work remains to be done in terms of understanding the
processes underlying age-reÏated changes in cognitive fiinction. Chapter three of the
current thesis examines lexicosemantic processing in bealthy younger and older aduits,
with the objective of shedding further light on this issue, as well as providing a baseline
for later studies with populations exhibiting pathological aging. A brief overview of
findings with regard to linguistic function in these populations is given below.
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5. Cognitive function in patho1oical aing
Participants from t\vo patient populations participated in the research reported here:
suhjects suffering from Aizhetmer’s disease anti mild cognitive impairment. $tudy four
also reports the performance of one patient diagnosed with semantic dementia and
another wiffi agrammatic aphasia. The following sections provide a brief summary of the
impairments seen in these different populations.

5.1 Alzheimer’s Disease
Mzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common dementing disease and accounts for more
than haif of dementia cases (Canadian Studv of Heaith and Aging Working Group,
1994). Afthough definite diagnosis of AD cannot be made until autopsy, individuals may
be diagnosed with probable AD on the basis of clinical criteria, listed in Table I below.
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NINCDS-ADRDA criteria fora diagnosis of probable AD

Table I

(from McKhann et al., 1984)
dementia established by clinical examination and documented by the Mini-Mental Test;

•

Blessed

Dementia

Scale,

or

some

similar

examination,

and

confirmed

by

neuropsychological tests;
•

deficits in two or more amas of cognition;

•

progressive worsenirig ofmemory and other cognitive frmnctions;

•

no disturbance ofconsciousness:

•

onset between ages 40 and 90, most often after age 65; and

•

absence of systemic disorders or other brain diseases that in and of themselves could
account for the progressive deficits in memory and cognition.

Diagnosis of possible, probable and definite AD are made as follows (Cumrnings, 2004):

confirmation at autopsy.

1.

DeRmite AD: clinical diagnosis

2.

Probable AD: typical clinical syndrome but no confirmation at autopsy

+

3. Possible AD: atypical clinical features but no alternative diagnosis apparent; no
confirmation at autopsy.

In terms of cognitive profile, the most typical clinical features of AD are memor
impairment. language and visuospatial deficits, and impairmnent in executive ftmction.
Patients tvpicaily also exhibit modifications in personalitv and behaviour. Motor and
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sensorv deficits, gait disturbances and seizures are also seen, albeit typically later in the
disease course. However, a good deal of heterogeneity is seen in this group. Ail AD

individuals exhibit a memorv impairment, but this may co-occur with diverse cognitive
symptoms; disproportionate aphasia, agnosia, or apraxia may be seen, and there also
exists a frontal variant of AD in which executive function is disproportionately impaired
(for a review and discussion of possible neurobiological bases for these subtypes of AD,
see Cummings, 2000).

In ten-ns of language performance, the majority of patients exhibit anomia çword-finding
difflcu1ty even very early in the disease course (Appeli, Kertesz & Fisman, 1982; Bayles
& Kaszniak, 1987). Further, timed (on-une) studies of language processing in AD have
revealed response time alterations, particularly a generalized slowing (Nebes & Brady,
1992), relative to elderly conols. AD patients exhibit intact phonological abilities
(Murdoch. Chenet-v, Wilks & Boyle. 1987) and are not typically found to manifest
syntactic impairments (Bayles, 1982; Kempler, Curtiss and Jackson, 1987). However,
some authors (e.g., Grossman, Mickanin, Onishi & Hughes, 1995) have claimed that
subtie syntactic impairments can be seen in this subect group. (Fora review oflanguage
performance in AD, see Caramelli, Mansur & Nitrini, 1998.)

There exists a general consensus that AD patients exhibit significant impairments in

semantic abiities, in contrast to relatively intact syntactic and phonological abilities
(Irigaray. 1973; Whitaker, 1976; Schwartz, Marin & Saffran. 1979; Bavles & Kaszniak,
1987; Kempler et al., 1987; Light & Burke, 1993; Kertesz, 1994; Patel & Satz, 1994).

Clinically, these semantic impairments are typically assessed using confrontation naming
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and verbal fluency tasks. In mild ÀD, most naming errors take the form of production
of superordinate labels (e.g., “animal” for “giraffe”) or semantically related items (e.g.,
“dock” for “watch”; Bayles, Tomoeda & Trosset. 1990; Hodges, Salmon & Butters.
1991). It lias been argued that this pattem oferrors reflects loss ofknowledge ofspecific
attributes; in contrast, superordinate knowledge tends to be preserved (Martin & Fedio,
1983; Chertkow & Bub. 1990). Verbal fluency tasks, in which participants are required to
produce as many items as possible fulfihlmg a given criterion within a limited time frame,
typically one minute, may be divided into semantic fluency tasks, where the criterion is
semanfic (e.g. “Name as many animais as you can”), and letter Huency tasks, where the
criterion is orthographic (e.g., “Name as many words as you can that start with the letter
A”). Verbal fluency is substantially reduced in AI) (Ober, Dronkers, Koss, Delis &
friedland, 1986; Butters, Granhoim. Salmon, Grant & \Volfe, 1987), and semantic
Huency lias been found to be more affected than letter fluency (Monsch, Bondi, Butters.
Salmon, et aI., 1992; Pasquier, Lebert, Grymonprez & Petit, 1995).

Another way of assessing the integrity of semantic memory is through semantic priming
tasks, whereby memory is measured via facilitated performance on a given item when it
is preceded by a semantically related item. Semantic pnming paradigms thus assess the
integrity of semantic memory in an implicit fashion, as opposed to the naming and
verbal fluency paradigrns described above. As mentioned above, pnming is preserved in
healthy aging (Laver & Burke, 1993). In contrast, eafly studies of semantic priming in
AD (e.g., Ober & Shenaut, 1988) demonstrated a significant reduction in the priming
effect. However, later studies indicate that the nature of semantic priming performance
in Ai) is significandy more complicated than had originaiÏy been tliought. Chertkow,
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Bub & Seidenberg (1989) tested a group of six AD patients on a series of off-une tasks,
followed by a primed lexical decision task. They found substantially greater priming
(hyperpriming), as well as slowed lexical decisions, on those items whose representations
were degraded according to the resuits of the off-une tasks. Thus, counterintuitively,

increased priming on a lexical decision task could be taken to indicate damage to the
semantic system in AD.

Taken together, these resuits point to linguistic impairments in AD being located at the
level of the lexicon, in confrast to a relatively intact grammar. Nonetheless, the question

of the exact nature of the deficit remains open; that is, whether AD patients’ linguistic
impairments are the result of impaired access to semantic information, while the
semantic representations remain intact, or whether they are reflective of damage to the
representations themselves (see, e.g. Nebes & Brady, 1991; Hodges, Salmon & Buffers.
1992). Several studies with mild to moderate AD patients have indicated that impairment
in certain items is consistent across different tasks, supporting the interpretation that the
lexicosemantic impairment in AD is a resuit of damage to the semantic system rather
than impaired access (e.g., Huff, Corkin & Growdon, 1986; Chertkow & Bub, 1990).

In order for an individual to be diagnosed with AD, significant impairments in ffvo or
more domains of cognition must co-occur with dementia; that is, ±e individual must
exhibit significant impairments in daily functioning. If an individual exhibits memory
impairments relative to age-matched healthy controls in the absence of dementia, and
offier possible causes, such as depression, can be mled out, the individual may be

C
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diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment. A brief description of this syndrome, as well
as a discussion of its potential connection to AD, is provided below.

5.2 Mild cognitive impairment
Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a term that was recently introduced by the World
Health Organization (sec also Petersen. Smith. Waring, Ivnik, Tangalos and Kokmen,
1999). It is designed to capture the point on the continuum of cognitive states between
normai aging and dementia (sec Chertkow, 2002 for a discussion). The criteria for MCI

are given in Table II below.

Table II: General criteria for mild cognitive impairment
from Chertkow (2002)
Subjective complaint of memory loss.
Objective impairment of abilitv.
Generally preserved other ability.
No other obvious medical neurologic or psychiatric explanation for the memory problems.
Individual does not meet critena for dementia

0f particular interest in research with MCI individuals is the issue of whether MCI
represents an early stage of AD. Aithougli there exists significant variation in conversion
rates across studies. on average it has becn found that approximately 15% of MCI
individuals convert to AD annually. A review of the principal studies in the literature is
available in Laurent & Thomas Antérion (2002). It appears, however, that a subset of
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MCI individuals will flot convert to AD, even ten years afrer onset of MCI (Chertkow,
2002).

At the neuropaffiological level, at least some MCI individuals exhibit the same profile
that is seen in very early AD, specifically neurofibrillary tangles in the hippocampus and
entorhinal cortex Chertkow. 2002. Decreased hippocampal volume bas also been
found to occur (Jack, Petersen, Xu, O’Brien, et aI., 1999). However, posttnortem
examinations of patients with MCI have revealed that cholinergic markers in the cortex
are flot altered in these cases (Bouras. 2002. cited in Chertkow. 2002).

In terms of neuropsychologica] function, a great deal of heterogeneity is seen in MCI
(Lautenschlager, Riemenschneider, Drzezga & Kurz, 2001). Certain researchers have
advocated further subdivision of MCI. depending on the cognitive domain(s) affected.
Petersen et al. (2001) defme the majority of MCI patients as suffenng from “amnestic
MCI”, meaning that they are suffeting from memory impairment, but that offier
cognitive domains are intact; these MCI individuals are more likely to develop AD.
Alternatively, MCI patients may exhibit impairment in a single cognitive domain other
than memory; in this case, it is likely that the patients will develop some other
neurodegenerative disease, such as primarv progressive aphasia (Chertkow, 2002). In stiul
other cases, patients may manifest subtie impairments across a range of domains, or
“multiple domain MCI” Lopez,Jagust, DeKosky & Becker, 2002).

These findings leave open the question of whether or not MCI constitutes an early
(“pre-dementia]”) stage of AD, and, if so, in what proportion of cases. Following an
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extensive literature review, Laurent and Thomas Antérion (2002) conclude that MCI
represents a pre-demential stage of AD in 70-80% of cases. Nonetheless, it must be
borne in mmd ffiat there stiil exists significant controversy in terms of the definition of
MCI, and there exist at least seven different operational definitions for MCI (Chertkow,
2002). As would be expected, differences in cohort definition lead to differences in

conversion rates from MCI to AD. and studies range widely in terms of the conversion
rates found.

Both off-lime and on-Ime studies of lexicosemantic processing in AD and MCI
populations are reported in chapters two and four of the present thesis. We now turn to
a review of cognitive function in the remaining populations that are studied in this thesis:
semantic dementia and agramrnatic aphasia.

5.3 Semantic dementia
Semantic dementia (SD) is a recently descnbed clinical condition involving a specific
deterioration in the abiity to name or comprehend concepts, in the absence of
impairments to phonology or syntax, and otherwise relatively spared cognition. Mesulam
(1982) described a senes of six cases of progressive language impairment in the absence
of generalized dementia; these were the Hrst clinical descriptions of a syndrome which
became known as primary progressive aphasia (PPA). It soon became clear that PPA was
a heterogeneous disorder; although patients typically manifested anomia (word-finding
difficultv), differences were seen in the degree of semantic, syntactic and phonological
impairment, and findings from structural and functional neuroimaging were also variable
from case to case. A division was thus drawn between fluent and non-fluent PPA.
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Patients suffering from non-fluent PPA show a pattern similar to that of Broca’s
aphasics. Those patients suffering from Huent PPA, on the other hand, show a
progressive loss of knowledge of the meaning of both words and objects; that is, they
demonstrate an impairment in semantic memory, but intact episodic memory. This lcd to
the designation “semantic dementia” (Snowden, Goulding & Neary, 1989).

In most cases of SD, magnetic resonance imaging and autopsv findings indicate primary
involvement of the temporal lobe, specifically the temporal pole and inferolateral region,
although boffi grey and white malter are found to be implicated, and there are conflicting
Hndings in the literature with respect to the degree of hippocampal involvement

(Garrard & Hodges, 2000). Although in the majority of cases patients do not reach
autopsy until their deficit is no longer restricted to semantic memory, there does exist
one case in the literature where an SD patient dieU early in the disease course and an
autopsy was performed (Harasty, Halliday, Code & Brooks, 1996). In this case. atrophy
was found to be restricted to the left inferior and middle temporal gyn. Subcortical white
malter, hippocampus, basal ganglia and parahippocampal gyri were spared.

In terms of language function, these patients are found to have fluent, grammatically
correct speech, but a lack of content words. Phonological aspects of language are found
to be intact. Anomia is universally found. although circumtocutions or genenc words
such as “stuf?’ may be inserted instead. Semantic paraphasias are also occasionally seen.
A sample of the language of an SD patient is given below (taken from Garrard &
Hodges, 1999):
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Patient (on being shown a picture of a soldier): Oh gosh, this seerns to be, oh
corne on, trv and remember the narne: I know what thev are cause there’s three
of these, so it’s flot the two and three, it’s the one which. et... some of them
will be in Britain because, et, you know with our stuff in Britain, sorne of them
are also outside Britain, some of them are also in Britain as well. What d’you
cail them ag-ain because N.’s son, no, flot son, his brother, he’s one of these as
well.

SD patients also show reductions in exemplar generation rn the category fluency test, in
which patients are asked to generate as many exemplars of a given category (such as
animais) within a minute. Thev exhibit impairments in repetition of sentences but not
srngle-word repetition. In terms of reading, surface dyslexia is seen. whereby these
patients exhibit normal performance on regularly spelled words, but difficulty with
words with an irregular grapheme-phoneme correspondence, such as

“pint”.

In sum, these patients show profound language impairments and reduced knowledge
about the meaning of objects. but preserved abilities in other cognitive areas. This
pattem of impairment may best be captured in terms of damage to semantic memory;
hence the term semantic dementia. The core features of SD are listed in Table III. (For a
further review and discussion of this syndrome, see Mesulam, 2003.)

______________________________________________________________
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Table III: Core features of semantic dementia
(from Garrard & Hodges, 1999).
Age at onset

<65

Disease progression

Generally rapid

Spontaneous speech

Fluent, grammatically correct, devoid of function words

Paraphasias

Semantic

Comprehension:
Single word
Syntax

Impaired
Intact

Repetition

Normal for single words

Episodic memory

Preserved for recent events

Frontal ‘executive’
hinctions
Visuospatial &
perceptual

Intact in early stages
Intact

skills

Behaviour

Appropriate initially; frontal components appear later

MRI findin

focal polar and inferolateral temporal lobe atrophy, ofren
worse on left

The final participant in the studies included in this thesis was diagnosed with agrammatic
aphasia. Given that the mass/count distinction bears upon both semantic and syntactic
issues, this individual was included in order to tease apart the semantic and syntactic
contributions to processing of mass/count information. The reasoning behind the
inclusion of this individual in the present research is elaborated upon in Section 8 below.

We now tum to a brief review of the charactenstics of agrammatic aphasia.

o
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5.4 Agrammatic aphasia

Agrammatic aphasia is an acquired language disorder that is usualiy the resuit of brain
damage, such as a stroke. Patients suffenng this disorder manifest what may be described
as “telegraphic” speech, whereby speech is effortftil, functionai categories such as
determiners and tense markings are ofren omitted, and anomia (word-finding difHculty)
is obsenTed. A typical utterance is given below. The patient is attempting to describe the

the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Goodglass &

Cookie Theft picture from

Kapian, 1972).

well I don’t know but it’s
candy
cooide
candy
Kid
kk
can
many no
girl
men
fail
it
siam
early
writ
easy does
dish
water
water
falling pah that’s ail
dishes
soap
soap
that’s ail.
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

that’s ail.
he
down
can
cookies
candy
cookies
cookies
Her
clean
much to do
water
and it hurts
Girl
siipping water
[the examiner asks: What
I think that’s doing it
Dishes
up there
up
is she doing with the dishes?] discharge
I forgot
dirtying ciothes [?]
no
[the examiner probes: What about it?Ï siippery water
[?]
dish [?] water
scoided
slipped.
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

(from Obier & Gjeriow, 1999)

Untii the 1970’s, it xvas beiieved that comprehension was intact in these patients;
however, Caramazza and Zunf (1976) demonstrated that subtie comprehension deficits

are indeed seen in agrarnmatic aphasia. They tested these patients on semantically
reversible and semantically irreversible passive sentences, such as those shown in 4a and
4b:

INTRODUCTION
4a.

The boy that the girl kissed is tau. (semantically reversible)

4b.

The bail that the boy kicked is red. (semantically irreversible)
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They found impaired comprehension in sentences of type 4a, but flot in sentences of
t\Tpe

4b, which provide semantic cues to their correct interpretation. These and similar

later findings have revealed that agrammatic aphasics generally exhibit both production
and comprehension deficits, although dissociations have been attested in the literature
(e.g., Caramazza & Miceli, 1991). Various hypotheses in terrns of a breakdown in
syntactic competence (e.g., Grodzinsky. 1984, 2000; Mauner, Fromkin & Comeli, 1993;
Grodzinsky & Finkel, 1998) or processing limitations (e.g., Hartsuiker & Kolk, 199$)
have been proposed to account for the morphosyntactic impairment characteristic of
agrarnmatic aphasia (for a review, see Nadeau, Rothi & Crosson. 2000).

Lexical access has also been found to be abnormai in this population. Specifically, verbs
tend to be more impaired than nouns (see, e.g., Bastiaanse & Jonkers, 199$), although
abnormalities in lexical access of ambiguous nouns have also been demonsftated
(Swinney, Nicol & Zurif, 1989). The present research (Chapter 5) examines the
performance of an agrammatic aphasic subject on tasks designed to tap semantic and
syntactic aspects of the mass/count distinction, with die goal of further specifying die
role that these two types of information play in processing different noun types. A brief
review of die mass/count distinction in English foliows below.

o
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6. The mass/count distinction
Englisli nouns may be defined as either proper nouns, conmion nouns or pronouns.
Common nouns may be either mass or comzt. This distinction may be captured in ternis of
syntactlc criteria:

Table W: Syntactic distribution of mass and count nouns
Mass nouns

Count nouns

Cannot be pluralized (*two honeys)

Can be pluralized (two lices)

Cannot take the indefinite article (*a Can take the indefinite article (a lice)
honey)
Take

only

quantifiers

that

do

denumerate (much honey)

flot Take only quantifiers that denumerate
(many trees)

There also exists a category of nouns which may take either a mass or a count reading
(e.g.. litrkej’). Following Gillon, Kehayia & Taler (1999), we term these items “dual
nouns”. Dualit constitutes a form of metonvrny (sec section 2.4 above for a discussion
of lexical

ambiguity in the lexicon).

Although the distribution of mass and count nouns can be captured in terms of the
syntactic environments in which they appear, there is nonetheless

significant

disagreement among linguists as to which cnteria are in fact most appropriate to
characterize the mass/count distinction. Four major approaches may be identified; these
are outlined below (sec Joosten, 2003 for ftirther discussion).

o
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6.1 Theoretica linguistic approaches to the mass/count distinction

Proponents of the rarnrnaticaï ieî1point (e.g., Bloomfield, 1933) hold that the mass/count
distinction is a purely grammatical one, and can be captured according to the criteria
listed in Table IV. Under this view, semantic factors play no role whatsoever in this
distinction. While this adequately captures the mass/count distinction distributionally, it
ignores the likelihood that the correlation between the use of mass nouns to refer to
“stuff” and of count nouns to refer to “things” is more than merely coincidental. For
example, Markman (1985) examined the mass/count status of 48 basic level categories in
18 languages from several language families, and found a 99% agreement in this status
cross-linguistically.

The ontotqgical

ie]2poini,

most famously espoused by Quine (1960), daims that the

mass/count distinction holds between referents; that is, it is a distinction between real
world entities. The principles of “cumulative reference” and “Cheng’s condition”
(Cheng, 1973) have been invoked to characterize these criteria. The former holds that
“any sum of parts which are water is water” (Quine, 1960); that is, if you add water to
water, you stiil have water. The latter is a reversai of titis condition: “Any part of the
whole of the mass object which is w is 7’ (Cheng, 1973). That is, if you remove water
from water, you are stiul left with water mass nouns refer distributive/y as well as
cumulatively. Ter Meulen (1981) summarizes these properties in terms of “homogeneous
reference”: referents of mass nouns have a homogeneous structure, whereas referents of
count nouns have a heterogeneous structure.

o
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A number of objections may be raised to these daims. First, these criteria may just as
well be applied to plural count nouns (Gillon, 1996): if you add horses to horses, you are
stiil left with horses; likewise, if you remove horses from horses, you stiil have horses.
Second, this account does flot capture language differences; for example, the noun

ipaghetti is mass in English but plural in ftalian. Finally, these cntena do not translate well
to abstract nouns such as crisis and qzia1ity, nor to dual nouns admitting both a mass and a
count reading 000sten, 2003)

Proponents of the sernantic vieipoint (e.g., Wierzbicka, 1991; Jackendoff, 1992) daim that
the mass/count distinction is best seen in terms of the way that the world is
conceptualized by language users; that is, the mass/count distinction “resides in the
meanings of the nouns themselves, and not in the things they name”. Count nouns are
conceptualized in an individuated fashion, and mass nouns in an unindividuated fashion.
Again, this account can be considered inadequate for several reasons (Joosten. 2003).
First, some mass/count alterations do flot appear amenable to an account in which this
distinction is determined by the way in which the world is conceptualized by language
users (e.g., peas/rice). In these cases, such an account appears somewhat ad hoc. Second,
the semantic viewpoint does flot explicitly account for dual nouns, which altemate
hetween mass and count (although it could of course be argued that speakers may
conceptualize a given noun as count in one context and mass in another).

A fourth view of the mass/count distinction is the conte..iuaÏ uiew (e.g., Pelletier, 1979;
Bunt, 1985). Under this view, mass- or countuess is nota feature ofthe noun itself, but
rather of the noun phrase NP). This is illustrated both by the phenomenon of dual
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nouns, and by the thought expenment proposed by Pelletier (1979), known as the

“universal grinder”, which demonstrated the flexibiity of nouns to appear in mass and
count contexts. The universal grinder is a machine that cari grind any substance,
converting it from individuated to unindividuated

—

that is, from a “count” substance to

a “mass” substance. Thus, sentences such as “There is book ail over the floor” are
rendered grammatical.

Gillon (1996) also discusses a number of circumstances under which mass/count
conversion occurs; that is, where a so-called mass noun may be used as count, or vice
versa. In the latter case, these include ta) type conversion, where a mass noun is used as a
count noun in order to denote a type thereof; (b) unit conversion, where a mass noun is
used as count in order to denote a unit thereof: (e) in the case of emotions, conversions
of the type whereby the noun is used to denote “that which gives nse to the emotion”;
and (d) conversions of the type whereby the noun is used to denote instances of the
denotaflon of the mass noun. Examples of this are given below (from Gillon, 1996, pp.
29-30):

5a.

Only two coffees are sold in this store: Ethiopian and Costa Rican.

5b.

I ordered a piz. flot a suce of pizza.

5c.

Carol has two anxieties: her job aiid her chiidren.

5d.

Elizabeth made many efforts to contact her lawyer.

Gillon (1996) proposes a series of lexical rules to account for these conversions (p.30):
6a.

C(v1)l

{xisaunitof(MI}
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i.e., a mass noun may be converted to a count noun whereby die count noun
refers to a unit of the mass noun; for example, a coffee

one unit (cup) of

co ffee.
6h.

IC(M)L

{isakindofIMj}

i.e., a mass noun may be converted to a count noun whereby die count noun
refers to a kind of die mass noun; for example, a grain
6c.

C(M)I

{x is an instance of

a kind of grain.

Mli

i.e., a mass noun may be converted to a count noun whereby the count noun
refers to an instance of die mass noun; for example, an effort

=

an instance of

effort (see example 5d).
6d.

IC(M)l

{xisasourceof Mli

i.e., a mass noun may be converted to a count noun whereby die count noun
refers to an instance of the mass noun; for example, an anxiety

=

a source of

anxiety (see example 5c).
where M denotes a mass noun, C denotes a count noun, and

denotes the

conversion operaton.

Gillon (1996) also enumerates a number of subtypes of conversion from count to mass
nouns: (a) animal names used to denote die meat or fur of that animal, or vegetable
names used to denote

ccdie

largest aggregate of those parts considered suitable for

human consumption”; (b) tree names used to denote die wood from diat ftee; (c)
conversion whereby count nouns are used as mass to denote “parts which contribute to

die enlargement or enhancement of die product” (p.32); and (d) cases where die mass

C
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or counthood of the lexical item depends on whether or flot the denotation is “atomic”;
that is, whether or flot

it

is individuated. These cases are exemplified below:

likes to eat chicken.

4a)

John

4b)

The sideboard is made ofoak.

4c)

Bili got a lot of house for $100,000. (example from Gillon, 1996)

4d)

She tied the parce! witb string.

One drawback with respect to the types of lexical mies enumerated by Gillon (1996) is
that these mies are essentiaily a listing of conditions under which mass/count conversion
may occur. without any principled account of why these conditions (or lexical items)
allow conversion. The question which arises with respect to types (a), (b) and especiaiiy
(d), where there is no clear preference for a mass or a count interpretation of the

noun

in

the absence of context, is whether these reflect ambiguitv or underspecification. This
question has been partialiy answered in the literature (see sections 4.1 and 4.2 below),
and the research presented here also provides an account ofthese cases.

Retuming to the issue of the contextual viewpoint of the mass/count distinction, while
this accounts eiegantly for instances where conversion occurs easiiy, there are certain
objections that may be raised 000sten, 2003). First, flot ail nouns may be used in both
mass and count contexts; Galmiche (1989) offers the French counterexampies *d;t kito
and *de la

catoTie.

Second, certain contexts are underspecified or ambiguous with regard

to mass/count information (e.g., that chicken). And third, it must be borne in mmd that
the majority of nouns favour either a mass or a count reading.
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In light of die objections that may be raised te the various accounts of die mass/count
distinction, Joosten (2003) daims that a multidimensional approach is necessarv, and
proposes the following charactenzation ofthis distinction (p.227):

-

(Non)countabilitv is intimately connected with reaiity, though a plausible account
for it can only be given when it is analysed in terms of a possible conceptual
restructuration of that realitv;

-

(Non)countability is primarily a propertv of NPs, but nouns may differ in the
degree that they occur in count or mass environments;

-

When conceptualisation and realitv do net match. this deviation may be
Qexically/contextually) motivated or unmonvated. There is always a degree of
arbitranness in language.

Thus, Joosten (2003) essentially daims that each account of the mass/count distinction
has validity, and that the most plausible account will integrate aspects of each viewpoint.
This is consistent with the findings in the literature se far; processing of mass/count
information bas been found to be altered in a variety of neurological disorders affecting
diverse language functions (sec section 6.2.2 below). Likewise, it is consistent with recent
insights into the neurobiological representation and processing of language, which views
die neural substrates oflanguage as betng composed ofwidety distributed ccli assemblies
(e.g., Pulvermiilier, 1999, 2001; sec section 7 betow).

o
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The interaction of semantic and syntactic aspects of the mass/count distinction is
addressed specitically in Chapter 5 of the present thesis, which assesses the performance
of patients suffering from specific syntactic and semantic impairments on a sentence
grammaticality judgement task and a sentence-picture matching task focusing on this
distinction.

A number of studies examining processing of these noun types exist in the literature. We
now tum to a brief overview of the principal findings, first reviewing those studies that
examined neurologically unimpaired populations, and then turning to those studies
examining the performance of populations with vanous types of neurological
impairment.

6.2 Evidence for processing of different noun types

6.2.1 Unimpaired populations
Several studies exist of processing of various noun types in unimpaired populations.
Gillon, Kehayia and Taler (1999) examined processing of a variety of noun types,
including mass, count and dual nouns, in a simple and a primed lexical decision task. In
the simple lexical decision task, it was found that mass nouns yielded longer RTs than
did count nouns. In the pnmed lexical decision task, nouns ofvarious types were used as
targets and determiners with which they formed a grammatical or ungrammatical
combination were used as primes. It was found that grammatical combinations yielded
shorter Ris than did ungrammatical combinations. The authors took these resuits as

(Z

support for the daims that: (a) mass and count nouns may be distinguished using a
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feamre [massi, (b) accessing this feature slows recognition, and (c) a mismatch in

mass/count information (i.e., the feature [massl) between a determiner and a noun
resuits in slowed access.

Azuma and Van Orden (1997) and Frazier and Rayner (1990) both examined processing
of polysemous items and compared this with processing of homonymous items. using a

reading task and a lexical decision task respectively. Both these studies found faster
processing of polysemous items than of homonymous items; the former showed shorter

fixation times in a reading task as well as shorter RTs in the lexical decision task.
Similarly. in a cross-modal pnming study examining processmg of various types of
ambiguous nouns, Klepousniotou (2002) found that metonymic nouns exhibited shorter
RTs and greater priming than did homonymous nouns. The author interpreted this as
indicating that only the basic sense of metonymic nouns is stored in the lexicon, and that
mass/count information is inserted on-line by means of a lexical rule, such as the one
postulated by Copestake and Bnscoe (1995) and Pustejovsky (1995). This lexical rule is
discussed further in Chapters 3-5.

6.2.2 Impaired populations
There exist a few studies in the literature examining the processing of mass, count and
dual nouns in various impaired populations. In an off-line sentence-picture matching
task, Shapiro, Zurif, Carey and Grossman (1989) examined the ability of Broca’s and
Wernicke’s aphasics to access the mass and count interpretations of both homonymous
nouns, such as punch, meaning either the drink or “a blow to the face”, and of
metonymic nouns with a mass/count extension, such as turky.

They presented the
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subjects with sentences of the form “Point to the picture of X” or “Point to the picture
of an X”, where X represents the ambiguous lexical item, along with a picture
represendng the two possible meanings or senses of the item. A similar task utilizing
proper and

common nouns (e.g., “Point to

the picture of Penny” vs. “Point to the

picture ofa penny”). Broca’s aphasics exhibited sigriiHcantly poorer performance for the
mass/count distinction than for die proper noun/common noun distinction, with

especially poor performance on mass nouns. The pattern of resuits of Huent aphasics
was not interpretable. The authors interpret die performance patterns of the Broca’s
aphasics as indicating that the proper noun/common noun is a universal semantic
distinction, whereas die mass/count distinction is more purely syntactic, and thus is a

source of difficulty for agrammatic subjects.

Unfortunately, no distinction was drawn between the two types of lexical ambiguity in
Shapiro et al.’s (1989) study. In chapters 2 and 5 of this thesis, studies are presented
where patients suffenng from a varietv of neurological disorders (AD, MCI, semantic
dementia and agrammatic aphasia) participated in an identical sentence-picture matching

task, but where ail stimuli were dual nouns.

Grossman, Carveil and Peltzer (1993) and Grossman, Mickanin, Onishi and Hughes
(1995) conducted studies examining processing of mass and count items by patients
suffering from Parldnson’s disease (PD) and AD, respectively. In both these studies
subjects performed a sentence-picture matching task, a grammaticality judgement task
and a sentence completion task. These tasks were designed to tease apart die semantic

(Z

and syntactic information contained in die determiners mucb and ma?9’. Both patient
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groups were found to be impaired. In the case ofPD patients, patients were found to be
impaired in accessing syntactic information about the quantifier (i.e., information about

its mass/count status), as well as judging the grammaticality of short sentences
containing mass and count nouns. Some patients were also impaired in the sentence
completion task. The authors take these resuits to reflect a multifactorial impairment.
AD patients, on the other hand, showed difficulty with processing syntactic information
in ail three experiments, independent of any difficulty they experienced in interpreting

the meanings of words. The authors conciude that these patients have an impaired
appreciation of the conceptual relations underiying the mass/count distinction.

Semenza, Mondini and Cappelletti (1997) report on the case of an agrammatic aphasic
subject who exhibits an impairment that is speciflc to mass nouns, in the absence of any
o±er grammatical deficit, including in the use of count nouns. This impairment was

demonstrated across a number of off-une tasks tapping both comprehension and
production, mcluding sentence grammaticality judgements, sentence completion and
sentence production. These data are interpreted as reflecting an impairment at the lenm-ia
level of lexical retneval (Kempen & Huijbers, 1983), grammatical mies, which are stored
at that level, are thus independently stored and accessible.

Finally, Klepousniotou and Baum report on processing of iexically ambiguous items,
both out of context (2005) and in context (in press), by nght hemisphere damaged
(RHD)

6

and non-fluent aphasic left-hemisphere damaged (LHD) patients, as well as

healthy elderly individuais. In the first study, homonymous items, metonymic items and

Q

Five of the eight Ri-ID patients had cortical damage in areas subserved by the middle cerebral artery, and
three had subcortical lesions
6
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metaphorically polysemous items served as primes, and inter-stimulus interval was
varied. The goal of this study was to determine the timecourse of activation of the
different senses or meanings of arnbiguous lexical items, and whether this was affected
by focal brain damage. It was found that both the primary and the secondary senses of
metonymic items were activated, and that neither right- flot left-hemisphere damage
affected this activation. In the second study, the ambiguous items were embedded in
sentence contexts which biased the dominant or subordinate meaning of the item.
Healthy elderly individuals and LHD participants exhibited initial activation of both
senses of the items, followed by contextually approptiate meaning selection. The RHD
subjects, on the other hand exhibited activation of both senses of metonymic and
homonymous items at both ISIs, and limited activation of the subordinate sense of
metaphorical polysemous items.

The results found in the literature to date are summarized in section 4.2.3 below: die
contributions of die present work are then reviewed in section 5.

6.2.3 Summarv of findings in the literature
The results in the literature up to now suggest the following conclusions:
-

mass/count information is represented in the lexicon and processed on-line; one
possible way of representing this information is by means of a feature [mass]
contained in the lexical entries of mass nouns (Gillon et al., 1999):

-

metonymic lexical items engender shorter fixation times and more priming than
homonymous lexical items (Azuma & Van Orden, 1997; Klepousniotou, 2002);
one possible account for this is that die lexical entnes of metonymic nouns do
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flot contain mass/count information: rather, this information is inserted on-une,
according to context, bv means of a lexical mie (Klepousniotou, 2002);
-

semantic and syntactic aspects of mass/count information appear to be
separable, and diffuse brain damage can affect one aspect of this knowledge
(Grossman et ai., 1993, 1995);

-

focal brain damage may cause category-specific impairments Qoss of knowledge
about mass nouns: Semenza et al., 1997), but does flot appear to alter the
activation of the senses of metonymic nouns (Klepousniotou & Baum, 2005. in
press).

There clearly remains much research to be conducted to determine with more precision
the way in which mass/count information is represented and accessed. For example. it is
flot clear exactly what role semantic and syntactic factors play in processing and
representation of mass/count information, a topic of interest boffi in theoretical
linguistics and in psycholinguistics. The research to date bas suggested that semantic and
syntactic factors both piay a role, but a number of issues preclude definitive conclusions
on the matter. First, there is the issue of stimulus control; for example, Shapiro et al.
(1989) discusses processing of mass/count flexible lexical items in aphasic and RHD
populations, but does flot distmguish between homonymous and metonymic items.
Second, the majority of studies examining polysemy contrast these lexical items with
other types of lexical ambiguitv (Azuma & Van Orden, 1997; Klepousniotou. 2002;
Klepousniotou & Baum, 2005, in press). There is a gap in the literature wiffi respect to
the comparative processing of mass nouns, count nouns, and mass/count flexible nouns.

()

Finally, little research exists examining on-une processing of mass/count information,
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and even less with impaired populations. I attempt to address some ofthese issues in the
current thesis, contrasting mass/count flexible items with mass and count nouns, testing
a number of individuals with different

types

of language impairments, and controlling

stimuli for a variety of linguistic and psycholinguistic variables.

Although the methodologies used in the present studies do flot speak to the issue ofthe
neural substrates of the representation and processing of mass/count information, in
Chapter 6, I nonetheless attempt to situate my findings within the framework of
functional neurobiology of language. It is thus of interest to briefly review the literature
on the neuroanatomical substrates and neurophysiological processing postulated to
underlie language processing I do so in Section 7 below.

7. Perspectives on the functional neurobiolov of language
The earliest studies of the cerebral representation of language focused on a function
region mapping, analysing the location of brain lesions and correlating this wiffi declines
in language function. Classically, language bas been thought to reside in two regions of
the left hemisphere: Broca’s area (Brodmann’s areas 44 and 45; Brodmann, 1909) and
Wernicke’s area (the postenor region of Brodmann’s area 22). These areas were first
identified as underlying language function by the French neurologist Paul Broca (1861),
who observed a profound impairment in language production but essentially intact
comprehension in his patient Tan, and Karl Wernicke (1873), who observed
comprehension deficits in two patients of his who had suffered lesions to the brain
region which would later be dubbed Wernicke’s area, located postenor to the Sylvian

(Z

fissure.
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The trend of atrempting to correlate specific regions of the brain and associated
linguistic funciions was dominant throughout the nineteenth century and much of the
twentieth. Lichtheim (1885. a professor of medicine whose research in this area vas
highly influential, put it thus:

“{neurologistsj should then be able to determine the exact place of any
discontinuity in these paths and account for its symptomatic manifestations with
the same precision as we do for those ofa motor or sensory paralysis depending
on a lesion of the peripheral nerves.”

(cited in Obier & Gjerlow, 1999)

This approach was extended by a number of neurologists in the twentieth century,
including notably Geschwind (1965), who ex:tended the “lariguage map” to include
regions of the supramarginal and angular gyri, as well as the arcuate fasciculus, a tract of
white matter which connects Broca’s and \Vernicke’s areas.

However, recent work utilizing both classic lesion analysis and neuroimagrng techniques
has demonstrated the inadequacy of a simple area-function mapping approach to the
localization of language in the bram. As Darnasio, Tranel, Grabowski, Adolphs. &
Damasio (2004) put it:

“[t]he problem with the classical anatomical account is flot that it is wrong but
that it is quite incomplete... Any current consideration of the macrosystems
involved in the processing of language requires the involvement of many other
brain regions, connected by bidirectional pathways, forming systems that can
subsequently cross-interact.”
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These authors undertook an analysis of the neural systems dedicated to word and
concept retrieval, examining data both from a large number of patients with brain
damage (n=169), and from PET studies of naming and concept retrieval. In their
analysis of the naming and recognition performance of brain-damaged individuals, these
authors found that naming is more often impaired with left hemisphere (LI-I) lesions,
recognition (i.e., concept retrieval) deficits are associated with lesions that are more
bilaterally distributed across the hemispheres, and recognition-only deficits with riglit
hemisphere tRH) lesions. These authors also found that deficits in naming and/or
recognition of specifk categories of concrete nouns (e.g., tools, fruits/vegetables, faces
etc.) are related to spatia]ly separable regions. The resuits of the fiinctional neuroimaging
studies were in general agreement with these findings: regional separation vas found
between different categories, and the areas activated included large areas outside of the
classical language areas (e.g., occipital cortex for naming animals, posterior inferior
temporal lobe and supramarginal gyms for naming tools, etc.).

According to Damasio et al. (2004), a number of conclusions follow from these findings.
First, word retrieval involves areas outside classical language areas. Second, damage to a
given area may impair naming but flot recognition, while damage to other areas may
damage recognition and thus preclude naming. That is, system components primarily
dedicated to word retrieval may be separated from those pnmanly dedicated to concept
retrieval. Third, words and/or concepts from different categories depend on the integrity
of separable brain regions. This suggests that several partially integrated systems support
word and/or conceptual retrieval. Finally, dysfunction sites (as revealed by lesion studies)
are consistent with activation sites (as revealed by neuroimaging studies).

C
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The authors interpret titis evidence within the theoretical framework proposed and
discussed by Damasio (19$9a,b, 2000), Damasio and Damasio (1994), and Damasio,
Damasio et al., (1990. This framework posits that the system of mental processes
operates as foliows:

1.

The system operates on irnqges, which are exp]icit, sensory on-une mental
patterns. These may be of any sensory type (e.g., visual, auditory). The neural
substrate for these images is a neural pattern located in or around sensory
cortices. These pattems are constantly changing on the basis of both external and
internai inputs.

2.

The factual knowledge base and “know-how” mechanisms used to process
images, actions, etc., are represented in dispositions, which are implicit (non
conscious) and whose use produces explicit outcomes (e.g., reconstruction of
image from memory). These are Iocated in higher-order and limbic cortices, as
weil as in subcortical nuclei (e.g., basai ganglia, amygdaia).

3.

Dispositions are held in conveteizce zones, which are made of microcircuits and are
not resolvable with neuroimaging.

4.

Convergence zones of comparable size are distnbuted within conveigence regions,
such as the temporal pole, infenor temporal cortex, etc.

The basic neuroanatomic design of these convergence zones and regions is taken to be
available pdor to individuai experience, and is subsequently altered by individual
learning. Thus, while certain convergence zones are expected to be found in the same
convergence region across individuals, a good deal of variability is expected in the
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distribution of micro-scale convergence zones across individuals, as well as across tasks
in the same individual. Therefore, inter- and intra-individual consistency is expected only
at the large scale.

Naming an object, for example, is taken to require integrity of the following neural
structures7:

a)

structures supporting conceptual knowledge;

b) structures

supporting the implementation

of word-forms

(in

terms

of

vocalization; i.e., classical language areas);
c) intermedianj structures for “words”, which are engaged by the structures in (a)
and tngger the structures in (b). These structures will vary depending on the type
ofword being retrieved; for example, naming a tool vs. naming George W. Bush.

This system is proposed to operate in reverse when an individual is presented with a
word stimulus and is required to retrieve a concept.

The preceding discussion illustrates the complexity of the neural systems involved in any
language task. Damasio et al.’s (2004) framework holds that different neural circuits are
required for concept versus word retrieval, and suggests that different cortical regions
will be recruited according to the task.

O

Note that. as acknowledged by Damasio et al. (2004), this system is a very simplified version of the
processes that actuafly occur in word retrieval/production. See die discussion of die mental lexicon in
section 2 above fora more detailed view.
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We turn now to the question of how lexical information may be represented on a
neurophysiological level. Pulvermûhler (2001) offers a discussion of how established
neuroscientific principles can guide our understanding of the neurophysiological
underpinnings of language processing. His daims rest on the following principles:

1) there exist ordered afferent and efferent cortical projections in modality
specific areas;
2) massive information mixing occurs in the cerebral cortex, whereby
information from various modalities is merged (sec, e.g., Braitenberg &
Schflz, 1998);
3) connection strength between neurons is strongly correlated with their
synchronous firing (fuster, 1997); the result is hinked cdl assemblies,
which may underhie ail higher-order cognitive processes (Hebb, 1949);
4) language is lateralized in the lefr hemisphere (Broca, 1861; for a
discussion, sec Pulvermiiller, 1999).

According to Pulvermiiller (2001), it follows from these pnnciples that information from
different sensory modalities is connected in a functional web which is disftibuted across
the cortex. The formation of these webs is dependent upon Hebbian learning, that is, the
synaptic sfrengtheningwhich occurs as a result ofsynchronous firing ofneurons.

These webs underlie ail higher-order processing, including language. The representation
of words and concepts thus involves a “word web”, a neurai network which is broadly

o
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distributed across various bram regions8. Different word classes are flot represented in an
ail-or-nothing manner: rather, the strength of association (and thus activation) may differ
for different words of the saine general class. For example, consider the distinction
between visual-associated words (e.g., animais) and action-associated words (e.g., tools).
Rather than there existing a cortical area responsible for processing visual-associated
verbs (primary visual cortex) and another for processing action-associated verbs (motor
cortex),

it

appears that these items fafi on a continuum with respect to the strength of

visual or action association:

“In fact, most, if flot ai], concrete words elicit both visual and action associations,
but frequenfly with graduai differences; for example, strong visuai associations
but only weak associations to actions. Correspondingly, the density of neurons in
visual and action-related areas should gradually differ between a primariÏy action
related word and a primarily visually-related one. The postulated differential
topographies of word webs imply meaning-related processing differences
hetween word categories.” (Pulverrrniller, 2001. p.521).
\lÇrj].

respect to syntactic information, Pulvermûller (2002) proposes that syntactic

processing is based on the operation of “sequence detectors”, which have been
demonsftated to operate in the visual system of animais to detect movement (McCulloch
& Pitts, 1943; Kleene, 1956). This system is characterized by the existence of elements
responsible for the detection of serial order information. For example,. a neuron y
receives input from neurons

and f3. which detect a stimulus appearing in adjacent

This concept carnes implications for the neural underpiimings ofa lexical decision task. Upon detecting
an incoming verbal stimulus, word activation is dependent on gnition (Braitenberg, 1978) of the fiinctional
web undenlyingthis stimulus; this occurs very rapidly (within 100-200ms after stimulus onset), latency
being dependent upon axonal conduction delays and temporal smnmation of activity in die relevant
fleurons (Pulvermiiller, 2002). This is supported by the fEinding that very eady word/pseudo-word
differences may be found in the N1-P2 component of the ERP waveform (Rugg, 1983).
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sections A and B of the visuai field respectiveiy; neuron y detects movement in the AB
direction.

Pulvermiiller (2002) proposes that similar sequence detectors may receive input from
word webs. Such a system allows the development of generalized syntactic mies, by the
following mechanism:

-

y becomes frequentiy active together with word webs c and

f3, where

and

f3 represent lexical categories such as N or V;
-

strong associations are thus built between y, a and

f3

responding reliably to sequences such as “first x1, then
similarly, the fleuron learns to respond to “first

,

resulting in the neuron

f31”;

then

f3” and”first

,

then

o

Hi

-

the generalization that “first z2, then

f32

follows from the earlier learning

steps (substitution-based associative leaming)

In sum, Pulvermûller (2002) daims that lexical items are represented in “word webs”,

and that syntactic processing occurs by means of “sequence detectors” which are
frmnctional webs whose input cornes from the aforementioned word webs.

It must be borne in mmd throughout the present thesis that the terrns “syntax/ syntactic
information” and “semantics/sernantic information” are merely shorthand used to refer

to the cluster of neurons which underlie the representation of the syntactic or semantic
information and whose activation makes this information available for processing. This
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is of course true of any discussion of language representation and processing, even the
most theoretical: it is the case that any language frmnction has a neural substrate, and that
when we appeal to terminology representing any type of language function, we are
referring to generalizations about the neurons responsible for encoding this linguistic
information and/or the pattem of neural activation that occurs during its processing.
The theoreticai framework descnbed in this section vill be especially relevant in the
Conclusions section (Chapter 6), which presents a tentative model of the lexical
repres entation of mass / count information.

Before presenting the studies themselves, I present a brief overview of the structure and
purpose of this thesis, motivating each study and describing how tliey fit together.

8. Purpose and structure of the thesis
The purpose of the current thesis is twofold. First, it aims to explore the representation
of different noun types within the mental lexicon. This is an issue that has received
limited attention in the literature, although formulating an adequate account of the
mass/count distinction lias been the topic of debate amongst theoretical linguists for
decades. It is also of significant interest in psycho- and neurolinguistics, combining as it
does both syntactic and semantic factors, and thus constituting an ideal case to examine
the syntax/semantics interface. The second goal of this thesis is to assess the way in
which these noun categories are processed, both in healthy populations and in the case
of language dysfunction. To this end, participants from a variety of populations were
assessed using both off-une and on-une tasks; these studies are presented in Chapters 2
5.

-
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In the conclusion. I address the vanous accounts ofthe mass/count distinction that have
been put forward in the literature: syntactic, semantic and contextual. I postulate a re
conceptualization of the mass/count distinction that integrates aspects from each
account, and is plausible in terms of known facts about neurobiological ftmnctioning and
language acquisition., as well as addressing the findings presented in the body of the
thesis regarding the performance deficits seen in various populations.

Study 1 (Chapter 2) aimed to assess the effect of semantic deficits on the syntactic and
semantic processing of mass, count and dual nouns. AD and MCI participants, as well as
healthy elderly controls, performed a sentence grammancality judgement task and a
sentence-picture matching task assessing their capacity to access mass-count information
off-une. The resuits of this task suested an impaired capacity to access the mass
reading of duat nouns in both patient groups, although the participants’ performance on
grammaticality judgement was unimpaired. Further, the pattern of performance exhibited
was qualitatively and quantitatively identical across the two groups.

This unexpected result raises a number of issues. First, the finding that MCI and AD
individuals exhibit similar performance across the two tasks raises the interesting
possibility that processing of this distinction may provide a window into very early
deterioration in semantic capacities in AD. It may of course be argued that the identical
performance across the two groups may simply be a resuit of poor task sensitivity,
wherebv participants manifest a ceiling effect in the grammaticalitv judgement task, and a
floor effect in the sentence-picture matching task. That is, differences in linguistic
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performance between kID and MCI may exist, but flot have been detected by the off-lime
tasks used in this study. Furthermore, a small number of participants in both groups
appeared to manifest a performance deficit as a resuft of attentional rather than linguistic
factors. This raises the possibility that the performance of the large number of
individuals who appeared to manifest a linguistic deficit may in fact be better explained
in terms of attentional deficits. These issues are addressed in Study 3 (Chapter 4), this
study is discussed in more detail below.

The second issue raised in Study I is the observed dissociation between syntax and
semantics: syntactic information about mass and count nouns appears to remain
available to AD and MCI individuals although they exhibit an impairment in a task
tapping into semantic information. This issue is ftirther explored in Study 4 (Chapter 5),

in which individuals with specitic deficits in semantics (semantic dementia) and syntax
(agrammatic aphasia) were tested on the saine tasks.

Given the resuits seen in Study 1, we thus decided that a measure of on-une processing
of mass, count and dual nouns in AD and MCI may provide greater sensitivity than the
tasks used in Study I, and possibly reveal differences between the two groups that were
undetected in the previous study. This possibihty is bolstered by the finding that word
reading thresholds are affected in AD and in MCI individuals who progress to kD
(Massoud. Chertkow, Whitehead, Overburv & Bergman, 2002); these individuals
required longer exposure to a target word before they were able to read it aloud. This
resuit suggests that AI) is sensitive to the chronometric aspects of cognition very earlv in
the disease course, and that a timed task such as the one used in Studies 2 and 3 is
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appropriate for examining lexicosemantic decline in these individuals. Studies 2 and 3

(Chapters 3 and 4) therefore aimed to assess the processing ofthese different noun types
in an dmed (speeded lexical decision) task in normal aging, MCI and AD.

Study 2 aimed to provide a baseline for Study 3; it examined access to these noun types
in healthy young and elderly controls. It is crucial that we understand any performance
alterations that occur over the course of the lifespan prior to attempting a

characterization of performance deHcits in neurological disease. The findings
demonstrated alterations in recognition performance for dual nouns in healthy elderly. It
was found that older aduits recognized singular dual nouns significantly more quickly

than singular count nouns, although no such distinction was seen between plural count
and dual nouns. Younger aduits, on the other hand, manifested similar RTs to dual and
count nouns both in tbe singular and the plural, although a subset of low frequency dual
nouns appear to be recognized more quickly. We suggest that this is due to older adults’
treating a larger set of nouns as dual (i.e., underspecified for mass/count information),
possibly due to a reduction in die resources available to them for lexicosemantic
processing and/or ofgeneralized cognitive slowing.

Study 3 compared die performance of older adults revealed in die previous study to that
of AI) and MCI participants. As in Study 1. no difference was found between die
performance of these two patient groups. Unlike older aduits, they appear to process
dual nouns as count, which is consistent with die finding in Study I that these patients
have difficulty selecting the mass reading of dual nouns. We daim that this performance
pattern suggests an impairment in the capacity to apply the lexical mie necessary for
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success fui processing of dual nouns (Copestake & Briscoe, 1995; Klepousniotou, 2002).
The form and operation ofthis mie is specified in Chapter 4.

Finally, Study 4 (Chapter 5) aims to further explore the dissociation between semantic
and syntactic processing that vas seen in Study 1. We offer a more complete account of

the various stages which must be completed for successful processing of mass, count
and dual nouns. A patient suffering from a pure syntactic deficit (agrammatic aphasia) as
welI as a patient suffering from a pure semantic deficit (semantic dementia) perfotnied a
sentence grammaticality judgement task and a sentence-picture matching task, which
assessed their capacity to access syntactic and semantic information about mass, count
and dual nouns. The findings suest that intact semantic and syntactic knowledge are
required to process these items, shedding light

OH

the various theoretical accounts of this

distinction put forward in the literature, and consistent with Joosten’s (2003) daim that a
multidimensional account ofthe mass/count distinction js the most plausible.

The implications of these findings for die theoretical representation of the mass/count
distinction are presented in the Conclusions. We offer a re-conceptualization of the
representation and processing of mass/count information which integrates the various
theoretical approaches to this distinction, is integrable into a framework of die
neurohiological basis of language such as that proposed by Puivermûller (1999, 2001,
2002) and is consistent with the findings presented in die current thesis, as weIl as prior
resuits from studies of language acquisition, psycho- and neurolinguistics.
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We also discuss briefly die possible clinical implications of the current work in terms of
early prognosis of AD. Ahhough the findings are very prehminary, they nonetheless
offer a possible direction for future exploration of die deficits seen in MCI individuals at
high risk of converting to AD, delineaflon of wbich ïs a crucial step in identifying
individuals who are at tisk for this disease.

We now turn to die studies themselves. The theoretical and dlinical implications of die
flndings presented in die following four chapters (chapters 2-5) are discussed in die final
conclusions section of die diesis, in Chapter 6.
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Abstract
This study examines the processing of a specific linguistic distinction, the mass/count
distinction, in patients suffering from Mzheimer’s disease (An) and mild cognitive
impairment (MCi). fourteen AD and ten MCI subjects were tested using a sentence
grammaticaiity judgement task where grammaticality violations were caused by
determiner-noun mismatches, as well as a sentence-picture matching task to assess their
abilit to access mass and count readings of dual nouns. Considerable heterogeneitv was
observed within each subject group, and performance across groups was almost

identical. It is concluded that a combination of linguistic and attentional and/or learning
factors are responsible for the range of impairments; specitica]ly, a subset of subjects
exhibit no linguistic nor attennonal/Iearning impairment, another subset exhibit only an
attentional and/or leaming impairment but no linguistic impairment, and a third subset
(comprising more than haif of the subjects included in this study) exhibit a hnguistic
impairment. It is postulated that the latter group have difficulty processing sense
extensions in metonymic nouns. It is further cÏairned that, at least within the hmits of the

study, language impairments appear to be of the same severitv and nature across AI) and
MCI subjects.

G
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Introduction
Extensive research undertaken with patients suffering from Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
has demonstrated that these patients exhibit an impairment in semanfic abilities (for a
review, see Smith, Chenerv and Murdoch, 1989; Smith, Murdoch and Chenery, 1989;
Caramelli, Mansur and Nitrini, 1998). It lias generally been claimed that syntax is more or
less intact in AD (see, e.g., Irigaray, 1973; Bayles. 1982; Cummings, Benson. Hill and
Read, 1985; Murdocli, Chenery, Wilks and Boyle, 1987). However, Grossman, Mickanin,
Onishi and Hughes (1995) conducted a series of experiments assessing grammatical
abilities in AD subjects across different tasks and found that these subjects experienced
difficulties with grammatical features.

Another group of patients who, like AD patients, have a short- or long-term memory
impairment, is that of patients diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment (MCI). MCI is
a relaflvelv new term, introduced by the World Health Organization (sec also Petersen,
Smith, Waring, Ivnik, Tangalos and Kokrnen, 1999), which is designed to capture the
point on the continuum of cognitive states between normal aging and dementia (sec
Chertkow, 2002 for a discussion). The criteria for MCI are given in Table V. Unlike AD
patients, MCI patients exhibit no significant daily functional impairment. If memory loss
is severe and the patient suffers significant hinctional impairment, the diagnosis is
dementia rather than MCI.

o
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Table V: General criteria for mild cognitive impairment
from Chertkow (2002)

Subjective complaint of memory loss
Objective impairment ofability
Generally preserved other ability
No other obvious medical neurologic or psychiatric explanation for the memory problems
Individual does not meet cnteria for dementia

Although the figure varies somewhat from study to study and according to the definition
of MCI used, on average about 15% of MCI patients evolve to AI) annually (see Laurent
and Thomas Antérion, 2002, for an overview of the principal studies reported in the
literature). However, there exists some controversy as to whether ail MCI patients will
eventually progress to AI) (Chertkow, 2002); in titis author’s cohort of 90 MCI patients,
it appears that around a quarter of the patients will flot progress to AD ten years after
the onset of memory problems. Some autopsy studies show that MCI patients exhibit

the neuropathological changes also seen in AI): neurofibrillary tangles and senile plaques
in the hippocampus (sec Laurent and Thomas Antérion, 2002) and decrcased
hippocampal volume (Jack, Petersen, Xu, O’Bnen, Smith, Ivnik, Boeve. Waring.
Tangalos and Kokmen, 1999). Following an extensive literature review, Laurent and
Thomas Antérion (2002) conclude that MCI represents a pre-demential stage of AI) in
7O-80% of cases. In view of the fact that MCI and AI) may constitute different stages of

the same disease, and as a step toward establishmg with greater specificity the nature of
the linguistic impairment in MCI and AI), the studies reported in this paper investigate
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the availability of information regarding die mass/count distinction in Enghsh-speaking
AI) and MCI subjects.

The mass/count distinction
Although attempts have been made to distinguish mass and count nouns according to
semantic critena, that is, a distinction between “stuff’ and

“things”,

it is in fact more

accurate to distinguish them along syntactic unes. Unlike count nouns, mass nouns (e.g.,

hony, gar&) cannot take the plural (*two gar&s), cannot take die indefinite article (*a
hony). and cannot take quantifiers that necessarily denumerate (*manj honys). However,
unlike count nouns, they can take quantifiers that do flot necessarily denumerate (e.g.,
much, llttle). In addition to the fact that adequate semantic cntena to distinguish between
these two classes of nouns have flot been developed (see Gillon, 1999, for a discussion),
cross-linguistic evidence points to semantic criteria being insufficient. For example, the
noun Jùrniture is mass in English, but meubles is plural in French, although if the criteria
for distinguishing between mass and count nouns were purely semantic, they should
belong to die same class.

One way of charactensing die differing distributions of mass and count nouns in English
is hy postularing that mass nouns carry die feature [mass] ([M]) (Gillon, Kehayia and
Taler, 1999). Using a simple and a primed lexical decision task, Gillon et al. (1999)
demonstrated that mass nouns yield longer reaction times (RTs) than count nouns in

young controls, and that RTs to these items are faster when they are pnmed by a
determiner with which they form a grammatical combination. This result suggests that
the mass feature is psychologically real. The second conclusion which may be drawn
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from this resuit is ffiat this feature is monovalent. That js, mass nouns carry the feature
[M]. but count nouns carry no such feature; rather, they are unspeciHed for this
distinction, and the default is that a noun is count. If the feature were bivalent, and mass
nouns carried the feature [+M], whule count nouns carried the feature [-‘1], no difference
in RT would be expected, smce the time required to access the feature should be equal in
boffi cases.

A third category of nouns mcluded in the present study is the class known as dual nouns,
that is, nouns which take both a mass and a count reading (e.g., a chicken vs. some chicken).
Duality constitutes a type of polysemy, that is, a type of lexical ambiguity where a single
word has two (or several) related senses, as distinct from homonymy, where two words
have the same pronunciation and written forms but distinct, unrelated meanings. For
example, bank may mean the side of a river or a financial institution (see Cmse, 1986;
Lyons, 1977). It appears that this distinction is correlated with native speakers’ instincts
as to whether meanings are connected or not; if they are connected, this indicates that
the word is polysemous, whereas if they are flot, this indicates that the word is
homonymous (Lyons, 1977). Metonymic polysemy, of which duality is a subtype, is
defined as polysemy where the two senses of the word are both literaI, as opposed to
metaphorical polyserny where the basic sense is literai whereas the secondary sense is a
metaphorical extension of this meaning (e.g. ye meaning corgan of the body’ as well as its
metaphorical extension ‘hole in a needle’; see Klepousniotou, 2002, for a discussion).

Recent work hy Klepousniotou (2002) indicates that metonymic words are processed
differently from other types of lexical ambiguitv. In Klepousniotou’s study, 45 native
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speakers of English participated in a cross-modal sentence priming lexical decision task.
Stimuli consisted of polysemous and metonymic words, and control words matched for
ambiguitv type and frequency. Priming sentences were btased either to the primary or to
the secondary meaning of the ambiguous words. Metonymic words yielded faster RTs
and greater priming effects than did homonymous words, suggesting that recognition of
these different types of words entails different processes. The author concludes that
homonymy relies on a process of sense selection, and that an exhaustive listing of the
word’s different senses is stored in the lexicon. On the other hand, in the case of
polysemy (particularly metonymy), a lexical rule operates on the basic sense, which is
stored in the lexicon, to create the extended senses.

This conclusion is supported by Azuma and Van Orden (1997), who found that related
ambiguous words were accessed faster than unrelated ambiguous words, and by Frazier
and Ravner (1990). who demonstrated that words with multiple senses showed shorter
fixation times in a reading task than words with multiple meanings. Klepousniotou
(2002) takes these resuits as evidence that dual nouns possess one central sense, and that
extensions to this sense are generated on-line, as proposed by Copestake and Briscoe
(1995) and Pustejovsky (1995). This is in contrast to the position that a list ofpotential
senses are stored in the lexicon, a view espoused by Kempson (1977), among others.

A few studies examining the preservation of this feature in pathological language exist in
the literature. Shapiro, Zurif. Carey and Grossman (1989) used a sentence-picture
matching task with fluent and non-fluent aphasic subjects. The design of the experiment,
which is replicated in Experiment 2 of this study, asked subjects to distinguish mass and
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count readings of nouns using the presence or absence of a determiner as a cue. Stimuli

included both dual nouns (e.g. ftsh, tmb, which are also used in fric present study) and
homonymous items with a mass meaning and a count reading (e.g., corit meaning ‘a
vegetable and an irritation on a toe, punch meaning the drink or a hit to the face). Both
groups of aphasic subjects were impaired in distinguishing the two readings, aithough the
resuits were not broken down according to noun type (polysemous vs homonymous).
Combining these results with those from a similar task using the proper/cornmon noun
distinction, in which patients did flot exhibit an impairment, Shapiro et al. (1989)
conciude that the proper/common noun is a universai semantic distinction whereas the
mass/count distinction is more pureiy syntactic.

Grossman, Carveil and Peitzer (1993) examined the mass/count distinction in
Parkinson’s disease (PD), using three paradigms. The first was a sentence-picture
matching task where subjects were required to use the grammatical and semantic
information contained in a quantifier such as “much” or “many” to distinguish between

small and large amounts of mass and count substances. The second task was a
grarnmaticality

judgement

task where

sentences

contained

a

grammatical

or

ungrammatical quantifier-noun combination. The third was a sentence completion task.

They found that 65% of their PD subjects experienced some difficuity with quantifiers.

Grossman et al. (1995) examined quantifier-noun agreement with mass and count nouns
in AD. The tasks used in this study were the same ones used in Grossman et ai. (1993).
The authors found that the AD subjects expenenced difficuity in ail three tasks, and
daim that this was attributabie to grammatical rather than semantic features, as the

C
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subjects were able to interpret the quantifiers “much” and “many” as referring to large
amounts, but unable to interpret the mass/count information that they contain.

Semenza, Mondini and Cappelletti (1997) examined the case of an Italian-speaking
aphasic patient with a selective deficit in using mass nouns across a series of tasks,
including naming on definition, naming in sentence completion, semantic judgements,
semantic associations, sentence grarnmaticality judgements, and sentence completion and
production. The patient exhibited no other deficit in grammar. The authors interpret this
as an impairment at the lemma level of lexical retrieval. indicating that specific
grammatical rules stored at this level are independently represented arid accessible.

In the first experiment of the present study, reported below, AD and MCI subjects
performed a sentence grammaticality judgement task designed to determine whether
these subjects have access to and are able to use mass/count information. The sentences
tested the subjects’ ability to detect an error in agreement between a mass or count noun
and its determiner. Given that some authors daim that MCI may be taken to represent a
pre-demential stage of AD in a majority of cases, and that language impairment tends to
worsen as AD progresses, it is predicted that AD subjects should exhibit more impaired
performance on the tasks reported here than MCI subjects.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants. 14 subjects meeting the criteria for probable Alzheimer’s disease (pAD)

cD

(McKhann, Drachman, Folstein, Katzman, Price and Stadlan, 1984), ten subjects
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diagnosed with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), and 20 normal confrols participated
in the study. Ail were native speakers of English. Subjects with a prior history of
neurological or psychiatric disease were excluded. Subjects were recmited from the
Jewish General Hospital in Montreal. Details on individual AD subjects are provided in
Table VI, and details on MCI subjects are provided in Table VII. Control participants
ranged in age from 55 to 80; their average age was 61.4 years. Their level of education
ranged between 8 and 20 years; the average was 14.5 years.

Table VI

—

AD subject characteristics

Subject

age

educ.

years post-onset

medications

12

severity of MMSE
dementia
mild
26

ER

85

5

Aricept

HG

83

10

mild

27

2.5

Aricept

\VG

82

12

mild

28

4

donepezil

RW

79

10

mild

25

4

Aricept

BW

59

15

mild

22

1.5

Aricept

AS

77

13

mod/sev

18

9

Aricept

JW

74

7

mod/sev

15

2

CB

86

11

mild

29

2

acetylcholinesterase
inhibitor
Aricept

LP

78

5

mlld

20

3

Aricept

SF

80

7

mild

24

2

Reminyl

FC

81

8

mild

21

3

Aricept

RC

93

12

miÏd

23

1.5

Exelon

PY

82

12

mild

23

2

Aricept

SM

90

8

mild

20

8

Aricept
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MCI subject characteristics

Subject

Age

Education

MMSE

years post-onset

NB

62

12

29

10

MS

85

7

26

$

MM

75

11

28

5

PB

72

7

2$

8

JH

79

10

26

3

LX

72

18

27

10

JS

72

12

30

7

JR

74

17

27

3

DSG

81

12

29

5

MSK

71

1$

25

3.5

Stimuli. Subjects were asked to perform a grammaticality judgement on 40 sentences in
English, given in Appendix 1. These sentences were formed using grammatical and
ungrammatical determiner-noun combinations sentence-finally. Ten mass nouns were
each presented in both a grammatical and an ungrammatical context, as were ten count
nouns, for a total of 20 grammatical and 20 ungrammatical sentences. The same
determiners were used for ungrammatical and grammatical sentences. Only items on
which control subjects performed at ceilmg were included. An error committed in either
the rammatica1 or the ungrammatical context resulted in both being excluded from
analvsis. This left ten count nouns and seven mass nouns, as control subjects only
committed errors on mass nouns (total N

=

34). The test items were preceded by an

explanation of the task, an example of a grammatical and an ungrammatical sentence,

and then four practice items. two grammatical and two ungrammatical. The

O

ungrammaticali of these example and practice items was flot due to a determiner-noun
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mismatch, but rather a violation in subect-verb agreement, an inappropriate auxiliary

verb, or an incorrect preposition. Subjects were asked to rate the “acceptabllity” of the
sentences; ungramrnatical sentences were semanticallv coherent.

Resuits
As indicated above, 34 items were included in the analysis. Thus, each AD and MCI
subject received Five scores. one out of 34. indicating the total number of sentences
judged correctly, two out of ten (number of grammatical and ungrammatical count noun

sentences judged correctly) and two out of seven (number of grammatical and
ungrammatical mass noun sentences judged correctly). Total scores out of 34 for AI)
and MCI subjects are reported in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 below.

Figure 2.1: AI) subject resufts, experiment 1
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Figure 2.2: MCI subject resuits, expenment I
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Overali, the subjects did flot exhibit great difficulty with this task. A Fischer analysis
shows that oniy four subjects show a significant impairment: AS, JW, and LP. who were
diagnosed with AI), and DSG. who was diagnosed with MCI. The distribution of errors
differs in these subjects, and die breakdown according to noun class and grammaticality
is given in Table VIII. These error patterns are discussed and interpreted below.
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Table VIII: Number of errors and items incorrectly judged in each

9$

category

for

impaired

subjects

SUI3JECT

count gram.

count ungram.

mass gram.

mass ungram.

JW
items incorrectly
judged

2
a swan
a beetle

2
much paint
much snow

2
a snow
a pork

AS

2
aswan
a beetle

4
*much button
much beetle
a bit ofmedal
a bit ofswan
3
*muchbeetle
*a bit ofmedai
bit ofswan
1
needle
a bit

0

1
*asnow

1
much paint

0

3
a bit of mustard
mucli paint

3
*each gold
*everv mustard
*apork
0

a

L?

3
a swan
each
abeetle
2
everx doiT
a needle

of

cat

DSG

AS committed five out

of

six errors on sentences containing count nouns; the sixth error

was committed on a mass ungrammatical item. Interestingly, lie committed errors on the

same two items in both the grammatical and the ungrammatical conditions: swaii and
beet/e. These items also caused difficuÏty for JW and LI?. Also, five of the six errors

involved the quantifiers “a” and “a bit oP’; the sixth involved the quantifier “mucli”.
Thus, it seems Tikely that AS’s errors in the grammaticalitv judgement task are due to
difficultv interpreting these quantifiers and/or to an item-specific deficit.

J’s.V’s errors were distributed across ail four sentence categories; like AS, JW’s errors were
concentrated on certain quantifiers; in fact, every incorrecdy judged sentence contained
“a”.

cca

bit o?’ or “much”.
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LP committed six of eight errors in the count grammatical and mass ungrammatical
conditions. The remaining two errors were a reection of a grammatical sentence
containing the quantifier “much” and the acceptance of an ungrammatical count
sentence containing the quantifier “a bit o?’. The count noun quantifiers included in the
expenment were

cceach and “every”, and sentences in the grammatical count and

ungrammatical mass conditions were formed using these quantifiers. Aithough LP
correctly judged some sentences containing these quantifiers, lie did commit errors on
six of 17 tokens, a rate close to chance. h is thus possible that he too lias a quantifier
specific impairment.

Finallv, DSG, the only MCI subect who showed an impairment on this task, committed
five errors, ail of which were in the grammaticai condition. No pattem is seen in the
quantifiers that caused her difficulty. One possible explanation for ber response pattem
15

that she rejected sentences for reasons other than determiner-noun mismatch. It may

be the case that this subject rejected some grammatical sentences for semantic/pragmatic
reasons, indicating that she did flot fully understand the task at hand. The fact that she
rejected ail ungrammatical sentences indicates that she does flot have difficulty detecting
quantifier-noun violations.

Degree of impairment appears to have an effect on performance in this task. The three
AD subjects who showed an impairment in this task were also the three who had the
lowest MMSE scores, and t\vo were categorized as having moderate to severe AD, as
opposed to the remaining suhjects in die AD group, who were categorized as having
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mild AD. The one MCI subject who was impaired in this task appears not to have a
linguistic impairment, but rather may have reected some grammatical sentences due to
semantic or pragmatic factors. That is, she may have been judging something other than
the grammaticality of the sentences. Above we have suested that the response pattems
ofJW, AS and LP indicate quaritifier-specific impairments, which leads us to suspect a
grammatical impairment. This resuit is consistent with that of Grossman et al. (1995),
who found that AD subjects were able to interpret the semantic but not the grammatical
information contained in the quantifiers rnucb and rna7y.

The second experiment aimed to establish with greater specificity the nature of the
deficit in access to andïor representation of mass/count information in AD and lv1CI.
The same subjects that participated in Experiment 1 were asked to perform a sentence
picture matching task to distinguish between mass and count readings of dual nouns.
The stimuli were designed flot to tax short term memorv, meaning that a failure to
perform the task should rather be attributable to eiffier linguistic or attentional factors,
or a combination of the two. As in Experiment 1, it is hypothesised that AD subjects’
performance should be more impaired than that of MCI subjects.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants. The subjects that took part in this experiment were the same as those that
took part in Expenment I; that is, 20 healthy older controls, 14 subjects meeting the
criteria for a diagnosis of probable AD, and ten subjects meeting the criteria for a
diagnosis of MCI.
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Stimuli. Each stimulus consisted 0f two pictures representing the mass and count
readings ofa dual noun, accompanied by one oftwo possible sentences: either “Point to
chicken
the picture of X” or “Point to the picture of an X”. for example, a picture of a
and a picture of chicken pieces were accompanied by the sentence “Point to die picture

of chicken” (for the mass reading or “Point to die picture of a chicken” (for the count
reading. Twenty-four items were included, and each item was presented with both the
mass and the count readings, fora total of 48 items, which were randomised. Only items
on which control subjects performed at ceiling were included; errors were committed by
at least one control subject on seven of the 24 items, for a total of 17 items presented
with both mass and count readmgs (total N

=

34). In order to maximise comparability

hetween control subjects’ responses and those of the AD and MCI groups, ail 48 stimuli

presented to the control subjects were also presented to die AD and MCI subjects, in the
same order, aithough only die 34 items on which control subjects reached ceiling were
included in the analysis.

Results and Discussion
Each subject received three scores out of seventeen. The first was the number of count
readings correct, the second was die number of mass readings correct. and the third was
the total correcfly distinguished, that is, die number of items on which the subject
correctly selected both die mass and die count reading. The rationale behind this is that
subjects may simply choose die picture they feel best represents chicken, for example, and

select that picture regardless of die presence or absence of a determiner. This pattem of
resuits would mean that the subject is flot using mass/count information to make die
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the count picture for both
decision. For example, a subject who consistently chooses
of count readings correct, and
mass and count readings will score 17/17 for the number
of 0/17 items correctly
0/17 fof the number of mass readings correct, for a total
subject’s abiity to use the
distinguished. The total score is the best indication of the
n mass and count readings
information contained in the determiner to disnnguish betwee
total score is the one used
of dual nouns. and thus. aithougli ail scores are reported, the
the MCI subjects’ in
in the ana]yses. The AD subjects’ scores are shown in Figure 2.3,
subject manifested an
Figure 2.4. Asterisks next to a subject’s code indicate that the
impairment in Experiment 1.

Figure 2.3: AD subect resuhs, experiment 2
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Figure 2.4: MCI subject resuits, experiment 2
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It can be seen that there is considerable heterogeneitv within both diagnostic groups. An
initial analysis indicates that two AD and three MCI subjects exhibit control-like
performance, scoring between 14 and 17 out of 17 correct. The remalning 19 subjects
exhibit varying degrees of impairment. scoring between zero and 11 correct. Fischer
ed
post-hoc analyses reveal a significant difference between the highest-scoring impair
subjects (WG and HG, who each scored 11/17) and those subjects who scored 4/17 or
less (p<O.05), but flot between WG, HG and the four subjects who scored between six
and eight

out of

17. That is, the performance of those subjects who scored between

6/17 and 11/17 (four AD and two MCI subjects) is significanfly better than that ofthe
remaining eiglit AD and five MCI subjects. For the purposes of this discussion, we will
designate these groups as Group I (control-like). Group II (somewhat impaired), and
Group III (severely impaired).
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subjects in Group II, there
When examining more closely the performances of the
subjects. WG, RW, HG and
appear to be two different response pattems. Four of the
ing of the test (median error
LK, commit the majoritv of their errors near the beginn
position out of 48 items

=

point
16), and “figure out” what the test requires at some

ed by RW, who committed
near the middle. The most extreme example of this is provid
then reaÏised what the
errors on the first eight mass readings presented to her,
the remaining nine. The
requirements of the test were, and successfully distinguished
and MS, is different the
distribution oferrors ofthe other two subjects in this group, AS
n
errors are distributed throughout the test (median error positio

=

22), and 13 of the 14

ts were also successfully
items which were correcdy distinguished by these suhjec
disdnguished by at least one subject in Group III.

a hierarchy of difficultv
These resuits lead to two conclusions. First, there appears to be
such as
in this test. Items such as hait’ are easier to distinguish than items

prmipiii.

This

possibilitv which
may be correlated with the frequency of the mass reading of the item, a
that the nature of the
is addressed below. The second conclusion which can be drawn is
exhibited by the first
impairment in these two groups appears to be distinct. The pattem
for example, “Oh. I
four subjects is sometimes confirmed by the subects exciaiming,
deficit these subjects
understand! That’s a chicken, and that’s chicken!” It appears that the
g. Once they have
exhibit is not linguistic. but rather related to attention and/or leamin
ing control-like.
learnt the requirements of the task, their performance improves, becom
these subjects are
The pattem exhibited by AS and MS, on the other hand, suests that
other duai nouns to
aware that there are different readings of some dual nouns, but take
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with that of the
admit only a count reading. That is, their performance appears to pattem

less severe than that of
subjects in group III; they exhibit an impairment which, although
involving access to or
the group III subjects. is primariÏy Ïinguistic in nature,
s of dual nouns.
representation of information about mass and count reading

ted an impairment in
It wiÏl have been noted that subjects JW, L? and DSG, who exhibi
ment 2, scoring two
Experiment 1, also exhibit a severe linguistic impairment in Experi

ment, sconng 6/17
or three out ofa possible 17. Subject AS exhibits a less severe impair
that this impairment
in Experiment 2 and falling into Group II. It is nonetheless argued
ount information
is pnmarily linguistic rather than attentional; the subject has lost mass/c
to interpret the
about certain items but not others. The fact that subjects need
ure matching task
determiner “a” in order to successfully perform the sentence-pict
determiner, as vas
argues against the suggestion that AS is impaired in interpreting this
lie suffers from
suggested in the discussion of Expenment 1. Rather, it is more likelv that
“swan” and
an item-specific deficit. The two nouns on which lie showed an impairment,
sion below).
“beetle”, are botb animal terms, which are ofren impaired in AD (see discus

certain
In order to assess whether the subjects’ better-preserved ability to distinguish
s of the items, a
items was related to the relative frequency of the mass and count reading
no history
frequency-rating task vas administered to 23 native speakers of English with
(average
of neurological or psychiatric disease. The subjects’ ages ranged from 24 to 73
age

ion
40) and their level of education ranged from 11 to 21 (average yrs of educat

2,
16.7). Subects were presented with the same items as the ones used in Experiment
scale of
and asked to decide how often they thought the items were used in Englisli on a
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tanding of their
one to five. The items were presented in pairs in order to facilitate unders
xvas used in
different senses, and subjects were instructed to decide how often each word
nson task;
each of the different ways. It was made clear that the task was flot a compa
which sense
that is, they were asked to judge each item individually rather than deciding
ncy, or one sense
was more frequent. Thus, the two senses could have the same freque
could be more frequent than the other.

In our analyses, the

average count frequency of

each item was subtracted from the

+4, to
average mass frequency to give a single numerical value, ranging between —4 and
each
each item. This numerical value represents the relative mass and count frequency of
item, with -4

representing

a verv high frequency of the count reading relative to the

e to
mass reading, and +4 representing a very high frequency of the mass reading relativ
the count reading. These values are given in Table IX below. 12 of the 17 items fail into
subgroups; on the premise that certain items (such as wood terms) may be influenced by
subgroup frequency, averages for these subgroups are also included in Table IX.
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Table IX: Relative mass-count frequencv by item and subgroup
ITEM

TYPE

FREQ

lamb
fish
lobster
turkey

animal
animal
animal
animaI
AVERAGE FOR ANIMAL
vegetable
vegetable
vegetable
vegetable
vegetabie
AVERAGE FOR \ŒGETAELE
wood
wood
wood
AVERAGE FOR WOOD

0.78
1.22

other
other
other
other
other

0.09
0.26
0.96
1.22
2.39

pumpkin
onon
tomato
avocado
potato
cedar
oak
pine
ribbon
brick
sausage
liver
hair

1.04

1.26
1.01
-0.26
0.35
0.39
0.36
0.57
0.28
0.96
1.30
1.74
1.33

First, it will be noticed that, with only one exception, pumpkin, ail the items are judged
to be more frequent in the mass than the count senses. Although it may appear that one
possible interpretation of this is that subjects misunderstood the task and included both
mass and count senses when judging a mass terni, this is belied by the fact that ail
subjects except two judged some count terms as more frequent than their respective
mass terms. Afthough on airqge the mass terms are more frequent, on an individual basis
this is not the case across ah items.
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The second observation that cari be taken from these resuits is that the wood terms
the item bah’ are significanfly more frequent in mass than in count readings, as predicted.
However, othet items such as turkey and live,; which showed higher error rates, show the
same frequency pattern. The fact that the wood terms patterned together suggests a
subgroup effect. To test this, the average relative frequencies of these groups (taken
from Table IX and of the individual items which did not fit into subgroups were

graphed against the percentage of correct responses by ail AD and MCI patients. Animal
terms, as weIl as the term litr, which were fairiy frequent in the mass reading compared
to

the count reading, (animal average

=

1.01; Viver

average

Ï.22), were

disproportionately affected, wiffi only 26% and 27% correct responses respectiveiy. They
have thus been excluded from Figure 2.5. Many researchers (see e.g., Chan, Saimon and
De La Pena, 2001; Fung. Chertkow, Murtha Whatmough, Peloquin, Whitehead and
Templeman, 2001; Montanes, Goldblum and BolIer. 1995) have shown category-specific
deficits in AD, and it seems likely that this plays a role in this case; animal terms are
relatively more affected than other types of items. The term ‘tve? was the only item in
this test which refers to an animal part, and thus it is flot surprising that it was
disproportionately affected.
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Figure 2.5: Item/.subgroup frequency by percentage correct
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It can be seen in Figure 2.5 that the correlation between relative frequency of mass and
count readings of the items (or subgroups of items where applicable) and patients’ error
rates is fairly strong. Thus we argue that the fact that certain items were better preserved
than others is a function of these items’ higher relative mass frequencies, which render
the mass senses more accessible. The exception to this mie is animal terms, where
previous studies have demonstrated that AI) subjects may suffer category-specific
impairments. This offers an expianation for the hierarchy of difficulty of items that was
observed in Experiment 2.
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General discussion

The expenments reported here show that AI) and MCI subjects have access to
mass/count information, as they are generally able to use it to udge the grammaticality
of sentences. However, their performance on a sentence-picture matching task assessing
their abilitv to use information contained in a determiner to distinguish between mass
and count readings of dual nouns was impaired in a majority of M) and MCI subjects.
We suggest that the reasons for this impairment vary across subjects.

First,

tt

is important to note that performance was not determined by patient group; that

is, the same differential pattem of impairment was observed in the AD and the MCI
groups. Furthermore. the performance was similar across the two groups: AD subjects
received an average score of 6.2 (±4.9) and MCI subjects received an average score of
7.2 (±6.7). Thus, the Iwo groups will be collapsed for the first part of the discussion. The
ramifications of die fact that the performance of the two groups was almost identical will
then be discussed.

Each patient’s performance feu into one of three patterns

—

control-like performance

(Group 1), somewhat impaired performance (Group Il), or very impaired performance
(Group III). More than half of subjects (13 of 24) feil into Group III. Abllity to detect
agreement errors in determiner-noun combinations vas basically intact across the three
groups. Below we discuss some possible explanations for die impairment manifested by
subjects in Groups II and III.

___
___
___
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lii

Attentional and/or Leaming Factors
response
As vas discussed above, four of the subjects in Group II demonstrated a
g difficulties were a
pattern which suested the possibility that attentional and/or leamin
of mass
source of impairment. These were the subjects who selected the count readmg
e of a
nouns for the first part of the test, but at some point realized that the absenc
subjects
determiner required a niass reading. In linguistic terms, we suggest that these
perform similarly to the four unimpaired subjects in Group I and to the controls. They
atical
appear to have access to the two readings of dual nouns and are able to use gramm
information in performing this task.

of
It appears that none of the sub;ects in Group III (scoring between zero and four out
17) fali into this group; that is, their deficit does flot seem to be primarily attentional. The
for
fact that they were essentialÏy unable to distinguish between mass and count readings
the duration of the test suggests that linguistic factors are at play. Furthermore, the
the
higher the frequency of the mass reading of a given item relative to its count reading,
This
more likely these subjects were to distinguish correctly between the two readings.
further suggests that, for these subjects, certain dual nouns have both mass and count
readings. whereas others do flot. If the subjects’ deficit were attentional, one would
expect more variabiîity in terms of correct responses.

Semantic Factors
15 of the 24 AD and MCI subjects that participated in this study exhibited a pattern of
impairment consistent with a linguistic deficit. Titis includes the subfrcts in Group III, as
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well as MS and AS, the tvo subects in Group II whose responses indicated that their
ability to respond correctly to the two readings of a given item was mediated by factors
other than their understanding of the task at hand. These two subjects responded
correctly to 8/17 items and 6/17 items respectivelv, and these items were distributed
across the test rather than clustered at the end. This suggests that their ability to respond
correctly to certain items bas to do with the individual items themselves.

As mentioned above, it lias been suggested (Copestake and Briscoe, 1995; Pustejovsky,
1995), and experimental evidence exists (Klepousniotou, 2002) that metonymous nouns,
of which dual nouns are a subset, possess only one lexical entry and that sense
extensions are processed on-une. If this is the case, tliere are two possible explanations
for the performance of the subjects in Group III, that is, subjects who chose tlie count
reading of a given dual noun for a majority of rnkens, regardless of whether or flot a
deterrniner xvas present. On the one hand, it may be the case that a given item’s lexical

entry does flot contain the information that this noun has different possible senses; on
the other hand, this information may be available but access to it may be limited.

The fact that performance on a certain subset of items, those with higher relative mass
frequency, was consistently better in this group than performance on the remaining
items suggests that information regarding the different senses is available for these items
across the three patient groups. If this is the case, then the subjects’ failure to distrnguish
between the two readings of the remaining items may not be due to an inabilitv to
process sense extensions; rather, only the count reading of these items appears to be
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available. That js, the information contained in these items’ lexical entries may be
compromised.

Together with higlier relative mass frequency, visual or perceptual distance between mass
anti count readings of a given item may also play a role. For example, the perceptual
difference between. say. oak and an oak is greater than the difference between wire anti a
nire, one item which none of the subects in this group distinguished correctly. However,

this cannot be the only factor, as some items which caused difficulty for this group, such
as larnb, another item which every patient in die group failed to distinguish, are cleariy
verv distinct in their mass and count readings.

Grammatical Factors
It was suggested that in die most severe cases 0W, AS and L?), AD subjects exhibited a
quantifier-specific impairment in the sentence grammaticality judgement task. One
quantifier appeared to be affected in ail three cases: “a”. This carnes implications for die
interpretation of die resuits of Expenment 2. Since the mass and count readings of die
dual nouns were distinguished only by the determiner “a”, it is expected that these three
subects wouid expenence difficulty with die task. In fact, AS did flot fail into die most
impaired group in Expenment 2, which suggests that in Expenment 1 this subject was
manifesting an item-specific deficit (affecting the items

‘swan’

and ‘beette) radier than a

quantifier-specific deficit.

The performance of the remaining 11 subjects who exhibited a severe impairment on
this task cannot be due to a quantifier-specific impairment, as these subjects experienced

I 14
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no difficuit on the rammaticalitv judement task. Rather, it ma be due to the

fact

that

die sentence-picture matching tisk is more difficuÏt thmn die grammaticalitv iudgernent
tasL There are t\vo levels of distinction between the two choices offered to subjects in
die former task. On a semantic level, die distinction between die two readings is [Ml
versus no feamre

—

that is, die count reading is taken to be the default or unspecitied

variant. On a grammatical level.
maSS,

tins

correlates with the absence (+mass) or presence

(-

that ts, coLtnt o[ the determiner. The subjects were required to detect die

grammatical distinction anci use this to make die semantic distinction.

The grammaticalitv iudgement task may be taken to be casier for

two

reasons. First, the

nouns included adrnitted onlv a mass or a count readin, as opposed to the dua] nouns in
die scntence-picture matching task. Second, in the judgement task, a quantifier is aiways
present. meaning that the subject mav match feawres betxveen quantifier and

noun

for

every item. That is, for every item. there is a quantifier present which is marked either
[Ml (mitch. a

bu

oj) or witb no mass feature (a. each, eveïy). No quantifiers were incÏuded

which allow hoth a mass and a count readin. Furthermore. in no case xvas the subject
required to interpret the aÏ;sence of a determiner. that is. a 0 quantifier. as marked for
mass. The sentence-picture matching task specifically required die subject to make this
interpretation. it is possible that these subjects were unable to do this and thus chose die
unmarked reading of die noun (i.e.. die count reading’) where die determiner was absent.

Implications for a

theorv

of lexical ambiii processing in AD

and

MCI

The resuits of this studv suest that AD and I\ICI subjects have impaired access to or
representation of die diffèrent senses of metonvmic lexical items. This does not
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necessarilv extend to other homonymous items. Chenery et aI. (1998) found in a pntned
cross-modal lexical decision task that AD subjects exhihited pnming of the inappropriate
associate of a homophone at a short interstimulus interval (330ms), as did control
subjects. Clearly, the AD subects had preserved access to both meanings of
homophones.

This suggests Fundamentafly different processing of homonvms and

metonvms in these subjects. This is consistent \vith die resuits tound bv kicpousniotou
(2002) in control subjects. In

OUf

studv. AD and MCI subects appcar to have trouble

witb sense ambiguitv. as they showed an impairment in distinguishing mass and count
readings of dual nouns. This cari be attrihuted to the tact that differenr mechanisms are
at work in processing of homonvmous anti metonymic nouns (diat is, nouns with
meanin amhiguitv and nouns with sense ambiguitv). In the case of meaning ambiguitv,
it

is hvpothesized that each meaning has its own lexical item, whereas in die case of

sense ambiguitv die item possesses one central meaning in the lexicon. anti sense
extensions arc processed on-une.

Thus the impairment appears not to be a result of a lack of access to a given lexical
entry, but radier in the information within the entry. The information that a given item
has a mass/count extension does flot appear to be present. 1f more extensive testing of
these lexical

items

reveals

that these

items arc

treated as

count across

different tasks,

this

would lend support to the daim that the information is in fact missing from the lexical
entrv rather than die subjects simplv bein unable to process die sense extension.

H6
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The effeip atient reup
It vas predicted that i\D subjects would show a greater impairment than MCI patients.
if it

is the case that in a majoritv of cases MCI represents a pre-demential stage of AD, as

suggested bv Laurent and Thomas

\ntérion

(2ØO2. and that language performance tends

to worsen as the disease progresses (Ernery. 1996). However. the resuits reported here
do not support tins assumption. On the contrarv. the performance of the AD and MCI
groups is strikinglv similar. Although some subîects showed a degree of impairment in
the grammaticaltty udgement task, ail perfhrmed at levels significantly ahove chance. In
the sentence-picture rnatchtng taslç the pattem vas qulte different. The majorit

of

subjects in both groups exhibtted some level of impairment. and although some of tins
may he due to attentional and/or learning factors, linguistic factors clearlv plaved a role
in the majority of cases (15 of 19 impaired subjects).

As discussed above. the sentence-picture matching task is more difficuit than the
grammaticaiity judgernent task for a number of
that this task would detect language
variet- of possible explanations
same

is

performance. The

slmpÏy

too

that simdar

difficuit

resufts

phenomenon:

first

for

were

unless

a

is

for

impairments

at

Thus,

an earlier

that the suhjects are showing

in

subject

it

is reasonabie to assume

stage.

the fart that the AD and MCI

any subject wtth
seen

reasons.

even

a

As such, there are a
groups

floor effects:

mild language

exhibitcd the

that is. the task

impairment.

the second task could he a resuit of the
is

severelv

tmpaired. they are able

to

The

fact

opposite

perform

grammaticalitv judgements without great difficultv. resulting in cetling effects. That is.
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the tisha used hcre may flot be suffidendy sensitive to distinguish betwccn die flvo
patient groups.

The second possible ocplanaûon is diat language impairments are in &ct uniform aaoss
the subset of AI) and MCI subjects whose bnguage is affected by the disease. lucre are
two possible patterns diat would account for dis. First, langpage may be affected before
aber cognitive fonctions in this subgroup; that is, patients may show a language
impairment nry early in de disease course, before the onset of dementia. Second, early
declines in language capadty may occur n de point n which declines in odier cognitive
fonctions are sufficient for a diagnosis oC MCI but not AI). Alter this initial decine,
language nny be relatinly presened. This would account for die very impaired
performance by a majority oC subiects in Experiment Z togedier with die relativdy intact
performance in die casier task, de grammaticality judgement task, cnn in moderate to
severc cases of AI). Purder testing oC hnguage abiities in A]) and MCI subjects across
a variety oC tasb is die only way iv distinguish between diese possibilities.

Conclusions

The resuits oC die present swdy show dut processing oC mass/count sense extensions is
impaired in a majority of bah AI) and MCI subja, akhough die ability of these
subjects to correcdy judge detenniner-noun pain Cor grammaticality is more or las
intact It lus been proposed dut dese defidts are due to attentional and/or leaming
difficultia in a subset of dae subja, but dat hnguistic &ctors also play a mie in die
majo& oC cases. The linguistic impairment may be due to an inability iv procas dese
sense extensions on-lime, or damage to die lexical enffies ffiemselves such dut die
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subjects han access to only one reading of dual nouns. Itmay also be due to difflculty

O

processing a O quantifier as mass. However, die fa-t tInt certain items appear to be
bener presened across subjects dian othera supports die Interpretation that die
difficulties die subjects aperience are due

t

damage to die leidcal entries diemselves

radier dian agrammatical defldt

ibe second Issue raised b dis study la diat of patient group. It was cxpectcd tInt die
impairment would be more sente in bD subjects dian hi MCI subjects, but dis was flot
die case. In fact, die subjects feU hit diree groups; diagnosis was not a factor hi dus
grouping, which la based on performance on die sentence-picmre matching task. A small
number of die subjects (two of 14 bD subjects and dree of ten MCI subjects) cxhibited
no impairmait on dii tssk; diefr perfomunce was satistically indistingulshable from
diat of conni subjects. A second group, including eiglit of 14 A]) subjects and five of
ten MCI subja, ahibited a sente hnpairment in dii ask, scoring between zero and
four out of a possible 17. Two of die bD subjects and one MCI subject in dis group
also exhibited a mild impairment In die grammaticality judgement task. lue diird group
comprises two MCI subjects and four A]) subjects, one of whom also ahibited an
knpairment in die grammatio]ity judgement aL k bas been posftilated dat four of
diese subjects present a Ihigrnistic hnpairment and tIns pattem widi die subjects in die
second group, and dut two present an attentional and/or leaming impairment and dius
pattern widi die firat group. In sum, k bas been demonstrated diat die pattem of
llnguisdc impairment in A]) and MCI la heterogeneous, and while it affects die majority
ofsubjects, a subgroup ban spared linguistic fonction, at least in die taûs used here.
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pedarmance acrass AD
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and MCI

suhjects rnay be due ta Elaor eEfects in the sentence-picture matching task and ceiling
cffects in the grammaticalitv judgernent task. it mav also be the case that these subject

groups present die same degree oF impairment with respect ta the mass/count
distinction. In either case, it scems likely that any difference between these twa suhject
groups which rnav not have been detected bv die tasks used would he quantitative rather

than qualitative in nature. Thus we daim that, in the tasks reported in die present studv.
AD and MCI subjects exhibit die same impairment, lending support ta the rheory that
the cognitive impairments in MCi mirror thase seen in AD.
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Appendix 1: Sentences used in Expenmcnt Ï

G
Examples:

The m.in is eatlng soup.
The man bas eating soup.

Practice:

Iiarvev bas

i

ver. long heard

Thev are go to the supermarket.
Mv brother s a policeman.
*Ingrid made spaghetti to dinner.

Trials:

COUNT GRAMMATICAL

COUNT UNGRAMMATICAL

The baby likes everv dol!.

The girl doesn’t love much doil.

The shirt is missing a button.

*The drydeaner loses much button.

The office sold everv ticket.

Thev didn’t have much ticket.

The embassy is fiying a fiag.

This shop doesn’t have much Hag.

The Ïittle boy fed a swan.

*The millionaire owns a hit of swan.

The woman bought a lamp.

*The bouse has a bit oflamp.

The cat is stalking a beetle.

The li2ard kiils much beetle.

The soldier cleaned each medal.

He bas earned a hit of medal.

The neighhour fcd cadi cat.

The baby doesn’t like much cat.

The woman bought a needle.

The seamslress wants a bit of
neecïle.
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MASS GRi\v1J’vt:\T1CAL

\L\SS UNGR\AIMATICAL

The chuld wants a hit ofmustard.

rihe boy spread

The meal included a bit of nue.

every

mustard.

The chiidren ate each nue.

The store doesn’t have much paint.

The dog spilled a paint.

That ring doesn’t contain much gold.

The man polished cach gold.

Florida doesn’t et much snow.

Jarnes is clearing a snow.

The tide didn’t move rnuch sand.

Harry couÏdn’t weigh evcrv sand.

Norman ate a hit ofpork.

The waitrcss served a pork.
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Apjhx2: Items used ipcriment 2

Count Reading

Mass Reading

TURKEY

A live turkey

A piece of turkey en a plate

PLAWKIN

A whoÏe pumpkin

Pumpkin pieces en a plate

OAK

An oak tree

A plank cf wood

CEDAR

A cedar tree

A plank cf wood

LAA[B

A live lamb

A piece oflamb on a platter

LTVER

A liver (the organ’

Pieces cf ltver on a platter

FISH

A live fisb

A fish Fillet on a platter

BRICK

A whole brick

Pieces of brick in a pile

PINE

A pine ee

A plank

ofwoed
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AVOCDO

A whole avocado

A eut up avocado on a chopping
ho ai-d

LOBSTER

A live lobstet

Lobstut pleces on a plate

TOMATO

A whole tomato

Chopped up tomato on a plate

ONION

A whole onion

Chopped up onion on a plate

SAUSAGE

A whole sausage

Pieces of sausage on a piaffer

POTATO

A whole potato

Mashed potato in a bowi

RJBBQ\

A nbbon in a irl’s hait

Ribbon on a spool

HAIR

A single hair

A glrl’s head in profile with long

hait covering die side of her head

_
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Ahs tract
Mtheugh lexicesemantic defcits are net typicaily seen in eider aduits, some studies
indicate that age-relatcd changes in semantic processing may occur. We had groups of
eider and vounger aduits perferm speeded lexical decision on mass (e.g., honev), count
(e.g., car) and dual neuns. which mav Lie etther mass or count (e.g., lamb). Sinular dual
neuns engendered signiFcant1v faster respense times in eider aduits than mass and ceunt
nouns. whereas vounger adults rnanifestcd sirnilar response tirnes te count and dual
nouns. We suggesr that these resuits arc consistent with the hypothesis tliat reductions in
precessing speed and/or resources available for lexicosemantic processing underlie the
performance alterations seen in healthv aing. In erder te avoid the addinon’al cest cf

activating mass/ceunr information, eider aduits ftear dual nouns as underspecified unless
a mass or ceunt reading is forced hv context.
(137 werds

Kevwords: cognitive aging, lexical access, visual word recognitien, mass/count
dis tin c tien
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revcaied that various aspects of cognitive
\ considerable bodv oC rescarch on agin has
e decrements appear in a variety of tasks,
function are subject to age-reiated decline. Thes
ted processing, such as cued and Erce recali
including memorv tasks that 1-equire self-initia

ory tBurke, MacKay & James. 2000:
(Park, 2000) and tasks tappmg into episodic rncrn
for a review, see CraiL 2000). Older
\Vingficid & Stme-Morrow, 2000; Light. 1996:

such as word-finding difflcuÏty
aduits also rnanifest deficits in cet-tain lananage rasks,
difficultv in retrieving proper names
(But-ke. Mackav. \Vorthlev & Wade, 1991) and
(Cohen & Faulkner, 1986: Mavlor. 1990).

ber of tasks, researchers have su,gested
Since tLese deficits are widespread across a num
underÏies the broad range of observed
that there mav exist a more central deficit that
for titis central deficit have heen
performance alterations. Several potential loci
these longitudinal declines may be
proposed. Salthouse (1991, 1996) suggested that

and Byrd (1982), on the other hand,
caused b a generahzed cognitive siowing. Craik
heen extensivelv demonstrated tu
hold that deficits in working memorv, wbich have
, 1990; Dobbs & Rule, 1989; \Vingtield
occur in older aduits (e.g., Craik, Morris & Gick

the observed performance alterations.
Sne, Lahar & Aberdeen, 1988), may underlie
difficulties lie in inhihiting task
flasher and Zacks (1988) suest that older aduÏts’
(1994) have demonstrated that
ii-relevant information. Finally, Lindenberger and Baltes
itive tasks may be accounted for in
nearÏv ail age-related variance in a variety oC cogn
terms of reduced visual and/or auditorv acuitv.

ed attention in the literature is that
One aspect oC cognitive aging that bas received limit
been thought that decrements in
of lexicosemantic processing. It has generalfv
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1exicosmantic organization and proccssmg do flot

OCCUf

in healthy elderlv aduits;

tasks that rcflect the organization of
and vounger aduits typicalh perform similarly on
rd associations (Bowies, \Villiams &
lexicosemantic knowledge, such as generation ofwo

, 1982) and categorv exemplars
Poon, 1983, Burke & Peters, 1986: Lovelace & Coolev
lexicosemantic processing have
(1-ioward. 1980). Lkewise, on-Fine studies examining
aduits. bor example, frequency Fias
sbown sirnilar response patterns in older and vounger
n in older and younger aduits,
been found to have similar cffects on lexical decisto
in older ;idults (Tainturier.
a]though overali reaction times are somewhat siower
r 1991: Aflen, Madden, Weber &
Trernblav & Lecours, 1989: Allen, Madden & Crozie
Groth, 1993).

Brosseau and Cohen (1996)
However, there does exist some evidence to the conftary.
in older and vounger aduits.
found differences in generation of categorv exemplars
rated that older aduits produce
Simdarly. Dommes and Le Rouzo (2004) demonst
tic pnmmg when accessing
different familiarity ratings and show a greater effect of seman
items. Finally, Taler, Chertkow
alternate meanings of ambiguous (homophonous) lexical
adults demonstrate differential
and Saumier (2004) dernonstrate that older and younget
htnaons, in whicb they are
performance when interpreting nove1 noun-noun com
familiar object words. These
required to access and integrate semantic representations of
zation and/or processing
studies suggest that some alterations in lexicosernantic organi

may indeed occur in lieaithy aduits.

variables rnav play differing
There also exists some evidence that sub]exical and lexical
Balota (2000) found that, whule
roÏes in lexical access in the two groups. Spider &
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prcdicted reliable
frecjuencv. ot-thographic neighl)ourhood dcnsin and word lenth ail
aduits. older adults
amounts ot variance in namtng latencies for both oldet and vounger
ourhood density
manifested a greater effect of frequencv than of orthographie neighb

exerted a
and word length relative to vounger aduits. That is. a lexical fictor (frecïuencv)
greater

influence

on

older

aduits’

performance

than

did

sublexical

factors

er adults.
(neighhourhood densitv, word length). relative to the perfonnance of young
This result was interpreted as refiecting older aduits’ grcatcr reading expenence.

ying
Furthermore, recent neuroimaging studies suggest that the neural activation underl
ance.
lexical access may change with age. although dits is flot tefiected in RT perform
Madden et al. (1996) and Madden. LanÏev et al. (2(302) mcasured regionai cerebral blood
fiow (rCBF) via positron emission tomography (PET) while subects performed a lexical
decision task. Both studies revealed age-related changes in neural activation during visual
word reconition; specificallv. the former study fannd greater occiptto-temporai
activation in the vounger aduft group, xvhereas die latter revealed greater activation in

Brodmann’s area BA) 37 in the older aduit group and greater activation in BA 17 in die
die
younger aduit group. SimiÏarly, \Vhittng et aï. (2003) conducted a PEf studv prohing
effects of lexical and sublexical factors on visual word recognition in a sample of older
and younger aduits. It was found that. while RT data revealed no difference in the effects
of frequencv and word iength on lexical access. PET data showed differentiai neurai
activation related to the frequency effect seen in lexical decision. That is, whde frequency
exerted a similar effect on RT in vounger and older adults. these effects were related to

activation in distinct cortical regions. Speci%callv, in older aduits. \vord-frequencv effects
were reiated to activation in BAs 17, 18 and 37 of die left hemisphere. and word-length
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no such relationship
etïects were related to activation in BA 17. Younger aduits show

in these cortical regions.
between thc effects ofword-length or frequcncy and activation

reveal age-related decline in
In sumrnary. although bebavioural measures do flot tvpicallv
level language processing
lexicosernantic processing. longitudinal aiteranons in lower-

intt lexicosernantic access
bave been binted at bv some findims. A few studics examn
er anti older aduits
and organization bave reportcd differential performance in voung
Taler, Chertkow & Saurnier,
Wrosseau & Cohen, 1996: Dommes & Le Rouzo, 2004:
2004). Neuroirnaging studies have suggested thar thcre rnav

exisr

differences in partems

en et al., 1996; Madden.
of neurai activation dunng visual word recognition (Madd

aduits lexical factors appear
Langley et al., 2002. Whiting et al., 2003). Likewise, in older
factors (Spider & Baiota,
to have a greater effect on naming latencies than do sublexical
2000).

ernantic processing in
The present research aims to clanfv further the nature of lcxicos
of cognitive aging
older aduits, and to link our findings to the estabiished models
issue of lexicosemantics
described above. Although these models do not address the
ance alterations
specificaliy, thev were designed to account for a hroad range of perform
and as such are pertinent

tu

the research presented here. We approach this issue hy

ount distinction.
cxploiting a distinction that is ubiquitous in natural language: the rnass/c

b (and manv other
This distinction, wbich applies to ail common nouns in Englis
substance, bas been
languages). and underlies the linguistic distinction between forrn and
bas more reccnth’
the subject of debate amongst theoretical hnguists for decades. and

an ideal testing
corne tu the attention of psycho- and neurolingutsts as constituting
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of populations. h bas heen
iround for the interitv of lanuae systems in a varietv
sernantic representation and
demonstrated to be sensitive to deficits in svntacnc and
i & Cappelletti, 1997;
processing (Grossman, Carveli & Peltzer, 1993: Semenza, Mondm
2001). and bas also been
Taler & ]arema. 2004, submitted: Taler. Jarema & Saurnier.
(Gitton. Kebavia & Taler.
demonstrated to affect language processing in youngcr adults
1999; Steinhauer et al., 2001). A description of the die mass/count

distinction is

gtvcn

d in die psycho- and
below, followed by a brief surnmary o the findings reporte
neurolinguistic hterature.

The mass /count distinction
English comsnon nouns may be classified as count

nouns (cg.,

car or mass nouns (e.g.,

captured using semantic or
honey. The question of whether this distinction is best
ic linguistic litcrature
syntactic criteria has engendered a prolongeci debate in die theoret
(for a review, sec Joosten, 2003). From a semantic point of view.

count nouns

denote

Alternativelv, mass
“things” (e.g., çs) whereas mass nouns denote “stiiff’ (e.g.. honev.
Count nouns rnav
and count nouns ma be distinguished according to syntactic criteria.
quantifiers that
take an indefinite article (açar, may he pluralized (three cars) and take
ite article (j
denumerate (many cars). whcreas mass nouns cannot takc an indefin
honey), carinot be pluralized (*three honey) and take onl

quantifiers that do not

denumerate (much honev).

Impairrnents

in performance on tasks

tapping

into rnass/count information

have bcen

ng sernantic
demonstrated in individuals with a varietv of neurologicai disorders. includi
ni and
dementia Taler, Jarema & Saumier, 2004). agrammatic aphasia (Semenza, Mondi
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. 2001). anci Parkinson’s disease
Cippelletti. 1997). :\lzhcimer’s disease (Taler & Jarema
these populations exhibit a broad
(Grossrnan, Carveli & Peltzer. 1993). Given that
neither a strictiv sntactic nor a strictly
varietv of linguistic deficits, it appears Iikelv t]iar
tv of both syntactic and semantic
semantic account wiÏl prove adequate; rather. integn

of thts distinction.
systems is likelv necessary for successful processing

mass or a count reading. lor
There aise exists a ciass of nouns which mav take either a
cooked a lamb”) or a mass
example, die noun lamb may take a count reading (“He
al. (1999). we wiIl refer te these
reading (“I—le cooked some lamb”). 1oÏÏowing Gdlon et
is, the nouris posSess
nouns as “dual nouns”. Duality consitutes a type of poiysemv; that
homonymy, where a lexical
t
multiple systemancaily related senses. This is in contras te

meaning “a hit te the face” or “a
item possesses multiple unrelated meanins (e.g., pnçh
heverage served at parties”).

d processing differences
Previous research with young bealthy participants bas reveaie

which aimed te assess the
across categories. Gillon et ai. (1999) conducted a smdv
mass and count nouns. and
psychological reality of the theoretical distinction between
be captured bvappealrng
speciHcaily die proposai (Gilion. 1996) that this distinction mav
Tbe first experiment. wbich
te a feature [mass]. whicb is possessed hy mass nouns.
h utilizing a visuai lexical
examined vanous categories of common nouns in EngÏis
ized signiticantly more quickir
decision paradigm, found that count nouns were recogn

prirned by determiners xvith
than mass nouns. In a second experiment, these nouns were
that table) or an
wbich thev forrned either a grammatical combinaon (e.g.,
that botb mass and count
ungrammatical combination (e.g., these tabie: it was found
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primed hv a determmer with wbich the
nouns \vere recowiized sinificantly fister when

O

eted these resuits as supporting the
form a grammatical combination. The authors interpr
a Feawre [mass], anti that access
hvpothcsis that die lexical entries of mass nouns contain
The fact that nouns were pnmed h
to titis feature slows recognition of the lexical item.
combination suggests that speakers
detenniners with whtch they formed a grammatical
iner and noun. Given that count
engage in a process ot feature-matching betwecn determ
die teature xvas taken
nouns werc recognizcd mot-e quicklv than mass nouns.

tu

l)c

.
monovalent. such that count nouns carry no such feature

ial (ERP) swdv examimng
Steinhauer et aL (2001) conducted an event-related potent
incongruent sentences, and found
processing of mass and count nouns in congruent anti
negativity (LAN) but flot an
that count, but not mass, nouns engendered a left anterior
nces between mass and count
N400. These results demonstrate that processing diffure
t that, at least within a
nouns do indeed occur in healthy young adults, and sues
, with which the LA
sentence context, differential processing rests on svntactic factors
is cornmonly associated.

d, anti die majorltv bas
\Vith respect to dual nouns, less research bas been reporte
ount status. There are two
focused on the issue of lexical ambiguity radier than mass/c
a subclass of polysemv.
reasons for titis lacuna in die literanre. First, since duaÏitv forms
le related senses,
a type of lexical ambiguity in which items possess multip

it

bas

item possesses multiple
frequently been contrasted with homonvmy, wherebv a lexical
from homonymv at ail.
unrelated meanin (e.g., bank, if it is in fact distinguished
havmg a basic sense
Second, theoreticai linguistics bas typically viewed dual nouns as
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scen in a context whtch forces
(either miss or count). md to undero conversion when
1995: Gillon. 1996: frisson &
the alternai-e rcadrnc (see, e.g., Copestake & Briscoe,
considered to form a ckiss of tieir
Fraaier. 20t)5): thus. dual nouns have often not becn
Own.

t to processing of polvsemous
Nonethelcss. a numher of interesting findings with respec
and it appears likele i-bat these
items in general have been reported in the Ïiteraturc.

mous lexical items have becn
findrngs are also i-rue of dual nouns in particuÏar. Polyse
task (Frazier & Ravner, 1990).
demonstrated to evoke shorter fixation times in a reading
(Azuma and Van Orden, 1997;
shorter reaction tues (RTs) in a lexical decision task

on. 21)02) and greater pnming
Klepousniotou. 2002, Rodd, Gaskell and Marslen-\Vils
the basis of these resuits, the
(Klepousniotou. 2002) i-han do homonymous words. On
sense i-bat is stored in die
latter author poslated i-bat these nouns possess one central

means ofa lexical mie. Thus,
lexicon, and i-bat sense extensions arc generated on-brie by
indicate less information
the more rapid recognition of polysemous items is taken to
means i-bat mass/count
within their lexical entries. In ternis of dual nouns, this
items are seen in context,
information is suggested to be generated on-line when these

rai-ber i-han contained within die lexical entry.

be processed more
In sum, die research i-o date shows i-bat count nouns appear i-o
within die lexical
quicklv i-ban mass nouns. presumably due to additional information

more quickiy i-han other
entrv of mass nouns. and that dual nouns are processed
ambiguous items, suggesting i-bat

both senses ot these items are flot stored wzthin i-lie

lexicon, but rai-ber gcnerated on-une.
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t swdv is that exarnlmng the
A second stream ot literare that is pertinent to the presen
The so-called ambiguitv ctïect.
interaction between frecuency and lexical ambiguity.
than non-ambiguous words (first
wherebv amhtuous words are recognized more quicldy
suhsequently demonstrated by,
reported bv Rubinstein. Garfield & Millikan, 1970, and
1-lino & Lupker. 1996: jastrzemhski.
e.g., Gottlob. Goldinger. Stone & Van Orden. 1999:
Simpson, 1988: Millis & l3utton.
t981:Jastf>embski & Stanners. 1975: Kellas. Ferraro, &
g but flot lexical decision tasks
1989), lias been shown to interact with frequency in namin
e & Baird, 1999): specificaih’.
Çl—lino & Lupker, 1996, Lichacz, Herdman. Lefevr

ambiguitv effects are

seen in

both high and low frequency items in the lexical decision

g task. These findmgs
task (LUT). but onty in low frequency items in the namin

were

that the arnbiguirv effect in the
intcrpreted hy Hino & Lupkcr (1996, 2002) as indicating
LDT is due to feedback between
insensitive

tu

semantic

and orthographic levels which is presumabiv

n semantic and
frequencv) whereas in narning, it is due to feedhack betwee

ncy).
phonologicai levels (which is presumahly sensitive to freque

both liomonymous and
One notable aspect of die J-lino & Lupker (1996) study is that
xvas drawn hetween diem.
polysemous items were classified as arnbiguous: no distinction
(J-lino, Lupker &
This was also the case for subsequent work in the same stream
examined. The authors
Pexman. 2002 in which effects of ambiguitv and synonvmv were
(2001) indicating that
justify this on the basis of findings by Klein and Murphv
sense was denoted
polysemous items primed sensicaiitv judgements only when the sanie
lity judgement otil
by prime and target (e.g., shreddcd paper did not prime a sensica
are stored in the
paper). The authors took this to indicate that two separate senses
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lexicon. Flowever. these Hndins do
items

not

rule

out

the possibilitv that polvsemous lexical

, and two or more sense
possess a central sense which is stored in the lexicon

uould also he attnbutahle to
extensions which are generated on-une in context. Thev
tually inappropoate sense
suppression of the semantic featurcs associated with the contex
once a

given

sense extension has been generatcd.

and low Ereucncv mass,
In the present study, we investtgate the recognition of higli
a visual lexical decision
count and dual nouns by younger and older aduits, using
processing of mass/count
paradigm, with the goal of examimng (a the effect of
uitv affects processing
information has on lexical access: (b) whether mass/count ambig
in the same

way

as o±er types

of

ambiguity; and (c) whether any aiterations in (bis

manipulation was included
processing are scen in heahhv older aduits. The frequencv
since.

differential effects on
as discussed above, frcquency has heen shown to exert

2000. Furthermore,
processing in younger and older aduits (Spieler and Balota.

we

dual nouns as for the
wished to determine whether similar freuencv effects are scen fhr
homonymous and polysemous items used

in

the I-lino & Lupker (1996) studv.

dual nouns. If the two
A number of predictions are generated with respect to the RTs to
ovskv. I 995’ then
senses of dual nouns are stored separately (as suested h3’, e.g., Pustgi
lent ambiguitv
their behaviour should be identical to that of homonyms; that is, an equiva
effect shouÏd he seen in high and low frequency items

in

the LDT task reported here. If,

undergo mass/count
on die other hand dual nouns are simply count nouns which can
e (1995). their RTs and
conversion via a lexical tiile, as suested by Copestake & Brisco
those

to

ons. A
count nouns should be equivalent across the two frequencv conditi
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nces in processing and
frcquency by noun class interaction would suggest differe
Furthermore, given dut
represcntation of dual nouns and homonymous items.
older dian in younger adula,
frequency cffects bye been demonstated to be greater in
widi higji frequency
any washing out of effccts due to die rapid lexical access dut occurs
predicted dut such an
items is more bkely to be seen in older adula; dius, it is
youngcr adult group.
interaction is more likely in die older aduh group dian in die

processing in die curoent
With respect to die question of how healdiy aging will affect
cognitive aging oudined
swdy, a number of predictions are genented by die theories of
to odier ambiguous
abovej depending on whedier we take dual nouns to be similar
d widi respect to
lexical items, as daimed by Klein & Murphy (2001), underspecifie
or simply count nouns
mass/count information, as postulated by fUepousniotou (2002%
e (1995).
which may undergo conversion, as suggested by Copestake & Brisco

es their cognitive
First, if k is die case dut older adula’ reduced processing speed undedi
sing additional
changes (Salffiouse, 1991, 1996), k follows dut die cost of proces
recognidon of mass
sncwre (e.g., die feawn [mass] or a phiral morpheme) may slow
underlyingly
and plural nouas more dian k does for younger adula. If dual nouas ne
in eiffier subject
count nouas, no difference is ecpected between diese two categories
dien diey
group. If diey are underspecified widi respect to mass/œunt information,
no mass/count
should be pmcessed mon quickly by older and younger adula, since
more from die
information needs to be accessed. However, older adula may benefit
e may slow
reduced structure to be processed; dut is, gfren dut additional saictur
seen in items whose lexical
processin& k follows dut faster performance should be
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sed in the same way as
enines contain Icss structure. If thev are represented and proces

age across
homonyms, then they should show a processing advant

age groups.

older adults, \vhich Craik
A reduction in working memorv (\VM resources available to
across rhe lifespan, may also
and Bvrd (1982) hold to lie responsibte fbr the changes seen
sing (i.e., mass and plural
resuit in relativelv longer RTs to nouns that require more proces
neuns, and hencc greatcr \Vf\I resources. \VM capacitv

is

aIse related to the abilitv to

s a greater cost in
inhibit alternative meanings of arnhiguous lexical items. which predict
form, if dual nouns
inhihiting the mass reading of dual nouns when seen in thew plural
If. on the other hand,
are processed in die same wav as other arnbiuous lexical items.
more quickly than nouns
dual nouns are underspecified, then they may lie recognized
are sirnplv count
which are specitied for mass/count information. finallv, if dual nouns
, then these items
nouns which mav undergo a conversion rule to generate a mass reading
should be processed in die same \vay as count

nouns

in both die singular and the plural

Forms.

n is the central
flasher ai-id Zacks’s (1988) daim that a reduction in inhibitory functio
r nouns, since no
deficit in cognitive aging predicts no alteration in processing of singula
of a dual
inhibition is required in these cases. However, if it is the case that both senses
dual nouns
noun are activated in visual word recognitton, titis theory predicts that plural
since these
wilI be processed more slowly than plural count nouns by older aduits,
ted with a
individuals vill have difticulty inhihiting die inappropriate reading when presen
nouns that
plural dual noun. If dual nouns are underspecified, or if thev are in fact count
and count
must undergo a conversion rule to have a mass reading, then these plural dual
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ct groups. since no inhibition
nouns sbould be processed in the same way across sube

is

required.

Lindenberger and Baltes (1994)
FinalÏy. the sensory acuitv hypothesis postulated bv
of vounger and older adults, since
predicts no differences in the pattem of performance
classes. These hvpotheses are
the same sensorv demands are made bv the different noun
sumrnarized in Table X beÏow.

Table X: Predictions ofeffect ofaging

Processing Speed hypothesis

Working Mernory hypothesis

greater slowing to plural and mass nouns in older than
vounger aduits
no
• IF dual nouns are hke homonvms/count nouns. THEN
difference in processing pattem across subject groups
e
• IF dual nouns are underspecified. THEN greatcr relativ
advantage in processing singulars but not plurals
reater siowing to plural and mass nouns in older than
younger adults
IF dual nouns are like homonyms. THEN plural dual nouns
siower in older aduits due to requirement to inhibit mass
reading
• IF dual nouns are underspecified. THEN shorter RTs
relative to count nouns in singular but flot plural
in
IF dual nouns are like count nouns, TFN no difference
processing pattern across subject groups
no difference betwecn groups in singular nouns
IF dual nouns are hke homonyms, THEN plural dual nouns
-

Inhihitory dysfunction
hvpothesis

slower in older aduÏts due to requirement to inhibit mass
reading

•

Sensory Acuity hvpothesis

-

IF dual nouns arc like count nouns or underspecified.
THEN no difference in processing pattern across suhject
groups
no difference hctween noun categories
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the current study, one qucstion which arises
Given that a lexical decision task is used in
g. It bas been pointed ont bv several
is whcther this task taps semantic processin
&
rnblev. 1984. 1985. Besner, 1983. Pcxman
researchers (e.g.. Balota. 1990, Balota & Chu
that the primary component of an LDT
Lupker, 1999, Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989)

lv driven h’ stimulus familiarity, and that
is the decision process itself, which is large
this task. Jiowever. the level cf processing
semantic coding mav flot play a large role in
on the type of nonwords used in the
bas been dernonstrated to alter depending
, such as those used in the present study,
expenment: phonotactically legal pseudowords
otactically iHegal non-words Borowsky &
engender deeper processing than do phon
al lexical decision bas been shown to t)e
Masson, 1996. Pexman & Lupker, 1999). Visu

iguitv, as discusscd above, as wefl as
sensitive to semantic information, such as amh
& \Voolsev, 1997; de Groot. 1989:
concreteness and irnageabiÏitv (Cortese. Simpson
Balota, 2000) and number of semantic
lames. 1975; Strain & Herdman, 1999: Zevtn &

fMM studies have also indicated that
features (Pexman, Lupker & Hino, 2002). PET and
associated with semantic processing
visual lexical decision activates aIl brain regions
, given that die stimuli used in the
ÇPerani, Cappa. Schnur. Tettamanti, et ai., 1999). Thus
lexical and sublexical variables, and
current experiment were controlled for a number of
ed.
that only phonotactically legal non-words were utiliz

it

seems likely that any reported

effects may have a semantic locus.

Materials and Methods
Participants
r aduits (mean age
Eleven non-demented and independently living olde
mean education

14.5 vears, SD

3.3) and ten vounger adufts

75, SD

(mean age =

=

10.2;

26.8, SD
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4.7: mean education

14.8 years. SD

1.1) participated in the expetirnent. ‘founger

t in an undergraduate class or through \vord
aduits were recniited via an announcemen
through die Mernorv Clinic at die ]ewish
oCmouth. Older participants were recruited
gh newspaper advertisements. Control
General Hospital in Montreul, Canada, and throu
ic (four of eleven) underwent
participants recruited from the Memorv Clin

ï

complete

demenna. Participants recruited thtough
neuropsycholoincal hatterv in order to exciude
newspaper

advertisements

(seven

oE eleven)

cornpÏeted

die

Mini—MentaI

State

ugh, 1975) and the Montreal Cognitive
Examination (MMSE, Foistein, Foistein & McH
Philips. Vhitehead. Collin. & Curnmmgs,
Assessment (MOCA. Nasreddine. Chertkow.
designed to detect rnild cognitive
in press). The MOCA is a rapid screening tool
executive function, memory, language,
dysfunction; it assesses attention, concentration,
lations and orientation.
visuoconstructional skills. conceptual thinking. calcu

with no history of neurological or
Ail participants were native speakers of English
cted-tonorma1 vision. Subects were
psychiatric disease and had normal or corre
remunerated for their participation.

Mater-ials and design
nt are
The materiuls md design used in the current experime

î

replication of those used

prised 50 count (C) nouns, 5f) mass
in Taler and Jarema (in press)9. Critical stimuli com
nouns was evenly dtvided into low
(M) nouns and 5t) dual (DL) nouns. Each group of
included as a factor due to
v
frcquency and high frequency groups. Frequenc was
al ambiguitv mav interact in die
previous research indicating that frequencv and lexic
here served as a control group for individuas
Note that the older participants whose resuits aie reported
tise Taler&jarcrnaQn press) swdv.

ment in
diagnosed with \1zheirner’s disease orrnild cognitive impair
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1996: I-lino. Lupker & Pexman, 2002;
process cf lexical selection (sec I-lino & Lupker,
stronger frequcncy effects than vounger
Lichaca et al.. 1999). and that older adults show
were matched for length, number of
aduits (Spider & Balota, 2000). Stimulus groups
database fEaayen, Piepenbrock & van Rin,
syllables and freciuency using the Celex
rhood frequency. higrarn frequencv and
1993). and for netghbourhood density, neighbou
the English lexicon
bigram trequencv bv position, using data from

prO)CCt

O

2002. Familiarity, concreteness and
Washington Universitv in St. Louis Balota et al..
Psycholinguistic database (Coïtheart,
imageability were controlled using the MRC
both the singular (CS and DLS) and
l98i)) Count and dual nouns were presented in
prescnted in the singular, since plural
plural (C? and DL?) forms. Mass nouns were onlv
uli are provided in Appendrx 1. anti
mass nouns are ungrammatical in English. Stim
stimuli characteristics in Appendix 2.

resuit of participants secing the same
In order to avoid repetition priming effects as a
in the saine experimental session. the
stimulus in both the singular anti plural forms
no item appeared in both its singular
critical stimuli were divided into two ltsts. such that
contained 25 singular count nouns, 25
and its plural forms in the same list. Each list
s, 25 different plural dual nouns, and
different plural count nouns, 25 singular dual noun
al stimuli. Either 12 or 13 of cadi
25 mass nouns; that is, cadi tist contained 125 critic
12 or 13 were of high
group of 25 were oflow frequency and tic remaining

frequency;

ibuted across both lists. Each list also
that is, high and low frequency stimuli were distr
150
in the English lexicon project database, and 17 of
Note that 1 of the 150 stimuli were not present
were
nouns
quencv
low-fre
and
ncy
freque
se. I-lighwerc not present in the MRC psycholinguistie databa
that
n the diffcrent groups, with the exception
betwee
found
were
nces
differe
no
telv;
compared separa
nouns.
count
v
more concrete than high-frequenc
high-frc9uencv dual nouns were found to be significantlv
unhkeiv that this difference can account for
it
seems
nouns,
ncy
Suice effects were stronger in iow freque
the observed results
°
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cipants’ realizing that flic studv was
inclucled 125 tiller items. in order to avoid parti
250 pseudowords. Filler items comprised
examining their responses to nouns, and

ular inflection, as well as adjectives.
uninflected vcrbs and vcrbs with a third pet-son sing
neighhours of the cntical stimuli,
Pseudowords \vere phonotacticaÏly legal and were flot
s hy neighhounng pscudowords
since rcsearch bas dcmonstrated priming of real word
doword items ncluded thc suffix
(Forster. 1998). In order to avoid straregic effects. pseu
‘-s’ in 100

o

of

cases,

cipated in
as did the critical stimuli and tillers. Subects parti

1vo

three weeks.
experimental sessions, which were separated by at least
Proccd u re
computer using the application
The expenrnent was mn on a Macintosh i-Book
r at the cenfre of a computer
Psyscope 1.2.5. Stimuli were presented in random orde
om ourler was different for each
screen in black font on a white backround. The rand
s that remained on the screen
participant. Each item was preceded bv a row of hashmark
for

to perform a lexical decision
20f) rns, and a pause of 150 ms. Participants were asked

m: that is. subects responded
on each stimulus. The experifrient used a go/no-go paradig
peared when die subject
to wørd stimuli but flot non-word stimuli. ‘fhe target word disap
paradigm vas selected as it
responded, and timeout was set to 2000 ms. The go/no-go
decision task: responses are
offers a number ofadvantages over a standard ves/no lexical
ced relative to a yes/no
faster and more accut-ate, and processing demands are redu
ntal session xvas preceded by
decision task (Perea, Rosa & Gomez, 2002). Each experime
24 practice trials (12 real words and 12 pseudo-words).
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o

deviations above or below the
Outiiers. defined as responses gi-eater than 2.5 standard
the data
mean. bv subiect and bv catcorv. wetc rernoved from

prior to

analvsis. Errors

ct nuil response to a word)
(i.e.. incorrect “yes” response to a non-word or incorre
l.64 of total responses for
constirutcd 2.0°. of total responses for older aduits, and

vounger aduits (clii-suare

=

4.7$, p<O.OS). Outliers constituted 2.5° o of total responses

aduits (chisuare(i)
for older aduits and 2.9° o of total responses for younger

0.86,

or freuency
p<l). An ANOVA vas conducted to determine whether catcgory and/
(p>O.3 for ail variables).
played a mie in ertor rates, but no such effectwas found

(older and youngcr, as a
\Ve cc,nducted a 2x2x5 ANOVA on the RT data, with group
low’) and categorv DLP vs DLS vs M
betwecn-subect variable and frequencv (high vs
vs Cl? vs CS) as xvithin-subjecr varabies. Average RTs and
and bv item) are presented in higure 3.1 below.

significant

effects

(bv subject
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Figure 3.1: Àverae RTs Ïw categorv and frequencv
ANOVA
Source

df
4

cat

F (Ssi

MS (5s
19237.487

11.152

41967.144
463341.009

70.188

frcq

1

209389.165

85.028

croup

1

262855.759

6.824

584882.042
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cat x freq

4

8591.069

7.900
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The analyses revealed that high frequency items were responded to more quickly than
low frequency items overall, and that older aduits responded more slowly overali than
did younger adufts. Both these resuits are as expected. \Vith respect to the effect ofnoun

category, it was found that there was a sigmHcant difference between categories, and that
this category effect rnteracted with frequency (by subjects and hy items). Least sigmHcant
difference (LSD) post-hocs were conducted to determine the locus of the category effect
as weÏl as the category x frequency interaction. 0f specific interest are differences
between singular nouns and their respective plurals (i.e., CS vs CP and DLS vs DLP),
differences between the three singular noun categones DLS, M and CS), and differences
between the two plural noun categoties ÇDLP vs CP). These comparisons are shown in
Table XI below.

Q

61458.48
2367.83
82976.00
7886.$t)
7457.54

969.51

C? vs CS

DL? vs C?

DL? vs DLS

DLS vs CS

Mvs CS

M vs DLS

MSE

0.40

2.57

2.97

18.7 t

0.64

43.05

F

BY St.JBJECT

Table M: Posthoc tests, overali

0,53

0.13

0.10

0.Ot)

0.43

0.00

p

937.93

7756.13

10523.40

0.33

2.26

4,26

65.95

0.11

[eSt)

F

BY ITEM

102434,42

508 10

576(15.38

MSE

CATEGORY
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0.57

0,14

0.04

0.00

t).74

0.00

46988.34

23747.58

9625.t.)5

5024.51

110.32

270.57

MSE

25.25

8.42

11.38

3.93

0.05

0.10

F

BY SUBJECT

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.06

0.83

0.76

p

224469.61

119584.35

21816.84

14.41

12,09

2.14

2.14

0.06

.00

F

BY ITEM

14730.37

880.25

1 [.1 1

MSE

(TEGORY X FREQUE\CY

Q

0.00

t).00

0.15

0.15

0.81

0.97

p
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respect to the issue ot pluralitv. it can he seen that. as rnight be expccted. singular

nouns were reconized more quicklv than plural nouns. This is consistent with the weB
estah]ished fndin that multimorphemic items are recognized more slowlv than
monomorphemic items (first reported bv Tatt & Forstcr, i975. With respect to the
effect ef noun class in uninflected (i.e., singular nouns, the resuits are shhtlv more
complex. Ris tu mass were longer than those to count and dual nouns, but onlv in iow
frecjuencv stimuli: no differcnce was scen in hih frcciuencv stimuli. In the item analvsis.
dual nouns were found to be reconized more quicklv than count nouns; this efïect vas
found to be stronger in low frequencv stimuli, but onlv in the subject analvsis. No
difference vas seen between plural count and dual nouns.

Subseuent analyses examining the effect of categorv and frequency within each
participant group were then conducted. In order to reduce the risk of Type I error, a
Bonferroni correction was applied. such that p<O.Oi67 was taken to be significarit.
Results or younger and older adults are presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 helow.
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I )

Figure 3.2: Average RTs. vciunger adults
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figure 3.3: Average RTs, older aduits

ANOVA
df

MS (Ss)

F (Ss)

MS (Is)

F (Is)

cat

4

17188.173

6.765

14934.000

5.747

freq

1

128472.871

34.807

207685.751

44.152

cat x freq

4

4833.443

4.061

12888.680

5.577

Source

900

.

IoW

600.
500
400

I

DL?

DLS

1

I

M

C?

CS

category

Significant effects of ftequency, category and frequency x category were seen in both

item and subject analyses for younger aduits. In the case of older aduits, frequency and
category were sïgnificant in both subject and item analyses, and the interaction was
found to be significant in the subject analysis but not the item analysis (p<O.O46). LSD
posthoc analyses for each of these groups are presented in Tables XII and XIII below.

o
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Table X11 POSt-ht)C tests, voungcr aduits

CATEGORY X FREQUENCY
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f
0.00

o
192.43

33887.29

23.92

0.06

12.73

06$

0.00

C).$t)

)t,00

o

14811.00

2697.61

17.21

5349.24

642.52

MSE

12.97

6.15

6.31

0.03

1.17

0.33

F

0.01

0.03

Q,t,3

0.8$

0.07

0.56

p

1952.57

72854.45

13731.2$

50.51

29368.25

2216.74

MSF.

1.09

10.33

J.39

0.01

2.71

0.36

F

0.31

0.00

0.25

0.92

0.11

0.55

p

CATEGE )RY

MSE
18.27

0.76
22472.31

0.18

(toI

29431.52

BY ITEIv[
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(].i0
0(31
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000
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11 3.99
12,66
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19445.49
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152607.92

BV S[ BFCT
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Table XIII: Post-hoc tests, older aduits
CATEG (DRY
BY ITEM

BY SLBjECT
MSE

f

p

MSE

F

p

34829.08

25.27

0.0(1

48262.33

5.58

0.03

3518.62

0.56

0.46

646.13

0.05

0.82

DL? vs DLS

76753.96

10.73

0.01

183271.70

42.28

0.00

DLS vs CS

22421.31

5.98

0.03

54701.37

10.34

0.00

88.14

0.02

0.88

443.96

(1.05

0.82

3.34

0.00

0.98

1.54

0.00

0.99

C? vs CS

DL? vs C?

M vs CS
DLS

Plural nouns were rcsponded to more slowly than singular nouns. across hotb groups:
this effect did flot interact with frequencv. No difference was seen between dual and
Count plural nouns. Again. the resuits with respect to singular nouns are a little more
complex. Younger aduits show sinificant differences behveen mass and count nouns,
which are stronger in low trequency items. Dual and count nouns are recognized at the
same speed, although an interaction between frequencv and categorv was seen in the
subject analysis, suggesting that low frequency dual nouns are recognized more quicklv
than low frequency

count nouns. Finally,

dual nouns (signiHcant oniv
(signifcant only

in

item

more quicUv across

subject analysis), especially in low frequency stimuli

in

analysis). Older aduits, on die other hand. reconize dual nouns

frequencv

ranges, although this

frequencv items (significant onlv
reconized

more

mass nouns were recognized more quickly than

guicLhr

in

subject

effect

is slightlv stronger in iow

anallysis). L.ow frequencv mass nouns are

than Iow frecluencv dual nouns (siRniticant interaction in
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suhlect analysis, bordedine in item analysis), and mass and count nouns are rccognized at

the same speed.

The interpretation of these resuits vill be discussed in the section below dealing with age
differences. However, we begin with a discussion of the overail effects of mass/count
status and rnass/count ambiguitv. across subect iroups. as revealed bv the main

ANO VAs.

Discussion
The present experiment examined the effect

0f flOUfl

class on response times in a lexical

decision task. The goal was to determine (a) what effect mass/count status had on lexical
access. as measured bv Ri: (b) what effect mass/count ambiuitv had on lexical access:
(c) whether differences would be seen between younger and older aduits. The
ramifications of the present findings for cadi of these issues arc discussed below.

Mass/count status and lexical access

As attested in

previous

literature (e.g., Gillon et al., 1999), the present study found that

mass nouns were recognized more

slowly

tian count (and dual) nouns by both younger

anti older aduits. However, tItis was tic case only for iow frequencv stimuli; no
significant difference vas found between mass and count nouns of high frequencv.
These results support that daim put forward by Gillon et al. (1999) that access to mass
nouns requires computation of tic feature [massi, anti that tus computation slow
processing of mass nouns relative to count nouns. We suggest that in tic case of high
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frequencv exemplars. the rapid rate at which lexical access preceeds washes out any
differences beveen these categories.

The question thus arises ofwhat precisely is meant bv the feature Imassi. Although the
data presented in the current paper does flot speak directly to this issue, \ve nonetheless
offer some speculation as to what the function and composition of this feature rnav be
(sec Taler & Jarema, submitted, For further discussion of this issue). In theoretical
linguistic terms, this feature can he seen as indexing those nouns which may appear in a

mass context, preventing pluralizaon, etc. From a psvchohnguistic viewpoint. the
question is slightlv more complex. We note that it appears to have a svntactic
component, as suested by Gillon et al.’s (1999) finding that both mass and count

nouns are primed bv a determiner with which they form a grammatical combination.
However. it is unclear whv a svntactic feature, which is presumablv necessarv for both
mass and count nouns. should slow processing of mass nouns more than that of count
nouns. We further suggest that the feature must also comprise sernantic information (i.e.,

whether the referent of the noun is “stuf?’ or “things”), which is accessed whenever a
mass or count noun is recognized. Thus, the feature [mass) is convenient shorthand for a
complex of semantic and svntacfic information associated with the lexical entry of a
given

mass noun. A similar complex of information is activated when a count noun is

recognized. although the greater cost of recognizing mass nouns than count nouns ‘s

perhaps due to the greater difficulty in activating an unindividuated referent. This daim
S 0f

course speculative. although it is supported bv the finding that individuals witli

semantic impairments have difficulty accessing the mass reading of a dual noun (Taler &

Jarema, 2004, submtted: Taler, Jarema & Saumier, 2004).
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The effect

of

mass/count ambiguity on lexical

aCCCSS

A second question addressed b thc present research is whether lexical items that are
ambiuous with respect to

mass/count

information (dual nouns) are processed similarly

to other ambiguous items (as suggested by Klein & Murphy, 2001, and assumed hv a
numbcr of researchers, including Hino & L.upker, 1996; Hino et al., 2002). According to
this account. these items should behave in die same wav

as

other ambiguous

items,

specitically homonyms. which manifest an ambiguity advantage across frequencv ranges
in a LDT (Hino & Lupker, 1996). Thus, dual nouns should be recognized more quickly
than count nouns in botb the high- and the lowïrequencv conditions. This advantage is
presumed to be due to activation of multiple lexical entries and should thus remain
stable across the two participant groups, and be seen in plural as well as singular dual
floufls.

A second account put forward in the literamre (Copestake & Briscoe, 1995; Gillon,
1996) holds that these items are treated as count nouns and must undergo a lexical rule
when seen in a mass context. This account predicts that dual nouns will be processed in
the same way as count nouns when seen out of context, whether they are in the singular
or the plural form.

.

Again, no effect of age or frequencv would be predicted in

processing of these lexical items.

In the present smdv, dual nouns do not hehave like count nouns: significant
were seen between these two

categories.

differences

In the item analysis, dual nouns were found to

be recognized significantlv more quickly than count

nouns,

and an interaction bet\veen
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is, whcrebv low Frequcncy dual
frequencv and cateorv xvas seen in the sul)ject ana]vs
count nouns. Thcsc resuits are
nouns were rcconized more uickIy than low Erequency
count nouns which may undergo a
mconsistent with the daim that dual nouns are simplv
e, 1995: Gillon, 1996).
lexical mie to generare a mass reading (Copestake & Brisco

is thaï, since dual nouns dc) not
The first conclusion thaï can be drawn from these resuits
distinction between mass and
behave like mass nouns nor hke count nouns, a two-way
between mass.
count nouns is inadequate. Rather. a three-wav distinction

count

and dual

to this is to posit that dual nouns
nouns appears to be necessarv. One possible solution
is in une with the daim that the
are marked both for masshood and for counthood. This
their heing lexicallvambiguous
processing advantage enoyed by dual nouns is duc to
lexical items is taken to be
(since die ambiguity advantage seen in homonymous
account is not supported bv
reflective of activation of multiple meanings). However. this
r processing advantage for
prior research on polvsemv which has demonstratcd a gl-eate
Rayner. 1990; Azuma & Van
polysemous than homonymous nouns (e.g.. Frazier &
Orden.

1997;

Klepousniotou,

2002,

Rodd,

Gaskell &

Marslen-Wilson.

2002).

a greater processing
Furthen-nore, the finding thaï Iow frequency dual nouns show
sing advantage in both
advantage is inconsistent with researcb demonsftaling a proces
Lupker. 1996). Finallv,
high- and tow—frequency ambiguous items in an LDT Q-lino &
obtain for both plural
such an account would predict that the dualitv advantage should
and singular dual nouns. which was not the case.

the item analysis suggests that a
The friiding that such an interaction obtains in die subject but not
analyses tw subject group, it vas
uent
subset of dual nouns are responsible for this effect. In die subseq
discussed further in die section
is
thus
issue
Ibis
found that this effect is stronger in die younger adults.
addressing age differenccs in lexical processmg.

f1
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Thus, we daim that dual

nouns

dc) not pattcrn with mass or count nouns. nor with

homonymous nouns like bank, but rather arc represented differently than any of these
items. One possible account for die processing advantagc seen for these lexical items
that the are underspecified with respect to rnass/count information. Thus, they are
recognized more quicldy than count or mass nouns. which are speciHed for this
information. According to t-bis account. when these items are scen in context. a lexical

rule of the varietv postulatcd bv Klepousniotou (2002) applies. This accounts for thc
fincling that differences are seen between singular but not plural dual and count nouns:
when a plural dual noun is seen. the count reading is forced. since plural mass nouns are
ungrammatical. Therefore, mass/count information may be niserted. and the insertion of
this information takes time. resulting in a loss ofprocessing advantage.

Age differences in lexical processing
Differences were seen in older adults’ performance in three areas. first. older aduits
responded more siowiv overail. as lias becn found in prevlous literawre (e.g.. Tainturier,
Tremblay & Lecours, 1989; Allen, Madden & Crozier 1991; Allen, Madden, Weber &
Groth, 1993). Second, older aduits committed significantly more errors than younger
aduits on critical stimuli. No significant differences were seen with respect to category or
frequencv. suggesting t-bat this effect does not retlect a greater processing cost in any
particular categorv. but rather is reflective of the generalized cognitive deficit seen in
older aduits. Third. differences in response patterns were seen across t-Fie t\vo
Specificallv.

pluralization

of

both

count

and

dual

nouns

was

found

to

exeiï

groups.

t-lie

same

effect across subect groups. In singular nouns. older adults show no significant
difference bctween mass and count nouns. whde younger aduits do, especiailv in low
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h-equencv stimuli. Hnalïv. dual nouns are recogmzed significantlv mot-e quicklv than
count nouns hy older aduits, whereas vounger aduits do not show such an effect,
although a frequencv bv cateEorv interaction vas seen in the subiect analvsis, suggesting
that this advantage is seen in a subset of lov frequency items.

We suggest that the resuits of the present experime lit point toward a representation of

dual nouns whtch ditiers from that which is often assumed, whcrcbv dual nouns arc seen
as patterning with other ambiguous lexical items. As mentioned above. one possible
account for die processing advantage seen with singular dual nouns is diat they are
underspecified xvith respect to mass/count informaon. 1-iowever. this begs the question
ofwhy this processing advantage is seen across ail dual nouns for older aduits, but only
in a subset of low frcquencv items for vounger aduits. If dual nouns constitute a discrete
categorv which does not contain mass/count information, then tliey should he processed

in a similar fashion across the two age groups.

The present findings suggest that older adults freat dual nouns as somehow “more
underspecified” than do younger adults. In order to account for this intriguing finding,

we appeal to a notion that bas been alluded to in the theoreticaÏ linguistic Ïiterawre: the
notion that the mass/count status ofa noun mav be stronglv influenced liv context (e.g.,
Pelletier. 1979). We refine this daim. positing that nouns may vary aiong a continuum in
their relative masshood or counthood. Some nouns, such as

iv,. for example, are very

unlikelv to appear in a mass context, whereas others, such as snow. arc unlikeh’ to appear
in a count context. Dual nouns are simply those which are likelv to appear in cither
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context. iiis is represcnted in Figure 3.4 below (for further

discussion

of

this

reconceptuahzation of die mass/count distinction, sec Taler & Jarema. suhmitted).

Figure 3A: The mass/count distinction

more
countiike

more
massiike
snow

chicken

kilo

Withjn this framework. the relatively reater advantae for dual nouns in eider aduits can
be accounted for in a fairly straightfonvard manner. If the lexical enmes of nouns near
the cent-e of this continuum are undersrecified in terms of mass/count

lnFc)rmation,

they xviii be recognized more quickiv than count or mass nouns, \vhjch require access to
mass/count information. If older aduits have fewer resources available for on-une
lexicosemantic processing. then thev mav select to “withhold judgement” with respect ta
mass/count status on a larger set of items than do vounger aduits. who select a default
(ceunt readmg for most lexical items which allow mass and count readings. Thus, the
“duality advantage” will be greater in older than younger aduits: die latter group xviii
process many cf these lexical items as if thcy were count. This also acceunts for the fact
that ounger aduits were found te manifest faster processing of lew frequency dual noun
in die subject but not the item analysis. This resuit suggests that die “duality advantage”
was present in only a subset of dual nouns for youngcr aduits. Older and younger adults’
processing cf these lexical items is represented in Figure 3.5 helow.
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Fieure 3.5: Older and vounger aduits’ processing of dual nouns

items processed as dual
Iw older aduits
7

more
massiike

I

more
countiike

items processed as dual
hv younger aduits

The framework presented in Figures 3.4and 3.5 can thus account for the different
processing of singular dual and count nouns, as weil as the fact that this difference is
greater in older than in younger aduits. To represent nouns along a continuum of “most
mass” to “most count” is also both intuitively appealing and consistent with the
observation in the theoretical linguistic literanire that nouns manifest varving leveis of
case of conversion from mass to count. Previous attempts to characterize these differing
levels have retied on probabilistic conversion mies (e.g., Copestake & Briscoe, 1995).
However, the present data is inconsistent with such a framework since

this would

predict that singular dual nouns (i.e., nouns in the centre of the continuum proposed
here) should be processed in the sarne fashion as singular count nouns, which does not
appear to be the case.

now consider the present results within the framework of the four hypotheses
regarding the cent-al deficits postulated t-o underlie performance alterations in older
adults. First. die Hnding that there were aiterations in processing of these categones
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across the lifespan is mconsistent vith the sensoryac uitv lpothcsis, since such a

hvpothesis would predict that dïffering noun classes presented in a visuallv identical
Lishion should ail show the sarne effect (presumablv, generahzed siowing). The
inhibitor dvsfunction hvpothesis predicrs that. if dual nouns are underspeciHed, which

we suest they are, then there should be no difference in the processing of dual and
count nouns across the hfespan. since inhibition is not required in processing of cither of
thcse noun types. I-{owevcr. we f6und an advantage in processing singular but not plural
dual nouns in otder aduits relative to younger adults. This resuit is consistent with the
predictions of the processing speed theorv (Salthouse. 1991, 1996). It is also consistent
with the \VM bypothesis put forward hv Craik and Bvrd (19$2. Both of these theorics
prcdict that the reduced structure of singular dual nouns should result in a relative
advantagc in older versus youngcr adults.

1-Towever. these theories aiso predtct that mass and plural nouns \viH exert a greatcr
processing cost in older aduits than in younger adufts. Neither of these predictions was
bot-ne out. In the case of plural nouns. we suest that this is potenttally due to rapid
access to these lexical items. resulting in a washing-out of effects, similar to that seen
with high frequency mass and count nouns. This is supported by the fact that Gillon et
al. (1999) in fact found no effect of plurabtv at ail in dual and regular count nouns, a
6nding which these authors interpreted as indicating very rapid lexical access.

\ith respect to the prediction that mass nouns would excrt a greater processing load for
older than younger aduÏts, we found that the reverse was truc: mass nouns in tact
resulted in slower processing in younger but not older adults. \Vhile we note that this
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effcct mav he a result of the smail sample size used in die present study12, and shouid

thus he viewed wtth caution, it is possible that it indicates a higher relative cost of
accessmg ceunt

mass information in eider aduits. Ibis finding is best accounted for

within the precessing speed theory: younger aduits mav be able te retrieve an
individuated referent rapidly but take longer te access an unindividuated referent.

whcreas in eider aduits. retrieval of any referent takes longer.

Cenciusions
In the present paper we

have

examined processing of nouns of different classes (mass.

count and mass/ceunt ambiguous. or dual) bv vounger and eider aduits. It was found

that mass nouns are recegnized more slewly overall than are count neuns. Giilen et al.
(1999) found a similar resuit and attributed this te die presence ofa feature [mass] in the
lexical entry of mass nouns, computafion of which slows lexical access. We speculate

that titis feature mav

represent a complex of

syntactic and

semantic information

about

the lexical item, which must be accessed when the noun is recognized. Such information
is alse present in the lexical entries ef count neuns, but appears te be more easily
accessed, possiblv due to the fact that referents ofceunt nouns are individuated.

The second major finding in the current study is that eider adufts recognize singular dual
neuns more quicUy than singular ceunt nouns across frequency ranges, whereas younger
adults manifest only a weak effect in lew frequencv dual neuns; plural count and dual
nouns, en die ether hand, manifest similar precessing times in both participant groups.

O

Irhi1C the caten x frequencv intcracon misscd siificancc in the item mvsis for older paiictpants’
resuits. it was berderline (p<().046). and an LSD post-hoc test sbewed sigmficant interaction fer mass vs
smgular ceunt nouns. wherebv Iow frquency mass neuns were siower thm Iow frequency count nomis
(p<Œ 05).
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\Ve argue thar singular dual nouns mav be underspecified wtth respect to mass/count

information, and are thus recognized more quicldy. I-Iowcver, when thev arc seen in the
plural form the count reading must be activated (since mass nouns cannot be pluralized),
possiblv via a lexical mie, as proposed bv Klepousniotou (2002) and Taler & Jarema (in
prcss). Thus, plural count and plural dual nouns manifest similar RTs. The Finding that
older aduits expenence a greater “dualitv advantage”, manifested in t-aster responses to
dual nouns in comparison ro vounger aduits. is argued ro be a result of these indiriduals
not activating rnass/count information with a larger range of nouns when thev are seen

out of context. \XTe argue that common nouns fail along a continuum of more “mass
hke” to more

ccc0Ijntlike7s

with dual nouns being tbose nouns that are in the centre of

this continuum. fbis notion is hotu

intuirivelt’ appealing and supported hv the

theoretical linguistic literature (e.g., Pelletier, 1979. Bale & Barner. submitted; for a more
extensive discussion, sec Taler &Jarema. subrnitted). \Ve sugest that older adults treat a
larger spectmm of nouns as dual, whereas younger adults activate a default (coun
reading of these items even in the absence of context.

In terms of the aforementioned theories regarding die centrai deficit underiving
performance alterations in bealthy aduits, we suest that this

may

be due to reduced

processing speed (Saithousc, 1991. 1996) and/or a reduction in resources in older adults
(Craik & Byrd. 1982). \Ve postulate that older aduits adopt a sftategv of flot activating
mass/count information in the case of dual nouns. unless they are forced to do so by
context. This wouid account for the seeming paradox of a reduction in processing
ahihties resu]ting in faster access to dual nouns in older adults when compared to
younger aduits.
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One issue whicb remains to be audressed throuh turther research is whether the e aim
that dualit

is processed differently than homonymv mav he extended to other

polvsernous lexical items. The current studv focuscd on the mass/count distinction. and
thus res-icted its examination ot lexical ambiuitv to die case of mass/count ambiguitv.
Ilowever, it seems likelv that other cases of polvsemv rnav be amenable toa similar
account, wherebv the precise referent of die lexical item can bc underspeciHed until

it

is

determined b’ context. and a polvsemous item may he used in a more or less
metaphoricai fshion, for example. In the case of homonymous items such as “hank”.
however. no such continuum mav be proposed, since the t\vo meanings of the lexical
item are discretc
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\ppcndix 1: Crilical stimuli

higli frequencv

brick
cake
carpet
chicken
cioud
ccci]
crIme
deht
fibret
fiar

low frequency

lamb
lawn
pipe
praver
rope
salad
sliadow
sheil
stone
string
talent
taste
virrue
wire
wonder
heet
cabbage
cable
candy
cane
cedar
cork
dessert
elrn
fog
ham
lobster
maple
onion
pastryj
pasture
pepper
pumpkint
nibbon

mass
be.uir
bLitter

clav
cloth
corn
cotton
cream
damage
dirt
dust
flesh
fruit
honey
metal
paint
plastict
nec
sand
silk
snow
soap
spite
suar
sweat
traffic
beef
carbon
cernent
chaik
copper
denimt
dieseit
fabnic
filth
fluidt
ganlic
gravel
grease
tnk
liquor
manure
mustard
parsleyt
plaster-

basket
heu
belt
blanket
howl
hutton

cabin
castle
cat
dock
cousin
cow
crowd
daisy
doil
elbow
engine
fence
fst
lake
lamp
planet
skirt
sef
ticket
apronc
badge
barn
heetle
i)lOuSe
couch
cradte
crateft
dime
ditch
donkeyt
dragon
eagle
flag
fountain
guitarr
helmet
medal
needle
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1 steak

C

tbread
treasure
turkevt
verse
walnut

pollen
pork
sattn
suiphur
veal
wa

pebblec
ponv
swant
tractor
wand
wolf

kindicates that the item was not present in die English Lexicon Database norms.
tindicates that die item was flot present in the MRC psvcholinguistic database.
‘andicates that concreteness norrns were flot available for this item.

indicates that imageahilitv norrns were flot available for this item.

o
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7.81

ne0hl )ourhoed
l-recluencv

1654

1743

t)igram
lrecjuency

1360.4

1-100

1448

bigram
frecjuency
hv
posttion

590

394

560

521

concreteness

507

502

539

546

535

imageabilitv

5812

55

572

580

55

539

farniliarity

cateporv

5.25

8.07

J 57t)

1506

587

503

Appendix 2: Stiiyi lus characteristics (averaed 0v

1.64

-1.64

7.88

1842

1662

594

1engtl

1.96

1.36

5.76

7.49

1857

1527

.

Cl i.ial
liigh

4.96

1.18

4.08

7.12

1698

neili Lc)ur000d
densitv

mass
higl)

4.88

1.64

2.56

7.69

.

higl

5.36

1.68

3.4

t

dual
1cv

5.1$

1.6

COtiflt

mass
low

5.28

COUnt

lOW
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A bs tract
The present studv examines on-une processing of mass nouns (cg., honev. count

nouns

(e.g.. table) and dual (metonymic) nouns (e.g., chicken) in healthy etderly controls with
no evidence o cognitive impairment. patients sufcring from probable Aizheimcr’s
disease (pAD), and patients diagnosed with rnild cognitive impairment (MCI).
Participants performed a lexical decision task using a go/no-go paradigm, where thev
responded to words but flot non-words. \Vithin-group comparisons revealed that clderly
controls manifested longer reaction times to mass nouns and count nouns than to dual
nouns. whule pi\D and MCI patients manifested longer latencies to mass nouns, but no
siniHcant difference henveen count and dual nouns. The

wav

in \vhich lexicosemantic

knowledge breaks down in the case of mernory impairment is discussed, and it is argued
that hreakdown in lexical representations may provide a sensitive earlv measure of
cognitive impairment.

(125 words)

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease. mild cognitive impairment, lexicosemantic processing,
mass/count distinction
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Introduction
Alzheimcr’s discase (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease, the
svmptorn o wbich

is

.m tmpaifment in rnemorv, patïicularlv semantic mernorv.

Patients

suffenng ftorn AI) bave also been demonstrated to exhibit impairments in language
erocessing: tvpically, patients manifest anomia word-Hnding difficulty and

impairment

in verbal fluencv early in the disease course (for a review. sec Caramelli. Mansur &
Nitrini, 199$); subtie processing deficits, such as an impairment in

:icccsslng tie past

tense form of itregular verbs (Uliman, Corkin, Coppola, Ilickok, Growdon, Koroshetz,
& Pinker. 1997) have also been demonstrated. Svntactic abilities are tvpicallv found to be
intact, although Grossman, Mickanin, Onishi and Hughes (1995)
these patients marnfest an impairment in the

processing

have suggested

that

of grammatical featurcs. ‘Taken

together. these resuits suggest that AD patients’ linguistic impairment is a resuit of either
damage to semantic knowledge or difficultv accessing the information stored dicte.
whereas the patients’ grammar is relatively intact (Caramelli et al., 1998). The question of
the nature of the deficit. that is, whether these patients’ linguistic performance retiects
irnpaired acccss or tmpaired representation. bas been extensively debated in the literature
(sec, e.g., Hodges, Salmon & Butters, 1992; Nebes & Brady, 1991).

In order for a patient to be diagnosed as having AI). memory impairments must be
accompanied by a dementia; that is, the patient must experience a signiticant impairment
in dailv functioning. In the case where a subject exhibas a rnernorv impairment but no
dementia, and where no other cause (such as depression) is found to be responsible for
the memorv impairment. the subject may be diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment
(MCI). MCI is a relativelv new term. introduced by the \or1d Health Organization (sec
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also Petersen. Srnith. \Varing. lvnik. fangalos and Kokmen. 1999). which is desig-ned to

0

capwrc the point on the continuum of cognitive states hetiveen normal aging and

dementia (sec Chertkow, 2002 for a discussion). Diagnostic criteria for MCI are as

follows: the patient must experience a subjective memorv complaint as welI as objective
rncmory impairment, in the context of Iargely intact general cognitive function and

preserved activities of daily living. Furthermore. the patient must flot meet the criteria
for dernentia and there must be no other obvious medical

neurologie

or psychiatrie

explanation for the memory problems (Chertkow, 2002: Petersen. 2003).

When considering these criteria. it must be noted that a great deal of heterogeneitv

is

seen amongst MCI individuals. Individuals with MCI most commonly manifest a
sigmhcant short- or long-term rnemory tmpalrment in the absence of dementia (the
amnestic form of MCi). although the syndrome may also present as mild deHcits across a
number of cognitive domains (multiple-domain MCI) or as a significant deficit in a single
fic,n-rnemorv domain (single non-memorv-domain MCI: for a revlew, sec Petersen,
2003).

In

amnestic

MCI, indivduals

show

sigmficant impairment in

memory

performance (approximately 1.5 standard deviations below unimpaired age- and
education-matched individuals) while performance in other cognitive domains in mddl
impaired (up to 0.5 standard deviations below age- and education-matched individuals;
Petersen et al., 1999). Individuals with multiple-domain MCI. in contrast do flot exhibit
an impairment in any one domain that is out of proportion to other cognitive domains;
radier, performance mav be at 0.5 to 1.0 standard deviations below the norm (Petersen,
2003).

o

It shoutd be noted that die ranges given here are descriptive rather than
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diancsric. Individuals with sinp)e mn—memcrvdemain MCI show a sinificant
impairment in just crie ncn-memorï demain. such as language or executive function.

One cf the primarv research questions that arises with respect te I\ICI is wbether

it

represents an earlv stage cf AD. Most chnical studies show that approxirnarelv 44°o cf
MCI individuals will havc converted te zU.) ever a 3-year follow-up, for an annual

conversion rate cf about 15° o (Chertkow. 2002. Petcrsen et al., 1999: fer a revtew cf the
principal saidies reperted in the literaaire. sec Laurent & Thomas Antérion. 2002). This
is in ccntrast te an annual conversion rate of about l-2°/o in the general population
(Petersen et al.. 1999). Hewever. there exists a subgroup cf MCI patients whc de net
cenvert te kD even ten vears after the enset cf memer preblems (Cherdew. 2002:
Petersen. 2003). In the former author’s cohert this subgroup appears te comprise
apprcxirnateÏv 25° o cf the total group cf MCI patients.

It bas been suggested MCI individuals who dc net ccnvert te AD may simply be
individuals \vho “sit fer their whole lives at the bottem cf

any

Gaussian curve cf

neurepsvchological resuits” (Chertkow, 2002). Furthermcre, individuals mav semetimes
pregress te ether forms cf dementia, such as vascular dementia in the case cf multipledemain and

single non-memor -demain MCI. and primary progressive aphasia

(Mesulam. 2001). frontotemporal dementia (Resen. Lengenfelder & Miller, 2000) or
Lewy body dementia (Ferman et al., 1999) in the case cf single non-memcrv-domain
MCI. Thus, MCI is best viewed as a “prodremal. at-risk cendition for AD” (Petersen,
2003).
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On a neuropatholngical level. some autopsy studies rcveal die sarne pattem in

and

MCI

patients: neurofibrillary tangles in die hippocampus and entorhtnal cortex

(Chertkow. 2002) and decreased hippocampal volume (Jack. Petersen, Xu, O’Brien,
Smith. Ivnik. Boeve. \\aring. Tangalos and Kokmen. 1999). Alterations in the
cholinergic system. a hallmark of AD. have also been found in MCI (for a review. sec
Sarter & Bruno, 2004). Foilowing an extensive literature review, Laurent and Thornas

\ntnon (2002) conclude that MCI represents a pre-chnical stage of .\1) in 70-0°

of

cases.

The present studv examines the on-une processing of differing noun types in these t\vo
patient groups, with die goal of establishing more precisely die nature of die linguistic
deficits seen in these groups. Our previous research (Taler & ]arema. 2004) examined
prccessin of nouns in two off-une tasks, a sentence-picrure matchmg task and a
sentence grammaticality judgement task. While aimost ail AD and MCI participants
showed control-like performance in die latter task. die majority of these participants
cxli ibited a deficit in die sentence-picture matching task. Interestingiy, die nature of die
deticit appeared identicai in die two patient groups; die present experiment aims to
determine whether a chronometnsed task reveals a distinction between the two groups,
or whether die nature of the cognitive impairment in MCI is seen to mirror that in AI)
even w-lien using this more sensitive measure.

Three categories of nouns were included in die experiment reported here: mass nouns,
count nouns and dual nouns. ‘flic distinction hetween mass and count nouns exists in
manv languages, and is best captured in ternis of syntactic distribution. although
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o

conccptuallv

it

0115 approxilTutelv alon the hnes of “stuff” (mass nouns) and “things”

(count nouns). There also exlst a cateon- of nouns whicb may takea mass or a count

reading (e.g., chicken). In tlie prescrit sdv, these nouns wtll he referrcd to as dual
nouns. In English. mass. count and dual nouns pattern as seen in Table XIV (sec Gillon,
1999 for a discussion cf die mass/count distinction in Englisli).

Table XIV: Distribution of mass. count :ind dual nouns in Fnglish

MASS NO UNS

COUNT NOUNS

D UAL (METO N Y IIC)
NO UNS take both a mass
and a count reading
—

cannot be pluralised
( two honevs)

can be pluraIised
txvo trees)

can be plurahsed

do not take the indefimte
article ( a honcy)

take die indefinitc article
(a trce)

take die indefinite article
O chicken)

takc onlv quantifiers that do
not denumerate
Çmanv honev. much honey)

take onlv quantifiers that
denumcrate
( rnanv trees. *much tree)

take both quantifiers that
denumerate and those that do
not denumerate
(rnanv chickens, much
chicken)

—

(two chickens)

Dualitv mav be considcred a type of pohsemv. That is, these nouns possess multiple

rciated senses. This type of lexical ambiguitv may be contrasted with h.Qrn2nmy.
J-Iomonvmous nouns, such as bank possess multiple unrelated meamngs (i.e.. a fimmciai
institution. die side of a river. Polvsemv mav be metonymic (as in the case of dual
nouns). if the two senses are both literai, or it may be metaphoricak in the case where
one sense of the word is hteral and one is metaphorical (e.g.,
die bodv or die opening at the top of a needle).

meaning an organ of
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On-fine processing of these diffri noun types bas bcen examined in unimpaired
populations. and categorv differences have been found. Gillon, Kehavia & Taler (1999)
found that mass nouns were processed more slowlv than count nouns in a simple lexical
decision task, and that both noun types yielded Gster reaction times (RTs) when primed

bv a determiner with which thcy formed a grammatical combination. These resuits were
taken

te

indicate diar there exists a semanuc feamme [mass] ([Ml). which is accessed when

the word is recognised. l3ecause mass nouns \vere recognised more slowly than count
nouns. the feature was taken to be monovalent; that is, count nouns carry no such
feature. Note that. under this hvpothesis, there is no difference in die mass/count
information containcd in i-lie lexical entries of count and dual nouns; only mass nouns
are specified for mass/count information.

In a recent study of on-une processing of lexical ambiguity using a cross-modal sentence
priming task, Klepousniotou (2002) found i-bat metonymic nouns actually yielded shorter

RTs and greater priming i-han was elicired bv homonvmous nouns. Titis xvas taken as
evidence that homonymy relies

Ofl

a process of sense selection, and that an exhaustive

listing of the word’s different senses is stored in the lexicon. On the other hand, in the
case of polvsemy (particularlv rnetonvmy). a lexical mie operates on i-Le basic sense,

which is storeci in die lexicon, to create the extended senses. fhat is, Kiepousniotou
daims that dual nocins possess one cenftal sense, and extensions to i-Fus sense are
generated on-une, as proposed bv Copestake and l3riscoe (1995) and Pustejovsky (1995).

TIns is in contrast to die positon that a tist ofpotential senses are stored in the lexicon, a
view espoused by Kempson (1977). among others. This interpretation is supported by
previous studies rcported in die litemanire: Azuma and Van Orden (1997) found that
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relatcd ambiuous words were accessed faster than untelated ambiuous words, and
I-razier and Ravner (1990) demonstrired that words with multiple senscs showed shorter
fixation times in a readtn task than words wtth multiple trieanings.

Processine of the mass/count distinction has also heen exarntned in individuals with
neurological disorders, dbeit pnmarilv usrng off—une (untimed) paradigrns. Shapiro.
Zurif, Carex and Grossman (1989) examined whether aphasie patients were able te
access mass and count readtngs of ambigueus nouns using a sentence-picture matching
task, and found that both fluent and non-fluent aphasic patients were impaired in this
task. Vnfortunatelv. however. stimuli included both poÏvsemous and homonvmous
nouns, and resuits were flot reported for these ubroups of stimuli. Taler and ]arcma
(2004) replicated this study witb pAD and MCI patients, using only dual nouns, and
found

an impairment in a

maiontv ot patients in both

roups, as mentioned above.

Grossman. Carveil & Peltzer (l993. and Grossman et al. (1995) examined the
mass/count distinction in

patients suffering from Parkinson’s discase and AD

rcspectivelv. The same tasks were used in these t\vo studies: a sentence-picture matchmg
task, a grammaticalitv udgement task and a sentence completion task. These tasks were
designed to separate the semantic and syntactic information contained in die determiners

rnh and many. Both patient groups were found to exhibit sorne difficulty wtth
quantifiers; in the case of \1D patients, the authors report that the patients were able te
access the semantic information contained in these quantifiers. but flot the syntactic
(mass/count) information. Finallv, Semenza, Mondini and Cappelietti (1997) reported on
die case et an aphasie patient who exhibits a selective impairment for mass but net
ceunt nouns

across

a varietv cf off-une tasks. in die absence cf other grammatical
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deficits. The authors interpret this as an impairment at the lemma level of lexical retneval
(Kempen & Huijbers, 1983). indicating that specific grammatical mies stoted at this level

are independentiv represented and accessihie.

Recentiv. K]epousniotou & Baum (2003) reported an on-une studv of processing of
metaphoncal poiysemy. metonymv and homonvmv in right-hcmispherc and ieft
]iemisphere damaged populations as wcll as an age-matched control group. Polvsemous,
metonvniic and hornonyrnous nouns were used as primes in a lexical decision task which
vaned interstimuius interval (151). with die goal of determining the time course of
activation arid suppression ofaitemate meanings ofthe different noun types. The rcsults
suggest activation of both prirnarv and sccondarv rneanings in the metonymv condition
in ail three subject groups. That is, focal brain damage does not impair die capacity to
access hoth meamngs of metonvrnic nouns on-une.

The expenment reported here examines die effect of pAD and MCI on processing of
mass, count and dual nouns, with die

alm

of determining whether these diseases affect

the way in which these noun types are processed on-une. and whetber anv processing

differences are exacerbated in pAD relative to MCI. A lexical decision paradigm is used,
with RT as die dependent variable.. Longer RTs may be taken to refiect additional
processing in accessing die item in question. either as a resuit of additional information
madevaiiable whcn die item is accessed, or of additional morphological operations
(e.g.. Taft & Forster, 1975; Abrens & Swinney, 1995: Laudanna, Badecker & Caramazza,
1992). As mentioned above. Gillon et al. (1999) used a lexical decision paradigm to

Q
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examine the mass/count disttnction. taking longer RTs te reflect additionai structure A
similar approach is adopted in the current paper.

\‘iethod
Partjçjpants.

Eleven subjects meeting the criteria for probable Aizheimer’s disease (pAl)) (McKhann.
Drachman, koistein. Katamrn. Price and Stadlan, 1981), 9 subjects diagnosed with mild
cognitive impairment (MCI), and Il healthv elderty control sublects panicipated in the

study. Threc pAD participants and one MCI participant were subsequently excluded
from the studv. either because cf an inabilitv te successftil]v complete the practice
session (2 pAD participants) or an error rate above 1

in the first session cf the

experiment (1 pAD and 1 MCI participant) The participant detiuils given below refer te
the participants who successfullv completed both sessions cf die experiment.

Ail suhjects were native speakers of Eng]ish. anti subjects with

à

prier historv cf

neurological or psychiatric disease were excluded. pAD and MCI subjects were recruited
from the Memorv Clinic cf the jewish General Hospital in Montreal, a tertiary referral
centre, and were diagnosed bv

â

neurologist or neuropsychologist at the Mernorv Chnic.

Control participants were recruited through the Memorv C]inic and through newspaper
advertisements. Control participants recruited from the Mernorv Clinic (four cf eleven)
underwent

à

complete neuropsychological battery in order

te

exciude dernentia.

Participants recmited through newspaper advertiscments (seven of cleven) completed
the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE. Foistein. Foistein & McHugh. 1975) and
the

Montreal

Cognitive

Assessment

(MCCA,

Nasreddine,

Chertkow, Philips.
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\\1iitehead, Collin. & Curnming. in press. The MOCA is a rapid screening tool
designed to detect rnild cognitive dvsfunction:

it

assesses attention. concentration.

executive tunction rnernOrv. lafiguage. visuoconstnactional skills, conceptual thinktng.
calculations and orientation. Ail

participants

had normai or corrected-to—norrnal vision.

Control participants ranged in age ftom 60 to 85: their average age \vas 72 years. fhcir
level of education ranged bctween 11 and 19 years; the average was 15 ‘ears. pAD
participants ranged in age between 74 and 93: their average age vas 81 vears. Their level
of education ranged het\veen 7and 22 years; the average was 14 years. Ail pAD
participants were taking acetvlchoiinesterase rnbihitors at the

time

of testing (Aricept.

Reminyl or Exelon). Dementia severitv ranged from mild to moderate, and average score

on the MÏSE vas 23. MCI participants ranged in age from 70 to $5; their average age
was 76.5 years. “fheir level of education ranged between 7 and 17 years; the average was
il years. Average ?vE\ISE score was 28. These participants were not being treated
their cognitive impairment at the tirne
each

of

of testing.

bar

The pattern of impairments secn in

the MCI participants is provided in Table XV. No type 3 (single non-memory

domain) individuals with MCI were included in the participant pool: ail but one had an
objective

memory

impairment.

\Vitb

respect

to

language

performance vas below age- and education-matched norms
participants. Given that a narning

impairment is

impairment,
in

naming

3 of the 8 MCI

often seen earlv in the course of AD, it

is unsurprising that MCI inidividuals would also exhibtt such an impairment. Thus,
impaired flaming ability vas flot used as

an

exclusionarv criterion for the study.
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Table XV: Impairments in MCI participants

O

visuospatial

memory
MCI1

2’

MCI2

1

MCT3

no objective defidt

MCI4

2

MCIS

2

MCI6

2

MCI7

2

MCI8

2

1

ezeoitive fonction

naming

2

2

1
2

2

2
13

tnumbers indicate standard deviadons below die mean of age- and education-matchcd
controls
Materials and Design.
Sets of 25 hiJi-frequency and 25 low-frequency mass, count and dual nouns were
mafthed for lengdi, number of sylbbks and frequency using die Celez database (Baayen,
Piepenbrock & Rijn. 1993), and for neighbourhood denshy, neighbourhood frequency,

bigram frequency and bigtam frequency by position, using data from die Enghsh ledcon
project of Washington University hi St. Louis (Baba et ai, 2002). Radngs offamiliarity,
concreteness and imageability were taken from die MRC psycholinguistic database

(Coldieart,

1981)fl.

High-frequcncy and low-frequency nouns wen comparcd separately

no differences were found beaeen die diffuent groups, widi die exception tint high

O

UI hem na not poesent in die Enish kxkon database. and 17 items n not poesent hi die MRC
database. flese itns ase in&ated in die stimuli bat in Appendis 2.
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freciuencv dual nouns \vere found to be sinificantlv more concrete than hih-frequencv
count nouns.

Count and dual nouns were presented in both tEe singular and the plural. In order to
avoid

repetition

priming effects,

stimuli were divided mm t’.vo lists, each of \vhiCh

contained either 12 or 13 critical stimuli from each categorv. Each list thus contained 125
critical stimuli, as well as 125 distractor stimuli (verbs and adectivcs) ancl 250
phonotactically legal pseudowords. Ctitical stimuli and pseudowords were matched for
length and number of syllables. Pseudowords were designed such that they were flot
neighbours of critical stimuli, in order to avoid prirning effects, as have been
dcmonstrated to occur by Forster (1998). Forty percent of pseudowords also contained a
plural morpheme. This was designed to minimize strategic effccts due to die plural
morpheme heing present on critical stimuli. Critical stimuli are provided in Appendix 1.

Procedure.
The experiment was run on a Macintosh i-Book computer using the application
Psyscope 1.2.5. Stimuli were presented at the centre of a computer screen in black font
on

a

white background and were randomized for each participant. Each item was

preceded bv

a

row ofhashmarks that remained

on

the screen for 200 ms. and

150 ms. Participants were asked to perform a lexical decision

on

a

pause of

each stimulus. The

experiment used a go/no-go paradigm; that is, subjects responded to word stimuli but
flot

non-word stimuli. The purpose of using this paradigm

vas

to render tEe task casier

for pAD patients. The target word disappeared when the subject responded by pressing
the space bar. and

timeoutwas set to

2000 ms.
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Each expcnrnental session began with 24 practice ftials. ofwbich 12 were words and 12

were pseudowords. Verbal feedhack was provided when necessarv. and the practice trials
were repeated up to three times. to ensure comprehension of the task. The instmctions
given to the participants are presented in Appendix 2.

Resuits
Erroneous responses were removed from data analysis, as were outiiers. defined as anv
response more than 2.5 standard deviations above or below the mean, bv subject and bv
category. Errors consimted 2.5° o of total rcsponscs, and outiiers constituted 3.3° o of
total responses. Average reaction times (Ris) and standard deviations by subject and bv
categorv are shown in Figures 4.1-4.3.

Figure 4.1: Control participants’ results
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Figure 1.2: NICI participants’ resuits
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Figure 4.3: pAD participants’ resuits
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A 3x2x5 rnixed model ANOYA with group (control vs MCI vs pAD) as a between
subject variable and frequency (high vs. Iow) and category (DLS vs DLP vs M vs RCS vs
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RCP as within-subject variables revealed si nificant effects of frcquencv (F

59.231.

p<O.00I). wbere high frequencv items were recognïsed more quickly than low frequencv

items and categorv (F
(F

9.686. p<0.00i). An interaction hctween frequencv and categorv

8.416, p<O.00l) was also observed. A series ofleast squares difference (LSD) post

hocs were conducted: significant effects in the category analysis and the frequencv x
category

analysis are reported in lable XVI.

Table XVI: Significant post-hoc analyses, ail stimuli

C \TF
F
dual plural vs. dual
singular
count plural. vs count
singular
dual plural VS. count
s mgu lac
count plural vs dual
singular

ORY
p

CATEGORY
FREQUENCY
x

F

10.524

5.164

27.849

4.419

p

*

11.006
26.738

18.571

count plural vs. mass

6.155

7.001

dual singularvs mass

15.582

28.441

mass vs. count singular

13.368

significant at <0.05 level
significantat <0.01 level
significant at <0.001 level

Given that category effects were stronger in low-frequencv items, a separate analysis of

low frequencv items was conducted. This analysis revealed a main effect of category (F

=
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18.446, p<O.00fl. Ovecall catcgerT effects Fr kw ft-e9ucncv items arc reported in Table
XVII beiow; oniv signtficant effects are reported. As can be seen. singular nouns differcd
frorn plural nouns in ail cases (RCS vs. RCP, DLS vs. DLP. RCS vs. DL?, DLS vs.

RC?). In ail cases. singular nouns were rccognized more quickly than plural nouns. This
is as cxpected, and indicates the increased cost of recognizing a plural morpheme.
Furthermore. ail tbree singular noun categones differed From one another: singular dual

flouns were recognizcd more 9utcklv thin singular count nouns. whch were rccognized
more quicldy than mass nouns.

Table XVII: Significant post-hoc analyses. low-freucncv Stimuli

OVERALL
F

dual plural vs. dual singular

16.607

count plural vs count singular

29.675

dual plural vs. count singular

8.397

count plural vs dual singular

35.591

dual smgular vs mass

47.175

dual singular vs count singular

5.150

mass vs count singular

27.976

4’

signiHcant at <t).05 level
significant at <0.01 level

‘4’4’

significant at <0.001 level

p

4’

4’

4’ 4’
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\Ve then examined each subect group’s perftirmance on 10w frequency items
individuaflv. Gwen that thrce planned comparisons were conducted (one for each
subject group). a Bonferroni correction was applied. meanrng that p<O.O 167 in order for
an effect to be considered significant. Qne-wav ANOVAs with category as a within
subject variable (DLS vs DLP vs M vs RCS vs RCP) revcaled a main effcct of categorv
7.411. p<O.00i: MCIs: F

in ail three subject groups (OCs: F
F

4.285, p < 0.01). LSI)

post-hoc compartsons ofeach

5.694. p < 0.01; pADs:

category are reported in Table

TIII

Table XVIII: Sinificant posthoc analyses. low frequencv stimuli, bv subect group

F

p

F

p

11.12$

2.105

0.19

5.718

k

8.060

22.606

4.179

0.08

29.706

9.575

6.954

36.819

4.715

0.066

23.540

10.297

0.007

0.935

1.153

5.874

19.962

F
dual plural vs.
dual singular
count plural vs
count singular
count plural
dual singular
dual smgular vs
mass
dual sinlar
count singular
mass vs count
lar

p

significant at <0.05 level
significant at <0.0 1 level
sigmhcant at <0.001 level

o

ADs

MCIs

OCs

7.282

0.31$
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As can

be

sccn. control

subjects manifcsted an effuct oE pluralitv. whercbv thcv

responded more slowly to plural than to singular nouns. They also manifestcd
significantlv different response times to sinular nouns of different categories;
specificallv. thev responded most quicklv to dual nouns. then count nouns. and most
slowly to mass nouns. pAD and MCI participants, on the other hand. rnanifested a
different responsc pattern. The pAD group responded more quicklv to count singular
than to count plural nouns: this was also the case for dual nouns. wherc plurals wcre
82ms siower than singulars, although the effcct rnissed significance (p0.O$). In the
singular
but no

nouns, mass nouns were
difference

responded to more slowly than count or dual nouns.

was seen between the latter two categories. MCI participants

responded signiftcantlv more quickly to singular than to plural dual nouns. Again, tins
was also the case for count nouns, where plurals wcre 94ms siower than singulars.
although this effect was also not sinificant. In the singular nouns. the MCI and pAD
groups showed thc same profile, where mass nouns were significantlv slo\ver than count
or dual nouns, response times to whicb were almost identical (a difference of 2ms in the
MCI group and lims in the pAD group).

Discussion
The results reported here shcd light both on normal lexical processing of mass, count
and dual nouns. md on die wav

in

which this processing is affected in the case of pAD

and MCI. Aithough overali latency is slighdy longer in die pAD

group than in the

MCI

group, and longer in the MCI than in the elderlv control group, these effects did not
reach signiFicance. and die response pattems manifested by die two

patient

groups are
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almost identical. Furthcrmore. the results seen in p-\D and MCI are informative with

regard to the pattcrn of cognitive deficits seen in these patients.

Processing ofnoun categories in unimpaired speakers
Healthy elderÏv controls manifest a pattem that is consistent with the studies reported up
to now in the lireramre. Stronger effects were found in low frequencv than in high
frequencv nouns: this mav be taken to reflect the fact that some etïrcts mav ht
attenuated or even washed out completcly when lexical access proceeds extremely
rapidir. as is the case for high frequencv nouns. \Ve turn now to a discussion of the
effects found for low frequencv stimuli.

The current studv found that healthv elderlv subjects recognized dual nouns more
quicklv than count nouns. ihis resuit js consistent with previous studies in thc literature
(Frazier & Rayner, 1990; Azuma and Van Orden. 1997; Klepousnietou, 2002) which
have found faster RTs for polvsemous nouns.

0f

which dLiat nouns form a suhgroup.

although these have focused primarilv on the comparison henveen polysemous and
homonymous nouns (i.e.. those with multiple senses and those with multiple meamngs).
These results suggest that. for healthy elderlv speakers, only the basic sense of dual
nouns is stored in the lexicon, and extended (mass and count) senses are computed on
une, when context is prescrit. In the case of plural dual nouns, the count interpretation
must be selected. duc to the presence of a plural morpheme. Thus the plural morpheme
mav be taken to represent context, albeit within a single word, as opposed tu sentential
context.
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‘INc Oct that count nouns and dual nouns manifest different Ris is problematic Or
G ilion et ais (1999) daim that mass nouns contain a feature [M] whïch slows rccognition
for mass but flot cOunt

flOUflS.

ibis daim implies that no mass/count information is

containcd in die lexical entrv for count nouns. and as such. no significant difference
would Ne predicted for dual and count nouns, both ofwhich require no computarion of
rnass/count information. That access to dual nouns is

faster

than access to count nouns

for healthv elder]v controls suggests that some extra information is accessed when a
count noun is recognised. One possible way to account for this resuit would Ne to follow
underspecification theorv (Steriade. 1995). Ahhough this theorv was developed to
account for phonological effects. the principles translate elegantlv to other featural
accounts. such as die one put fdrward here.

The effçcts observed here can be accounted for as follows. \Ve posit thar mass nouns
have a node [countahility] ([C]) which is specified as mass ([Mi). Count nouns also

possess the node

[.

but the node is underspecified (i.e.. bare. In the case of plural

count nouns. the [C] node is specificd Or plural; that is, the feature [plural] is dominated
by d-

[q

node. Dual nouns have no [C] node; since this resuits in an ill-formed surface

structure, this noUe and ail its dependents are specified at the surface level (that is, in

contrit) according to a rule which we term countabihtv bv context. This mie allows for
the mass and count readings of dual nouns. since the determiner specifvtng the noun as
mass or count must have a [C] node, which is spread to the dual noun’s representation.
The countabilitv by context mie can hc seen as a specification of the lexical aile
postulated bv Kiepousniotou (2002) that operates on the dual noun when its sense ‘s
cornputed on-line.
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Since count and mass nouns do flot meet tbc specihcations t-or the countahihtv hv

contcxt rule, they do flot undergo this mie. Cmcially, according to standard
underspecification theory. sucb mies are feature-filiing but flot feature-changing. That is.
features tan be Hhled in through spreading, as in the case of a dual noun heing specified
as mass or count, but they cannot be changed if already present. so, for example, the
countabiÏitv node from the determiner much cannot lie spread to a count
Representations of the different

flOUfl

flOUfl.

categories under this analysis are shown in Figure

1.4: the mie countabilitv by context is illustrated in Fieyire 4.5.
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For exarnple, consider the sentences beln\v:

la.

John saw a chicken.

lb.

John ate seme chicken.

Ic.

john chased the chickens.

As illustrated in Figure 1.5. the lexical mie countabilitv bv context wili apply in ail these
cases. In the sentence illustrated in 1(a), the determiner a contains the information that
the noun is a count noun; that is. the countahiiitv node is present in the lexical entrv of
this item. \Xhen the sentence is processed on-une, die reader/hstener extracts this
infnrmation from the determiner in order te identify the noun chicken as a count noun.
This is expressed formallv as spreading of the countahihtv node from die determmer to
die noun. Similarlv. the countabihty node in sentence 1(b) is spread from the determiner
some, which is specified as mass, to die noun chicken. Finallv. in sentence 1(c, the plural
morpherne “s’ contains a countahilitv node which is specified as plural; spreading of this
node allows identihcation of the noun chicken as count plural.

This account is in conftast to that espoused by Copestake and Bnscoe (1995), who

pont

a series of probahilistic lexical rules which convert count nouns te mass nouns or vice
versa. For exampic, the “gnnding” mie converts animais

tt)

meaL so die count readmg

is

taken to be the defm1t reading of these items. The “portioning” mie, on the other hand.

converts substances to portions thereof,

so

die mass reading is taken to be the defhult.

Lnder this account, ail nouns are either mass or couniE, and mav he converted on—hne.

This cannot account for the finding that dual nouns are recognized more quicklv than
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mass or count nouns: those with a default count readint should be treated as count out
of context. and those with a defauh mass reading should be treatcd as mass out of

con tex t.

Breakdown in D
In the case of the pAD patients,

;i

dfferent pattem of resuits is seen. In low frcqucncv

stimuli, these participants manitest shorter Ris to count nouns than to mass nouns,
\vhereas no sitmificant difference is seen hetween count and dual nouns. 7liat

15,

it

appears that pAD patients are processing dual nouns in the same fashion as count

nouns. :s arued in section 4.1. tlie healthv elderlv contfol suhjects’ results suggest that
access to the lexical entnes for both mass and count nouns require the computation of
the node [C], whereas the lexical enttaes fr)r dual nouns do flot requtre such computation.
Straightforward processrng of dual nouns as count nouns, which would require the
addition ofthe nocle [C] to dual nouns’ lexical entrv. seems unlikelv in this case.

\nother possibthtv is that the [C] node is lost from the count nouns’ lexical entry,
meaning that count nouns are being processed as dual rather than vice versa. However,
in our previous research Taier & Jarema. 2004). we found that pAD and MCI patients
had difficul’ interpreting the mass reading ofa dual noun

in

an off-line sentence-picnire

matching task. Errors consisted almost exclusively of selecting the count reading when
the mass readin was correct. It appears that this pattern was flot due to htgher
frecjuencv of count nouns than of mass nouns, since in an off-une rating task unimpaircd
speakers rated the mass reading as heing more frequent than the count reading for all but
one of the exempbrs. Futihennore. the majoritv of patients exhibited no impairment in
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Q

a

sentence

noun

pairs

crammaticalitv iudcrnent task in which sentences ended with determiner

dut varied

tri

tefiTiS

of grammaricaiitv. where the sentence-fnaI noun was

either mass or count. That is. they did flot have difficuÏw processing the mass/count
information contained in a given determiner and performing fearure-matching between
determiners and fleuris in the case of mass and count nouns.

The resuits feund iw Taler &

Jarema

(2004) discount the possibihty that pAD subjccts

process dual nouns as count. First, if the results seen in the present expenment reflected
a dismption in the lexical entues for count nouns, then ont would expect normal
performance in dual nouns; thus. the performance seen

in

our

previeus

research would

have to 5e taken as reflecting a separate dcficit. Second, if pAD patients exhibit
dismpted processing of courir nouns in a lexical decision task, n stems unuikely that they
would exhibit conn-oÏ-like performance in a sentence grammaticalitv task using the same
type of stimuik Thus. a dismption in representation of information about count nouns is
not the most parslmonious accc’unr for die data.

It stems cicar. therefere. that die prohiem lies at the level of dual nouns, and diat the
representation of the feature M] is intact in the lexical entries for mass and count nouns.
The results from borh previous off-une studies and die on-brie studv reported Sert
indicate that pAl) patients are interpreting dual nouns as ceunt. We suggest that pAl)
patients are lacking die countability by context mie. Thus. they cannot fully
underIvint duals (rhat is. representarions with no

q

specify

node) in die normal wav. The illicit

representation is thus repaired hy adding die minimal structure necessarv te render die
representatien hcit. TItis minimal structure takes die form of a hart [C] node; the fleuri is
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thus interiweted as count hecause, as proposed in section 4.1,
count nouns that possess an underspecified. or hare

[q

it

is

recisclv the fsingular

node. 1his interpretation

proceeds reiardless of contexr. accountin for pAD patients’ interpretation cf dual
nouns as count e:en when they were seen in a context that forced a mass reacling, as was
the case in the sentence-picture matchin task reported in Taler & Jarema (2001).

i3reakdown in MCI
The pattern of resuits seen in the MCI group is strikingly similar to that of the pXD
group. \Vhile no significant effects are scen in the high frequencv stimuli, performance
on the low frequencv stimuli parallels closclv that ot pAD patients. That is. mass nouns
are recognised more siowiy than both count and dual nouns. and no signicant
differences are scen between these two

cateories.

Althouim averae latencv is 23ms

shorter in the low Frequcncv stimuli for MCI tiian for pAD participants. this cffect did
not reach significance. This pattern of results mirrors the results found in our previeus
research (Taler & Jarema. 2004). where pAD and MCI patients were found to manifest
quaÏitatively and quantitativelv identical impairments in the interpretation of dual nouns.
We tians postulate that the impairment seen in this patient group is the same as that seen
in the p-\D group; that ts. these patients kick the countabili

by cc’ntext rute and assign

minimal structure (a countabditv node) to dual nouns when processing them. Thus, at
least in the case of the task and stimuli used here. the cognitive impairment seen in MCI
is identical to thar seen in pAD.

One caveat to tlie daim that the impairment on the current task seen in MCI is identical
to that seen in pAD is that the sample sizes arc small (n

$ in both groups). Given that
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the average latency to low frequency items was 23ms shorter in the MCI group than in

the pAD group, it seems likely that larger sample sizes would indeed yield a significant
difference in overail latency between the two groups. This resuit would mean that the

task described in the present paper provides both a

qualitative

measure of impairment

(response pattem) and a quantitative measure ofimpairment (overail latency).14

Conclusions
The present study has focused on one particular aspect of lexical processing, the
processing of mass, count and metonymic (dual) nouns, and has demonstrated
alterations in processing in the presence of pAD and MCI. We have shown that these
alteradons occur even in the case of mild cognitive deficits. That is, pAD and MCI
subjects exhibit

the

same pattem of resuhs. Thus,

while these subtie impairments in

processing may flot provide insight into the progress of the disease, they do provïde an
early index of the presence of cognitive impairment.

The contribution of die present study is thus twofold. First, on a theoretical
psycholinguistic level, it provides insight into the way in which die lexicon is structured

and how it may break down in neurodegenerative disease. The resuits reported here
provide evidence for a three-way distinction between mass, count and dual nouns in
terms of representation. The representation and/or processing of dual nouns has been
demonstrated to be altered in pAD and MCI, in contrast to other patient groups, such as
those who have suffered focal left or nght hemisphere damage (Kiepousniotou & Baum,

2003). The lexical mie which allows specification of dual nouns as mass or count in
Note, however, that the 23ms difference may be related to variabffity in transmission
response.
4

lime

from the key
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postulated in the case of p\l) and MCI. fins. a psvcholinguisnc model of tue
processitig and representation of thesc noun types is provided. both in die case of
unimpaired speakers and in the case of neurodegenerative disease.

Second, on a clinical level. die present studv allows elucidation cf die nature of the
linuistic deficit in ?vICI. The fact that MCI and pÀD patients manifest sirndar respunse
patterns in the task reported here lends support to the theorv that in manv cases MCI
represents an earÎv stage ot AD. furthermot-e. the identification o subtie processing
deficits that are detectable in behavioural measures and that rnanifest earlv in thc disease

course provides a step towards the development ofa tool for earlv diagnosis oAD. one
ofthe maior goals of rescarch on AI) and MCI.
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pendix 1: Critical stimuli

t
L hig!i

dual nouns
bock
cake

tizequencv

carpet

j

!ow frequencv

chicken
cloud
coal
crime
debt
tibre
fur
lamb
lawn
pipe
prayer
rope
salad
shadow
sheli
stone
string
talent
taste
vlrWe

wire
wonder
I beet
cahbage

table
candy
cane
cedar
cork
desserr
elm
fog
ham
lobster
map!e
onion
pastiy
pasture
pepper

mass nouns

count nouns

beau
butter
clay
cloth

basket
bel!
beit
blanket
ho’vl
button
cabm

COffl

cotton
cream
damage
dirt
dust
flesh
tnnt
honey
metal
paint
p!astic

oct
sand
siik
snow

castle

cit
dock
cousin
cow
cr’awd
daisv
dol!
eÏbow
eneine
fente

SOap

fsr
lake
Luvip

spite

planer

suar

sktrr

sweat

traftic

sofa
ticket

beef

apron

carbon
cernent
cha!k
copper
dernmt
dieselt
fahoc
ti!th
fluidt
garlic

badge
barn
beer!e
blouse
couch
cradle
crater
dîme
ditch
donkevt
dragonc
eaglc
fla

grave!

grease
ink

purnpkint

liciuor
manure
mustard
pars!ey

ribbon

plaster

fountain

guitar
helmet

mcdii
needle
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steak

pollen

pebble

thread

pork

pnv

treasure

satin

swant

turkev±

sulphur

tractor

verse

ve?J

wand

walnut

wax

wolt

indicates

that the

item

was

flot present in

tindicates

that the

item

was

flot present n die

the Englisli

indicates

thar

concreteness noms were flot

indicates

that

imageahility norms were not

MRC

Database

psycholinguistic

avadabie

avadable

Lexicon

for

for

this

this

item.

item

norms.

database.
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:\ppendix 2: Instructions to pac1pants

The following instructions werc provided to participants prior to die practice session cf
the experiment:

A string of letters will appear on the screen. If this string cf letters is a word in English,
prcss the space bar. If it is flot, wait for the string to disappear. You wilI have a practice
session, after you which you can ask the tester any quesons you mav have.
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Chapter 5 (Study 4): Sernantic and syntactc aspects of thc rnass/count distinction

Vanessa Ta1er12 and Genia arerna12’3

1Rcscarch Centre, Institut Eniversitaire de Gériatrie de Monftéal, Montreal. Canada
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\bstract
One participant diagnosed with semantic dementia, ont participant diagnosed with
agrammatic aphasia and a group ofhealthv elderly control participants performed a
sentence grammaticalitv iudgernent task andasentence-picture matching task. aimed af
assessing their processing of the svntactic and semantic information contained in Hie
lexical cntnes ofnouns varylng in tcrms oftheir mass/count status. The agrammatic
participant vas impaired in both tasks. whfle the semantic dementia patient was impaired
onlv in the latter task. It is postulated that semantic processmg of these nouns requires
access to syntactic information, and that both

types

of information must lie availahle for

successhil on-une proccssin.
(103 words)
Keyxvords: semantic dernentia, agrammatism, metonymy, mass/count distinction
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Nouns in the En]ish lanaiae mav be classified as common nouns. proper namcs

or

pronouns. Common nouns mav be frirther subdivided into two categories: mass nouns

(e.g.. jnd) and count nouns (e.g.. table). flcse nouns cari be dtsttnguished according to
syntactic cntena: count

nouns

can be pluralized (tables), they may take the indetinite

article (a table). thev take quantifiers that denumerate (manv tables). but not quantifiers
that do not denumerate t’ much table), and thev mav be modified by a cardinal numeral
(four tables) Mass nouns. on the other hand. cannot be pluralized (+sands). cannot take

the indefinite article

(a

sarid). take quantifiers that do flot denumerate, but not those

that do (much sand. kmanv sands). and
(k

mav not be modified by cardinal numerals

four sands).

fhere qiso

C\ist fi(

uns in [iwlisb hich m3 tiise either a miss or

cnunt reiding e g

chicken). These nouns mav be pluralized (chickens), mav take the indefinite article (a
chickenL mav taiçe both quanofiers that denumerate and those that do flot (much
chicken, manv chickens) and rnay be modified by a cardinal numeral (four chickens).
Following Gdlon (1999), we refer to these nouns as “dual”. Duality constitutes a variety
of polvsemv. wherebv a lexical item possesses multiple related senses. Ibis is in contrast
to homonymy. a vanety of lexical ambiguitv where the lexical item possesses multiple
unrelated meanings (e.g., bank meaning ‘the side of a river’ or ‘a financial

institution’).

Pohrsemv mav be either metaphoncal. where the two senses of tIns word arc
metaphoricallv related (e.g. e meaning ‘an organ ofthe bodv’ or ‘the opening at the top
of a needle’), or metonvmic. if the two senses are both literai. This latter distinction
applies in the case of dual nouns. which are metonymic polvsemous items with a

mass/count extension.
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and count nouns can lw dtstnguished on the basis of svntactic critena,

thev also varv according to semantic criteria; that is. mass nouns represent ‘stuff,
whereas count nouns represent ‘things’. It bas been claimed that die distinction hetween
mass

and count

nouns

is detcrmined bv die wav n which language users conceptualize

the outside world (e.g., \\‘ierzhicka. 1991: ]ackendoff. 1992). [nder this view, count
nouns are concepmaÏized in an individuated’ fishion: that is. thev ate perceived as

individual entities. Mass nouns, on the other hand, are conceptualized in an
‘unindividuated’ manner. Thus, the mass/count distinction is seen as a conceptual
semantic distinction, radier than z grammatical one.

Joosten (2003) points ont some difficulties with ths account of the mass-count
distinction. First, this account appears in some instances to be somewhat ad hoc. There
is no a priori reason that spaghetd should be a mass noun in English and z plural count
noun in Italian, for example. Second, this view does not account for Lhe alternation
hctween mass and Count that is seen in marw nouns, in English as well as other
Lmguages. It is clear that such an alternation occurs in die case of dual nouns: however.
it

rnav also occur for nouns diat are considered purely mass or count. This phenomenon

is well illustrated hv Pelletier’s (1979) diought experiment. referred to as the “universal
grinder”. This machine could gnnd anv ohject such that an individual entity (such as

man’) could become an unindividuated mass. Thus, z sentence such as “Ihere’s man ail
over the door” could hecome grammatical.
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a thwd prsstble account of the mass/count distinction: the contextua! view.

Lnder this vfew, countabihtv

15

a eaWre flot ot nouns. but ot noun phrases Allan.

i9Q). \Vhile this eleant1v accounts for the mass/count alterations of many nouns,
certain ohiections mav nonetheless be raised (Joosten. 2003). First. not aU nouns can be
used in mass noun phrases (NPs). Second, certain NPs are neutral with regard to

countabilit (e.v.. that chicken). And third, the contextual vtew cannot account tor the
fart that most nouns tavour ethcr a mass or a count readin.

In view of the evident problems with the different accounts of the mass/count
distinction put forward in the htcrature. Joosten (2003) postts that this distinction must

be viewed as a muItdimensional phenrnenon, and rhat a number of critena must be
taken into account when analvzing

it.

First.

t

must he recognized that there is a

connection between countabtlitv and reahtv: for example. entities such as poide and

ram are harder to individuate than other entities such as tree. One must take into
account language users’ conceptualization of this realitv. Second, countabihty must be
reconized as pnmariiv a feature of NPs rather that the nouns themselves, although
nouns rnav

tivc’ur

(i.e.. be more hketv te appear in) a mass or a count N?. Third, anv

mismatch between reality and conceptualization may or may not be motivated. h must

be recalled that arbitrariness is a feature of ail languages.

A number of studies of processing of mass, count and dual nouns, with both impaired
and unimpaired populations, are reported in the literature. Gillon, Kehayia & Taler
(1999) examined processmg of a number of noun ipes in a healthv voun population.

Q

using a simple and a primed lexical decision task. Categorv differenccs were found
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hetwecn mass and count nouns. Specihcallv. mass ncuns were h)und to vield longer
reaction times cRTs) than did count nouns in the simple lexical decision task. In the
primed lexical decision task. participants were asked to make

j

decisitn on nouns which

were preceded bv a determmer with which thev formed a eyarnmatical or an
unerammatical combinanon (e.g.. that table, those tat)le). Nouns which wcre primed
with a dererminer \vtrh wInch rhev f7rmed

j

rarnrnancal comhin.itic’n vielded shorter

Ris than did nouns \vhich were primed with a determiner with which they Eormed an
unyammatical combination. These resuits were interpreted to reflect the fact that the
lexical entries of mass nouns contain a feature [mass]. which must ht accessed when the
lexical item is recognized, thus siowing recognition. \Vhen a noun is preceded by a
determiner. grammaticahty is ascertained through a process of feature-matching. In the

case ofa mismarch. recognition is slowed.

Klepousniotou (2002) conducted a cross-modal sentence primmg task with healthy
voung controls; targets were nouns exhibiting varlous types of lexical amhiguitv. She

found that metonymic nouns (e.g.. wrkev) exhihited shorter Ris and greater priming
than did homonymous nouns (e.g.,

).

This was taken to support the view that only

the basic sense of metonymic nouns is stored in the lexicon, and that sense extensions
are processed on-une using a lexical rule, as proposed by Copestake and Briscoe (1995)
and Pusteovsky (1995). Similar results in previous studies support this daim: Frazier and
Rwner (1990) found in a reading task that words with multiple senses yield shorter
fixation rimes than do words with mulopic meanings. Likewise. Azuma and Van Orden

(1997) Found that related ambiguous words vere accessed fister than unrelated
ambieuous words.
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A number of studies with hrain—damaged populations. both on—une and off—une, have
also shed light on the processing and representation of mass and count nouns. as well as
the breakdown in this processmg. Shapiro, Zurif Carev and Grossman (1989) used a
sentence—picture matching task to examine whether fluent and non-fluent aphasie
participants werc able to distinguish betwcen mass and count readings

of

arnbiguous

nouns. md fhund impaired performance in borh participant gtoups. Stimuli included
both homonymous items such as

rn (meaning ‘a type of vegetable’ or a local

hardening of epidermis’) and metonymic items such as litttik (meaning the animal. or the
meat nE that animal). Taler and Jarema (2004) replicated tue design of the Shapiro et al.
(1989) studv. but used onlv metonvmtc terms. Thev examined performance hv
participants suffeting from Alzheimer’s disease Ai)) and mild cognitive impairment
(MCI). and found impaired performance on this task in hoth populations. although these
participants werc able to correctlv udge the grammaticalitv of sentences contalnrng mass
and count nouns. Grossman, Carveli and Peltzer (1993) and Grossman. Mickanin.
Onishi and T-Iughes (1995) examined processing of mass and count terms in patients
suttering from Parkinson’s disease and AD, respectivelv. Thev used the same three tasks

in the two studies: a sentence-picture matching task, a grarnmaticalitv udgement task and
a sentence completion task. The goal of rhese tasks was to assess processing of the
semantic and svntactic information contained in the determiners much and rnn:

impairments were found in both populations. Finally, Semenza. Mondini and Cappelletti
(1997) report on the case of an aphasie patient who exhibits a selective impairment for
mass nouns across a variety of off-lime tasks. Processing cf count nouns was intact. and

no other grammatical deficits wcre seen in this patient. This vas interpreted as an
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O

impairment at the lernma level oF lexical retneval. indicating that specitic grammatical

rules storecl at this level are independentlv reprcsented and aCCCSS1I)IC.

On-une experiments examining processing nE different noun categories in vanous
popu]ations bave also revealed deficits. Taler and Jarema (suÏ)mitted) had patients

suffcnng from AD or MCI. as welÏ as bealthv elderÏv cnnrrols. participate in a simple
lexical decision task using mass.

count

and dual nouns as targets. Dtffenng patterns o

resuits wcre seen in the patient and control populations. Specificallv. healtbv elderlv
controls manifested sinificantlv longer RTs to count

nouns

than to dual nouns. whereas

hoth patient populations manifested no significant dillerence in RT betwecn these two
categories, although longer RTs to mass nouns were scen in thesc groups. In

combination with the resuits found in the oft-hne snidv descnhed above Taier &
Jarema. 2004), this response pattern vas taken to mean that AD and MCI patients treat
dual nouns as

count:

that is, thev bave lost the mass reading of these items. This was

claimed to be a resuit of the loss of the lexical cule attnbuting a mass or count reading to
dual nouns in context, resulting in selection of thc default (count reading. The
representations of mass, count and dua] nouns. as well as the form of the lexical cule
postutated by Taler & Jarema (2004) are illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Rccentlv. Klepcusnictou and Baum (2003) examined on-une processin cf lexical
ambiguity in left- and right-hemisphere damaged populations.

ber conducted a pnmed

lexical decision task with homonymous items (e.g.. p. metonvmic items (e.g.. rkev)
and items exhibinng metaphorical polysemv (e.g., e) as primes. and varied interstimulus mterval. The objective of this study vas to examine the tirnecourse of activation
cf the different meanins of these ambiguous lexical items. Thev found that bcth

prirnanï and secondary meanings cf metonymic lexical items were activated. and that this
activation occurred irrespective of focal left or right hernisphere damage.

In sum, the resuits in the literature up to now lead to the following conclusions:

-

mass/count information is represented in the lexicon and is processed on-hne
(Gillon et al.. 1999);
semantic and syntactic aspects cf ±is infhrmation are separable (Grossman et al.,
1993, 1995)

-

focal brain damage may cause category-specific impairments, that is, loss cf
knowledge about mass nouns (Semenza et al., 1997);

-

the lexical entries of dual (metonymic) nouns do flot contain mass/count
information (Klepousniotou. 2002);

-

mass-count information is inserted on-hne, according to context, bv means cf a
lexical rule (Copestake & Briscoe, 1995; Pustejovsky, 1995. Klepousnictou.
2002):

-

diffrise brain damage, as seen in AD, mav alter processing cf metcnvmic lexical
items (Taler & Jarema, 2004. submitted): and
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focal bratn dainae. whether in the niht or die left hemispherc. dc;es not appcar
to alter processing of these items (Klepousniotoci & Baum. 2003: however, sec
Shapiro et al., 1989).

In thc current paper we report an exploratorv-descriptive studv of performance on tasks
designed to tap svntactic and semantic processing of mass and count flouns b one
patient diagnosed with a pure semantic deficit and another diagnosed with a pure
syntactic deficit (semantic dementia and agrammatic aphasia. respectivcly). The purpose
of this studv is to attempt to tease apart semantic and syntactic contributions to
processing of mass, count and dual nouns. Given the diverse accounts in the theoretical
linguistic literatrire ctaiming to capture the mass/count distinction. we belteve that
neurolinguistic evidence is crucial to disentangle dais issue. The reasoning is as follows: if
the mass/count distinction is represented in semantic terrns (‘as claimed bv, e.v,,
\Vierzbicka. 1991: Jackendoff. 1992), then a semantic deficit will have a greater impact on
processing

0f

these items than vil1 a syntactic deficit. If, on the other hand. dais

distinction is in fact represented in syntactic terms (as claimed by, e.g., BIoomfield.
1933), then a svntachc deficit should have a greater impact on processing of these terms.
If, as suggested by Joosten (2003). both semantic and syntactic factors play a role in the
representation ofmass/count information. then hoth deficits should affect processing of

mass and count nouns.

Before tiarning to the experiments these individuals participated in, wc offer a brief
description ofsemantic dementia :md agrammatic aphasia.
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Semantic dementia (SD) is a recendy described clinical syndrome, also known as fluent
primary progressive aphasia15. Primary progressive aphasia (PPA) was flrst described by

Mesulam (1982), who published a series of case descriptions of six patients who
exhibited a progressive language impairment in the absence of other cognitive

dysfunction. Patients exhibiting titis disorder were universally found to suffer from
anomia (word-flnding difficulty); however, considerable variation was seen in terms of
phonological, semantic and syntactic impairments. It was realized that a division into
fluent and non-fluent subtypes yielded a more coherent picture of the disorder. Patients
suffering from non-fluent PPA exhibit laboured, telegraphic speech, grammatical errors,
phonological

paraphasias,

and impaired comprehension

of syntax but

spared

comprehension of single words. That is, die profile of linguistic deficits is similar to that
of Broca’s aphasia. Atrophy is found to occur in the left pensylvian region, and disease
progression is typically slow.

In die case of fluent PPA, on die other hand, fluent, grammadcally correct speech is
seen, but lnnguage tends to be empty of content words, and genenc ternis such as
“smff’ may be inserted. Errors occasionally take die form of semantic paraphasias, and
patients exhibit a progressive ioss flot only of die meaning of words, but also of die
meaning of objects. This can be characterized as a specific impairment in semantic

memory, or our shared world knowledge (Tulving, 1972). Episodic memory, or our store
of knowledge about personally expenenced events, is generally intact. Thus, die terni

5

Note that flic term “semanfic dementia” is deflned by many researchers as referring to individuals with

visual agnosia (for faces and objects) in combinaflon with impaired word comprehension (Mummery,
Pattersen, Wise, Vandenbergh et al., 1999; Snowden, 1999). Pronounccd visual agnosia is incompatible
with a diagnosis of PPA. However, in clinical practice individuals with fluent aphasïa and impaired word
comprehension are often diagnosed as suffeting from SD (Mesulam, 2003).
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(Snowden, Goulding &

Nearv, 1989). Atrophv is found in the polar and infero-lateral temporal lobe: the lett
hemisphere is often more affected than the right (Garrard & Hodges. 1999).

Agrammatic aphasia is an acquired language disorder in which patients’ speech is
essentiafly devoid of free-standing and bound closed-class items. These patients tvpically
speak slowlv and effortfiully; thev exhibit difficultv in naming and in repetition, although
comprehension cari be relativelv spared. This syndrome occurs after a focal brain injurv
such as a cerebrovascular accident, and left anterior lesions are typically seen, although
tJere dots exist variabilitv in lesion localizadon ÇVanier & Caplan, 1990).

A description of the participants in dat present study is provided below.

Case descriptions
Semantic dementia patient.
J.H. is a 73-vear-old English-speaking mari with 18 years of education. Ht reported
memory problems beginning in 1996. and was initiallv diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
disease in 1999. This diagnosis was subsequentlv rnodified to semantic dementia in 2001.
Pnor to onset of memory problems. ht worked as a journalist and in pubhshing. J.H.’s
performance in the current experiments bas been reported previously (Taler. Jarema &
Saumier, in press-a, in press-b).

L’pon neuropsvchological testing. J.H. was found to have intact working memory and
executive function (attention/concentration. sequencin. shift of mental set, cognitive
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flexibffity under pressure, non-verbal reasoning, figurai and verbal fluency and verbal

abstract reasoning). Jikewise, reading, spelling and oral comprehension of instructions
were found to be intact. However, naming vas abnormal and a test of receptive language
suggested semanfic loss. Scores on standardized neuropsychological tests are given in
Table XIX below.

Table XiX: J.H.’s scores on standardiaed neuropsychological tests.
Test

Score

Western Aphasia Battery aphasia quotient (Kertesz,
1982)
Boston Naming Test (Kaplan, Goodglass & Weintraub,
1983)
Controlled Oral Word Association (COWA), FAS
(Benton & Hamsher, 1976)
COWA (animais)
—

Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT), reading (Jastak
&Wilkinson, 1984)
WRAT (spelling)
Wechsler Aduit Intelligence Scale (WAIS), vocabularv
(Wechsler, 1981)
WAIS, comprehension
letter/nurnber sequencing
spatial & digit spans

Percentile

48.7/50
29/60

<10w

38

4Oth

12

<lOth

90
915t

63rd
99th

99

Agrammatic aphasic patient.
HA’6. is a 64-year-old ambidextrous English-spealdng maie with a master’s degree in

Education who, on October 10, 1993, at the age of 53, suffered a left ïschemic
cerebrovascular accident. The lesion is localiaed in the left supenor carotid artery. Initial
testing revealed severe mixed aphasia with verbal apraxia. The subject demonstrated

16 Note that H.A.’s performance in the
current experiments lias been reportcd previously (Taler, Jarema &
Saumier, m press-b).
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some ves-no responses to simple questions, but experienced difficultv with more
complex material. Reading was impossible, and while the patient could perform letter
matching. errors occurred due

lx)

impulstvitv. Naming could not he donc spontaneously,

although the suhject did demonstrate some naming capacitv witb maximal verbal cueing
(i.e., both contexnial and phonemic cueing. Generative naming (animais and FAS) could
flot be donc. and resulted in hesitant behaviours and stereotvped words (“no”. cclnd).
Automatic speech (e.g., counting to ten. reciting the davs oF die wcck) could only be
donc in unison, using rhythm. Communication was essentially gestural and non-verbal.

At flic time of testing. H.A. exbibited functional auditorv comprehension with simple
fiimiliar material, and partiallv hinctional auditory comprehension with complex
information. l-le could follow 3 step instructions

easilv. Breakdown occurs with the

increment on rnemory demands as eli as with the morphosyntactic compiexitv of the
commands.

14e was unable to complete the last 4 step command of the Boston

Diagnostic Aphasia Examinataon (Goodglass & Kaplan. 1972). and obtained an overall
score of 10/15 (50rn percentile). 1-1.A. exhibited severelv impaired oral expression, with
spontaneous speech limited to highly automatic responses such as “Hi, How are you.
ves, no, fine, anid I don’t know”.

With maximal cueing (e.g., sentence completion or

phonemic cueing. he could provide a one to two word answer to an open-ended
question. Fie exhibited verbal anal phonemic paraphasias. Bis reading comprehension
was partially functional; Fie could read single words (30/30) and simple sentences
(10/10), but exhibited difficulty with more complex written material (4/10). In
functionai terms, Fie xvas capable of understanding written information such as the
headhnes of a newspaper. a short note, or simple instructions. finally, with respect to
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written expression, be exbihited severe agraphia. and was unable to v’ritc even material
ofa highlv automatic nature (e.g., bis name, age. alphabet etc.). 1I.A. was diagnosed with
severe Broca’s aphasia with severe verbal apraxia.

Control participants.
Ten heaithy elderlv participants served as conols in Experiment 1 (average age

66.4,

15.6). and t\ventv hcaldw elderly participants (avetage age

61.4,

average education
average education

14.5 vears) served as controls in Experiment 2. Ail participants were

native speakers ofEnglish with no history ofneurological or psychiatric illness.

Experiment 1
In the first experiment, participants were required to categorize sentences as grammatical
or ungrammatical. The purpose of this task was to determine whether J.H. and H.A.

were able tu process the mass/count information contained in the determiner and noun,
and to perform feature matching between the two.

Stimuli.
Stimuli comprised seven sets of ten sentences, cadi ending in a determinernoun
combination. The seven groups of sentences were constmcted as follows: ten
grammatical and ten ungrammatical sentences ending in a count noun (e.g., grammatical:
cThe httle boy fed a swan’, ungrammatical: ‘The millionaire doesn’t own much swan’);
ten grammatical and ten ungrammatical sentences ending in a mass noun (e.g.,
grammatical: ‘Fiorida doesn’t get much snow’, ungrammatical: ‘James is clearing a
snow’): ten ungrammatical sentences ending in a dual noun (e.g.,

‘Tic sheep gave birt}i
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to t1vo lamb’): ten grammatical sentences forcing a count reading of a dual noun (e.g..
‘The farmer bouht a Iamb’); arid ten grammatical sentences forcing a mass readng of a
dual noun (e.g., ‘Mv favourite food is lamb’). Stimuli are presented in AppendLx 1.

Method.
Sentences were presented visuallv and read aloud by the examiner. Participants were
asked to determine vhether each sentence was acceptable in Engltsh ot not. Examples of
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences were given, wherc the ungrammaticalitv xvis
not a result of determiner-noun mismatch, in order to ensure that participants
understood that thev were re9uired to determine acceptahilitv on the bans o synta

rathcr i-han semantics or plausihilitv. Participants were then tested on four practice items.
two grammatical and two ungrammancal, where again ungrammaticalitv xvas not a resuli
of determiner-noun mismatch. Sentences were presented in a pseudo-random order, and
no feedhack vas provided on test sentences.

Rcsults
Control participants performed near ceiling. Confidence intervals were calculated in
order to determine whether patients exhibited impaired performance or flot (p<O.O5).
J.H.. die semantic dementia patient. exhibited ceiling performance in 5 of the seven
categories and committed only one error in die remaining 2 categories. H .A.. the

agrammatic patient, exhihited control-like performance in four of the seven categories,
and impaired perfonnance in three categories: sentences ending in a grammatical
determiner-mass noun combination. sentences ending in an ungrammatical determiner
mass noun combinai-ion. and sentences ending in an ungrammatical determiner-dual
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noun combination. In the mass grammatical category. he comrnitted onlv one en-or.
are shown in Table X.

Results fr contro! participants, J.l—1. md

Table XX: Resuits. uxperiment 1

gram.

ungram.

gram.

ungrain.

dual (count dual (mass
reading
reading)

(ontroi mean

9:10

9.7/10

10/10

s

10/10

9.9/10

9.4/10

C o ntro I
s tan dard
deviation
J.H

0.42

0.42

o

1.14

0

0.32

0.97

10/10

9/10

9/10*

7/10

9/10*

9/10

9/10

HA.

9/10

10/10

9/10*

6/IC

10/10

9/10

7/10

tUci

inei va iut

Stimulus Type

i—r,iflt

iiiuicttc, tic .Lk1 u r,tiis

iint

uutsluc

m-i

mi ç ç

tiic

j

o Lui li

;‘ifl

lut

ir

uuntrui1

u ngralTl.

ui)juC o

Discussion
Both J.H. and HA. committed one error in die mass grammatical condition, and 1.H.
cornrnitted ont error in the dual grammatical (count reading) condition. Although these
scores fail outside die confidence interval fur control-hke performance. this is due to die
fact that controls committed no en-ors at ail in these conditions. Nonetheless. a score of
9/10 is sigmficantlv better than chance performance and cannot be taken to reflect a
deficit in this condition.

At ftrst glance. l—LA. and J.T-I’s performances in die mass ungrammatical condition
appears to refiect a grammatical deficit. However.

it

is clear upon examination that both

patients as weIl as healthv elderlv control participants

are

Iikely to sometimes accept

these ungrammatical sentences; I-i.A. scored 6/10 in this category. J.H. 7/10 and elderÏy
control participants scored onlv 8.8/10 on average.
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In order to account for this resuit, one must consider the way in which the
unrarnmatical determiner-mass noun combtnations were constructed. The mass noun
was paired with a determiner which is grammatical in combination with a singular count

noun (a. each, or çy). Thus the sentence would be rammatica1 if the mass noun were
tntcrpreted as count. There are two factors that mav render participants more likely to

accept sentences of this type. First, mass nouns in Enghsh are interpretahÏe as countable
if the noun refers to a type of the mass noun (e.g., a cereal meaning a type of cereal) or a

unit thereof (e.g..

ii

suar to mean a packet of suar.

Thus,

parbcipants may interpret

sentences such as “The child vas eating a cereal” to mean “The child vas cating a pe
ofcereal”. Second, as noted above, the boundary between mass and count nouns is fluid,
and

nouns may move back and forth hetween these two categones. Thus, gven a

sentence where a mass noun must be interpreted as count if the sentence is to make

sense, participants may force a count reading of the mass noun.

The remaining cateorv in which H.A. showed an impairment is the dual ungrammatical
categorv. In this category both J.H. and the elderly controls scored at or near ceiling
(10/10 and 9.4/10. respectivelv). This suggests that H.A.’s impaired performance is not

due to some property or characteristic of the noun catcgorv itself. but rather to a

grammatical impairment. In order to account for this, we appeal to the representation of
dual nouns postulated by Taler & jarema (in press). Under this account, the lexical
entries of dual nouns are assumed not to contain mass/count infoi-mation: this

information is inserted on-une by means of a lexical rule wherebv the countahilitx node
of the deten-niner. contarning mass/count and pluralitv information, is spread to the
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noun in question. Representations of mass. count and dual nouns as well as of the

operation of this mie. termed countabilitv bv context, are iilustrated in Figures 5.1 and
5.2 above. 1f the dual noun does flot contain a plural morpheme (/s/), then the
spreadin of a countahilitv node from a plural determmer is blocked. meaning that a
combination such as these turkey is rendered ungrammatical. In the

present task.

ungrammaticai sentences ending in a singular dual noun were constmcted in prcciscl
this \vav. that is. using a determiner that forms a grammatical combination oniv with a
plural noun (e.g.. ‘This year we didn’t buy many turkey.’)

Thus. wc postulate that H.A.’s performance may be the resuit of an inahiiitv to make use
of the lexical rule countahilitv by context. There are two possible deficits that could
account for the pattem of resuits seen here. First die lexical mIe mav not be biocked by
a mismatch in pluralitv between determiner and noun. meaning that H .A. accepts
sentences with this type of violation as grammatical. Second, the mie may not be
operative at aIl; that is. H.A. mar flot have access to information about die mass/ceunt
status

of dual nouns. Thus. lie acccpts any determiner-duai noun combination as

grammatical, since he detects no mismatch between die determiner and the noun. In the
former case. one would predict unimpaired performance in interpreting mass and count
rcadings of dual nouns. since die die lexical mie responsible for the spreading of
mass/count information is stili operative, aibeit also in inappropriate contexts. In die
latter case. one would expect that H.A. would be unable to distinguish between these
two readings. since die mie is no longer operative. meaning that mass/count information
cannot be spread to the dual noun. The following task aimed to answer this question,
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exammin JJ-I. and F-I.A.’s capacitv to match sentences forcing a mass or count ucading
of a dual noun to semanticallv appropriate pictures.

erinient2
In Expenment 2. participants were required to distinguish between mass and count
readins cf dual nouns hv matching sentences containmg dual nouns with a semanticallv
appropriate picture. This task aimed

tu

detcrmine whether ].1 1. and Ï-LA. were able to

use hotu svntactic and semantic information to interpret dual nouns approprtatelv.

Sti mu!!.
Each stimulus comprised two pictures, one of the mass reading of a dual noun and one
of

die coLint

the

readin of the

same

foi-ni “Point to the picture

picture

of

noun. Undemeath die two picaires was a sentence of
X” or “Point to die picture of an X”. For example, a

of a In-e chicken and a picture of chicken pieces on a plate were accompanied

cither bv

the

sentence “Point to the picture cf chicken” (requiting that participants select

die mass reading of die dual noun) or “Point to die picture of a chicken” (requiring diat
participants selcct the count reading of the dual noun). Twenty-four stimuli were
included in die test. and cadi was presented with both die mass and die count readings,
for a total of 1$ items. items on which control participants committed an crror were
remoi-ed from the analysis. Ail 4$ items were nonetheless presented to J.H. and FLA., in
die interests of maintaining testing conditions as similar as possible for patients md
control participants. A list of items, as well as a brief description of the accompanving
Oictures, is given in Appendix 2.
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Nicthod.
Sentences were presented visuallv and were aise read aloud bv the examiner. Participants

were net provided with feedback during resting. Both mass and ceunt readings cf each
noun were presented in the same experimental session; items were presented in a
oseude-randem erder.

Resuits
As in ‘Taler and Jarema (2004) and Taler, Jarema and Saumier (in press-a), both readings
of anv item on wbich contre! participants did not perform at ceiling were remeved from
the analvsis. Centre! participants cemmitted errers en seven items, leaving both the
mass and ceunt readings cf 17 lexicai items remaining in the anaiysis. Scores were
assigned eut cf 17. and participants had te correcth’ distinguish the mass and count
readings cf a given lexical item in order te receive a point for that item. Scoring was
donc in this way in order te ensure that participants were net simply selecting the picture
thev feit best represented die item in question. and pointing te that picture regardless cf

die presence or absence cf a determiner.

T-LA. scored 1/17 on this task. and J.i-I. scored 5/17. Paired t-tests revealed a signiticant
difference between die control group’s performance and that cf both patients (p<O.OÏ in
both cases).

Discussion.
Although both j.H. and I-I.A. exhibit impaired performance on this task. we postulate
that die underlving reason for this performance differs fer die two participants. Consider
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thc demands of the task in question. First. the participant must process Hie syntactic
information centained in rhe deterrniner. which is either a (in uhe case of a count
readmg or a zero determiner (in the case of a mass rcading. Second, the lexical mie

countabilitv bv contcxt must operate. such that this svntactic information is sprcad from
the determiner to Hic dual noun. Third, the svntacric in&rmation new possessed hv the
dual noun must be processed semanticallv in order te allow the participant te distinguish

betwcen die mass and count interpretatiens cf this noun in terms cf real-world entities.
Finallv. Hie participant must match this semantic infdrrnation with the pictures provided.

Recail die two possible deficits suggested above to account fer ii..A.’s performance. It
could be die case that the presence cf a plural merpheme does net bleck die operation
cf die lexical cule countabilitv hv context; if dits is truc, then one would predict an
unimpaired abilitv te distinruish bet\veen Hie mass and count readings of these nouns.
Alternatively, this lexical rule mav net be operaeve at ail.

meaning

that H.A. does net

have access te inferrnatien about the rnass/ceunt status of these nouns, and accepts
plural determiner-singular dual noun combinations as grammatical simph’ because no
mismatch is detected. In this case. we predict that this participant will he unable te
distrnguish between the twe readings

cf these

neuns.

The resuits cf Experiment 2,

wherehv H.A. vas unable te cotTectlv select the alternate readings of dual nouns.
supperts the latter interpretation. In the absence cf mass/ceunt inferrnatien. we suest
that H.A. invariably selects the default interpretatien cf die dual noun, which is the
ceunt reading. J.H.. en the ether hand. vas abie te correcdv judge as ungrammatical
sentences ending with a plural detemiiner and a singular dual noun. indicaring ne
svntactic impairment. This is as predicted. given that Hits participant exhibits a specific
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impairment in semantic memorv. Nonetheless, he also manifested impaired performance
in the sentence-picture matching task. This is best interpreted as an impairment in the
capacltv to access the semantic information contained in the determiner and/or
integrate this information with the syntactic information that is available

tu

tu

the patient.

General discussion and conclusions
‘Ihe present paper bas aimed to tease apart svntactic and semantic aspects of the
mass/count distinction. Mthough the distribution of mass and count nouns is best
captured svntacttcallv. lineuists disagree on the best charactenzation of these items, and
bave proposed grammatical (syntactic), semantic and contextual accounts. Recentlv.
j oosten (2003) put forward a stries of criteria that must be taken into account when
dealing with this distinction: countabilttv and realitv are connected (semantic aspects),
countabilitv is primarih’ a feature of NPs rather that tbe nouns themselves (contextual
aspects). and any mismatch between reallty and concepwahzataon may or may not be
rnotivated. Tbat is. ail language is arbitrar to a certain extent. The goal of the current
paper bas i-bus been to examine the muftidimensional nature of this distinction in terms
of language processing and impairment. rather than from an exclusively theoretical
viewpoint. To this end, patients suffering from a specific syntactic impairment
(agrammatic aphasia) and a specific semantic impairment (semantic dementia) performed
tasks designed to tap semantic and syntactic aspects of the mass/count distinction. It

was found i-bat these aspects are indeed dissociable on a performance level. and not just
on a purelv theoretical level.
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The agrammatic patient. l-i.A.. exhbitcd impaired perftirmance on both the sentence
grammaticality judgement task and the sen tence-picture matching task. I lis impaired
performance on the latter task was confined tu dual nouns. that is, nouns which rnav
take either a mass or a count rcading. We postulate that Fie is unable tu rnakc use of the
lexical mie countahilitv hy context (Taler & jarcma, in prcss). which spreads mass/count
information contained in the sentence conrext. The mass /count information containc’d

in the lexical ent;-ies of mass and count nouns appears f0 Fie intact, at least svntactical]v.
although whether bis abdit to process this information semanticallv is affected remains
an open question.

In the case of].H.. thc semantic dementia patient. no impairment is seen in the abulitv to
judgc the grammaticalitv of sentences containing grammatical and ungrammatical

deteminer—noun combinations. However. this patient is unable to correctlv match a
sentence forcing the mass or count reading of a dual noun with a semanticahlv

appropriate picture. \Ve interpret this as a deficit in the capacity to access the sernantic
information carried bv the mass or count feature andor an inabihty to successfullv
integrate syntactic and semantic information.

In

sum. we have dernonsftated thar. in contrast to ttadittonal hinguistic approaches. both

semantic and svntactic information are relevant tu the characterization of thc
mass/count distinction. These aspects are dissociable; specific syntactic impairments lcad
to one pattem of performance. and specific scmantic impairments to anodier.
Nonethelcss, both svntactic and semantic mforrnation are necessary for successful on
Fine processing of these terms. Specificallv, it appears that in order to correctlv process
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nouns in context, speakers must lae able to: (a access the svntactic information
contained in die noun and/or the context: (b) applv the lexical cule countabihtvJ
context, if necessarv; (c) access die semantic information conveved by the feature [mass];
and (th integrate die semantic and svntactic information in order to correctlv interpret
the item in question. A deticit in any of these processes wiÏl resuit in language
impairment. Furthermore. at east in the tasks described hcre. the semantlcs appears to
f-olÏow from the srntax in die input. This is refiected in the performance of 1.1 1. (specific
damage to the semantic component resuhs in impaired performance in semantic but flot
syntactic tasks) and H.A. (specific damage te the syntactic cempenent resuits in impaired
performance on beth semantic and svntactic tasks). Psycholinguistic models must thus
distinguish between these levels cf representatien, radier than fecusing exclusivelv on
one or die ether.
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Appendix 1: Sentences uscd in Experiment 1

Examples:

The man is eating

soup.

The mari lias eating soup.

Practice:

1 larvev lias a

ver

long beard.

They are go to the supermarkct.
vI brother is a policeman.
Ingrid made spaghetti to dinner.

Trials:

Count grammatical

Count ungrammatical

The catis stalkmg a beetle.

lie lizard luils muci beetle.

The office sold everv ticket.

Thev didnt have mucli ticket.

The womari bought a needle.
The neighbour fed each cat.

Tic baby doesnt like much cat.

The woman bought a lamp.

lie house lias a bit of lamp.

The soldier cleaned

o

The seamstress wants a bit ofneedte.

cadi

medal.

*He lias earned a bit of medal.

The embassy is Hying a flag.

This siop doesnt have much flag.

The shirt is missing a button.

The drvcleancr loses muci button.

The baby likes every doil.

The girl doesnt love much doll.

The littie boy fed a swan.

>tThe millionaire owns a bit of swan.

Mass grammatical

Mass ungrammatical

Tic meal included a hit office.

The children ate cadi rice.

The child wants a bit of mustard.

‘fhe boy spread every mustard.

Norman ate a bit ofpork.

The waitress served a pork.

Kimberley neyer buvs mucli cereal.

The child is eating a cereal.

That ring doesnt contain much gold.

k

14e asked for a bit ofcheese.

lie mari polished each gold.

lhe woman sliced a cheese.
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lrida doesnt get much snow.
fhc store doesnt bave much palot.
The ride didnt move much sand.

james is clearing a snO\v.

The dog sptlled a paint.
I--Iarrv cou1dnt weigh everv sand.

ferernv doesnt each much jam.

11-le spread bis toast with a Jam.

Iiil (count reading)

Dual (mass reading

She was sitting uncler a cedar.

Dad hought a sideboard made of cedar.

The loigers chopped down an oak.

The chair js made

For fhanksgiving mv mom cooked

l3eet bas more fat than mrkev.

nt

oak.

a ftirkey.

J ennifer cut up

an avocado.

Guacamole is made with avocado.

The girls ponytail is tied with a ribbon.

The parcel is tied with ribbon.

That patient really needs a liver.

jMike hates

The father carved a pumpkin.

The pie is made with pumpkin.

The farmer bought a lamb.

Mv favourite food is lamb.

In bis soup he fhund a bair.

]arnie bas blond bair.

-\t

die beach Kim saw a lobster.

\4y

Dual ungrammatical
*Last summer she planted three cedar.
0n the trip we saw several oak.
This vear we didnt buy manv turkey.

She made the salad using three avocado.
In ber hair she wore manv ribhon.

tNo animal bas two liver.
‘The farmer sold several pumpitin.
‘The sheep gave birth to two Iamb.
*At die crime scene die police found several hair.
The fisherrnan didnt catch rnany lobster.

f0

eat liver.

tavourite seatood is lobster.
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2pendix 2: Items used in Experiment 2

o

Count Readin

Mass Reac1in

TURIEY

A live nirkev

A piecetfturkev

P U 1\W [‘UN

A whole pumpkin

Pumpkin pieces on a plate

OAK

An oak tree

A plank otwood

CEDAR

A cedar free

A plank ofwood

LAMB

A live lamb

A piece of larnh on a platter

LI\TR

A liver (the oran

Pieces of liver on a platter

F1511

A bye hsh

A fish filet on a platter

BRICK

A whole brick

Pieces cf brick in a pile

PIN E

A pine free

A plank o f wood

AVOCUDO

A wbole avocado

LOBSTER

A live iobster

A cut up avocado on a chopping
hoard
Lobstcr pieces on a plate

TOIvIATO

A wbole tomato

Chopped up tomato on a plate

ONION

A whole onion

Chopped up omon on a plate

SAUS AGE

A whoie sausage

Pieces of sausage on a platter

POTATO

A wbole petato

i\’Iashed potato in a howi

RIBBON

A ribbon in a girl’s hair

Ribbon en a spool

A single hair

A girÏ’s head in profile with long
hair coveong the side of ber beaU

001

plate
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CI-LAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS

fhis thesis pt-esented the results ot tour studies examining processing of mass. count and
dual nouns in English in a varietv of impaired and unimpaired populations. The goal was
to shed light on representation and
as weÏl as

tu

precessing

of thesc noun types in untmpaired

characterize die wavs in whch such representation and/or

processing mav break down in die case of neurological impairment.

6.1. Summarv ofresults
Stucir Ï (Chaptcr 2) exarnined off-laie processing of these neun types in patients
diagnosed with AD and MCL using a sentence grarnrnaticahtv iudgernent task and a
sentence-picture matching task. In die sentence grammaticality judgement task, alI but

four of the twent-fbur M) and MCI participants included in die study exhibited
control-like performance. In die sentence-picture matching task. on the other hand. it
found that

ma]ontv ot both M) and MCI participants exhibited an impairment.

Although in certain cases this impairment appears to be due to attentional factors, in the
majerii-v of cases die patients’ performance rna’ be due to a linguistic deficit. Specifically,
\vhlle thev appear to have no impairment in accessing syntactic mass/count information,
these participants were found

tu

have difficulty processing sense extensions in die case

of metonvmic (dual) nouns. Thus. dual nouns were interpreted as count, which is taken
to he die default rcadmg of these lexical items. Furthermore, die scventy of die

impairment was found to he identical in AD and MCI suhjects.

CONCLUSIONS

25$

\\e conducted an .\OV_\

with

ae

and education as

covariates,

and divided the

patients into three groups: MCI (ni2). mild pAD (nf2) and rnoderate/severe pAD
‘ri:12). The results are reported tn Table XXI below.

Table XXI: Reanalvsis of data fiorn Stud J
Experiment ï

Expenment 2

df

MSE

F

p

df

MSE

F

p

age

1

0.328

0.11

0.74

1

107.47

3.87

.064

educ

1

19.09

6.55

0.02

1

116.98

4.22

0.051

group

2

34.12

11.81

ftOO

2

469

0.17

0.846

23

2.91

23

27.76

total

can hc scen. we found an effect cf educatton in both tasks and an effect of group in
Task I (sentence grarnrnaticaiitv udgernent). There was no effect of group
(sentence picture matching p

in

Task 2

t).$46). It should be noted. however, that these effects

miss sigriificance when the two rnoderate/severe pAD participants are excluded, as
shown in Table XXII below.
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Table XXII: Reanalysis of data From Studv

,

mod/sev AD excluded
Expenment Z

Experiment I
df

MSIi

F

p

df

MSE

F

p

age

I

0.255

t).094

0.76

1

103.694

3.580

0.08

educ

I

10.932

4.t)24

0.06

1

108.74

3.755

0.07

group

I

0.492

0.181

0.675

2

11.682

0.103

0.533

total

23

2.716

23

‘Y—

z.

—

The group effect iriiask I in die first analvsis is consistent with the idea that any
impairment in grammaticality judgement is correlated with a more general cognitive
impawment. Furthermore. we can conclude that die deFcit in die second task is not
affected bv dcgree of impairment. although an effect of education was seen when thc

two most impaired patents were included in die analysis. Ibis effect raises die intriguing
possibilitv that education may provide a protective effect in lexicosemantic processing,
although such a suggestion is clearly highly tentative given die small number of
participants.

However. die resuits of Studv 1 must be interpreted with caution for a number of
reas on s:
(a) It is ver possible that die impairments in die sentence-picture matching task are
due not to linguistic. but radier to attentional factors (Le., a misunderstanding of
die task being perfomied). h was postulated diat tins vas die case for a subset of
the individuals who appeared to understand die task requirements halfway
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throuh. but there js nn wav to ascertain that the remainin individuals simplv
necer understood the task at hand.
(b) The number of patients and stimuli is rather low.
(c) The control group s youngef and more educated than the patIent
Although an ANO\A \vit

groups.

ge and education inciuded as covanates did nol

reveal a signiticant effect of aQe or education tc)r the mild :\D and MCI groups,

it

s nonetheless posstble that the diffet-ent demographic characteristics of the
control and patient groups accounts foi- the differing perfonnance.

t d) II is possible that a cluantitative difference between langriage capacities in ltD
and MCI does extst. but s not revealed hv the tasks included in this study:
patients may be showing a Hoor effect in the %rst task and a ceiling effect in the

second.
(e) Finallv, it should be noted that visuoconstructive impairments were not
controlled for in die patient group. It is thus possible that die results are due not
to a linguistic but rather to a visuoconstructive impairment. smce the sentence
picture

matching tasks

relies

on

participants’

abili’

to

recognize

the

obects/substances represented in the pictures.

In order to address at least some of these issues, ltD and MCI individuals took part in a
speeded lexical decision task examining recognition of mass, count and dual nouns. A
timed task offers greater sensitivitv rhan an off-une task such as that used in Swdy 1.
Thus, if the similar performance manifested bv the two patient groups in Study I is
result of Hoor and ceiling effects. it is possible that differences will be found in the lexical
decision task. Likewise, since die task does not require the identitication of pictures, the
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issue

t)t

visuoconstructive irnDairments is addressed. Finallv. since the noun types are

presented under identical circumstances. anv differences hetxveen noun categories are
unhkelv to be due

p

deEicits in attention or sensorv acutrv.

Before assessin ‘clic performance of _-\I) and MCI individuals on this task. a basehne
studv vas mn exanuining die performance of healthv oÏder and vounger aduits ..\itliough
lexicosemantic processing is tvptcallv tound to he Intact in normal aging. the experiment
reported in titis chapter dtd mdced find processmg differences across the two
populations, specihcaliy in low-frequency nouns. The major resuits of this experiment
were as tollows:

1.

Plural nouns were recognized more siowiv than singialar nouns, across particIpant

roups.
2. Low frecjuencv items were recontzed more slowÏv than high frequencv items.
across participant groups.

3.

Older aduits fnanlfested longer reaction times overail than did vounger aduits.

4. Older aduits committed significan tlv more

elTofs

than did vounger adults on

critical stimuli; no significant difference was seen in errors rates on nouns of
different categories or frequencies.
5.

Older aduits manifested shorter reaction finies

p

siniijlar dual nouns than they

did to mass and singular count nouns.

16 It should lie noted that,
althoueh stimuli weie controlled fora number oflexca1 and sublexical vanaNes
die at of acquisition of tlw stimuli could not be assessed. as nomis were flot available for mosi of the
items (97 of J 50).
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6.
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\ouner aduits exhibited similar reacnnn tiincs

p

sitwular dual and count nouns.

and longer reacton Ornes to mass nouns. However, an interaction bet\\-een
trequencv and categorv was seen in the subject analvsis. suggesting that low

frequencv dual nouns were recognl%ed mot-e cuicklv than low frecluencv count
nouns b this group.

These results are sumrnarized in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 below.

Figure 6.1: Results, older aduits
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hhi9h
—-—IOW
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Figure 6.2: Results. vounger aduits
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—
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dual singular
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—
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—

count plural
count sinular
reaction time

error bars represent 95°! confidence intervals.

1he ramifications of these findings in terms of representalion and processing of the
various

o

noun

types are explored in section 6.2 below. We suggest that one possible

account for the differential response pattem in older aduits mav be that these rndividuals
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treat

a

wider vanctv of nouns as dual than \‘ouner adults: thar is. rhev do not access

mass/ count intormation when
as

a

resuit

ot

acccssinr

these lexicai items.

a reduction in resources avatEihie toc lexicosemantic processrng.

Studv 3 (Chapter 1) aimed to furthcr invesngate the nawre
AD and

*

e stitesr rhat tliis mav be

of die

impiIrment scen in

CI subects in srnd 1. This smdv cornparcd clic performance of

D and NICI

subjects to that of heatthv older adults in the lexical decision task reportcd tn Studv 2. It
was found that. n confrast to elderlv controÏ participants. who rnanifested longer
reaction times to mass nouns and count nouns than to dual nouns. AD and MCI
participants manifested longer latencies to mass nouns, but no siguificant difference
between count and dual nouns was found. Ritients results are illustnited in l’iccires 6.3

and 6.4 below

(control results are represented tri Figure 6.1 above).

Fiurc 6.3: Results. MCI participants
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Note that AD and MCI oestilts aie representcd in a bar craph. rather than a une graph as was used to
the data for vounger and older aduits. This is because the large error bars for the patient groups
overlap if a une graph fonnat is used, rendenng the graph difficuli to read.
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Ficure 6.4: Resufts. M)
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participants

1100
1000
000
U tngb

800

U 1o’i
700
600
500

DLP

DLS

\s in Studv f, the Ai) and MCI

M

groups

CP

CS

performed similarly in this task. l3oth patient

groups show similar RTs to count and dual nouns, in contrast
RTs

to

with

older controls, whose

dual nouns are siriiFicantlv shorter than their RTs to count

nouns.

We

suggest

that onc possible explanation fbr these resuits is that older aduits do not access
mass/count information when pcrforrning a lexical decision on dual nouns out of
contexr. but that in theappropoate context thev are able to

asstgn a

mass or count

reading to dual nouns. AI) and MCI individuals. on the other hand, mav have impaired
access ro and/or representation ofthe mass readinas of dual nouns. simplv treating them
as

if

thev were count. This is consistent with the %nding in Studv 1 that. in the majoritv

of cases. AD and MCI individuals selected the count referent of a dual noun even in
sentences with mass svntax. Thus. the Hndings of Study 3 are consistent with those of
Studv 1. Ont poss.ib!e account for these response patterns is presented in Section 6.2

Q
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Stud

1

Chaptcr

5’ tep

ti i

rn

pi

‘t

r

tar iudx

t

I in ,s /count

information in one individual with a pure semantic deficit (semantic dernentia. or SD)
and one mdividual with a pure syntactic deficit (agrammatic aphasia, or A\). The goal of
this studv was

tu

fijrther specifv the precise stages of processing of sernantic and

syntacuc information required for successful comnprehension of mass. count and dual
nouns. These participants undertoek a sentence grammaticalitv judgement task and a
sentence-picture matching task, as in Studv 1. It was found that the SD patient was able
to perform the grammaticality judgement task but exhibited an impairment in the
sentence-picture matching task. The AA participant exhibited an impurment botli in the
sentence-picture matching task and in the sentence grammaticalitv udgement task;
specifically, he was unable tu detect sentences ending in an Lingrammancal determiner
dual noun combination. On the basis of these resuits, we posmiate a series of processing
stages that must be compicted for succcssful processing of mass and count nouns. \Vc

suest that syntactic information must be successfijily computed before semancic
information is accessed, at least in die tasks inc[uded

iii

dits studv. These processing

stages are outiined in section 6.2, below.

The research presented in this thesis bas hoth cÏimcal and theoretical implications. On a
theoreticai level, it sheds light upon the representation of mass, count and dual nouns,
both through examination of processing in ummpaired populations, and by assessing die
wavs in whtch such processing can break down in the case of impairment. h also

examines the contributions of different types of knowiedge to successful processing of
these noun types. On

ii

clinical level. this research suggests a possible direction for future
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research aimed at developine. a tool fir earlv diagnosis of \D. These implications are
explored in sections 6.2 and 6.3 bclow.

6.2 Theoretical contt-ihutions
The %nding that dual nouns are accessed more quickhr than count nouns in a normal
elderlv population (Chapter 3). and that a dsttncton S Seefl hetween the reaction times
yielded bv regular count and mass nouns in healthv young aduits as wcli as participants
suffering from AD and MCI (Chapters 3 and 4) leads us to poslate a three-wav
distinction in the representation of these noun types in the mental lextcon, wherebv the
lexical entries bar dual nouns do not contain information about their mass /count staflis.
foflowing Gillon et al. (1999), we suest that the lexical entnes of mass nouns contain a
monovalent feature [mass], access to which slows recognition of these items. This leads
to the question of how the representattons of count and dual nouns differ.

‘fhe account that we put fonvard is based on underspeci%cation theory (sec, e.g.,
Kiparsky, 1982, Steriade, 1995), which was developed within phonological theorv but

can also account for the mass/count alternabons seen in the current case. Below we
provide a brief overview of underspccification theory as it pertains to phonological
representations, hefore describing the way in which we apply

it

to semantic

represen tations.

6.2.1

Underspecitication thco

The concept of underspeci%cation was introduced to theoretical linguistics hy Kiparskv

o

(1982; for a historical review sec Steriade, 1995). This theorv holds that phonological
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representations m:iv he underspecified \vith respect to a

given

feature: that

is.

thev

may

contain a subset ot the pbonoloical features of a given segment. Those feawres that are
predictable (default features) are not present in the underiving form of the segment.
Consider for exampie. the segment /n/ in the Enghsh word in. Since [cor-onal] is the
default place for consonants in English, the underlving representation does flot need

tt)

be specified for this information. It can be predictabir filled in when the segment is
processed on-hne. The underîving representations cf /n/ and /m/ (which is labial and is
fullv speci%ed for pÏace, are thus as shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 helow (for the sake of
simplicitv, only place information js included in the %gures):

Figure 6.5:

Lnderlving representation of segment /n/ in English

/n/

[place]

Figure 6.6:

Underlving representation of segment /m/ in English

/ ru /

[place]

[labial]
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This account prcdicts vatiattons in the phonetic

c>utput

as a result cf assimilation. which

are seen wtth underlvingiv coronal segments. but not with underlyinglv labial or dorsal
segments:

1.

in Denmark:

/ n/

—*

[1

2.

in Beirut:

/n/

—

[mi

3.

in Cairo:

/n/

—

[u3]

4.

sing ballads

/suij/

—

[suij]

/sutj/

—*

[suij]

but:

5. sing ditties

Assimilation occurs as a resuit of spreading of the place node from the adjacent segment.
as shown in figure 6.8 below:

figure 6.7: Spreading of place nøde
in

Beirut

—

in

Beirut

[place]

[place]

[labial]

[labial]

Thus, the nasal segment is specified as labial in the context where it is followed by a
labial seent. Out cf context, it is reized as default (i.e., coronal).
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It is this basic mechamsm that is extended to apply to mass/count information in the

current thesis. Below we discuss the possibility that underspecification may play a role in
the representation of mass/count information within the lexicon.

6.2.2

Representation of mass. count and dual

nouns in

the lexicon

We postulate a set of representafions of mass, count and dual nouns whcre the
complexity of the mass/count information contained in the lexical entry is lowest in dual
nouns and highest in mass nouns. This is intended to account for the finding that mass
nouns are recognized more slowly than singular count nouns by younger adults as well as
AD and MCI participants’9, and that singular count nouns are recognized more slowly
than singular dual nouns by healthy elderly individuals.

The representations we postulate are fflustrated in Figures 6.8

-

6.11 below. As can be

seen, the representation of mass nouns, as well as of singular and plural count nouns,
contain a node [countabffity], or [C]29. In the case of mass nouns it is specffied using a
feature [massi, and in the case of plural count nouns it is specifled using a feature
[plural]. The [Cl node of singular count nouns is underspecified (i.e., bare). Dual nouns
have no [Cl node; we suggest that this ffl-formed surface structure is repaired using a
lexical rule, winch is discussed below.

Note that, while the category x frequency interaction missed significance for older aduits, it was
borderline (p<O.O46) and this borderline effect vas in part attributable to a difference between low
frequency singular cormt and mass nouns.
2e This countability node is flot mtended to indicate that the noun is count, but rather that it is specified
for mass/count information.
19
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Figure 6.8: Representation of mass nouns
/honey/
[C]
[mass]

figure 6.9: Representation of smgular count nouns
/table/

[C]
Figure 6.10: Representation of plural count nouns
/tables/
[C]
[plural]

Figure 6.11: Representafion of dual nouns
/chicken/

This account is consistent with that put forward by Klepousmotou (2002), who suggests
that the lexical entnes of polysemous nouns contam only die basic sense, and that
specific information about die sense of die item is fffled in by means of a lexical mie that
operates in context. We suggest a possible form and operation for tins lexical rule in
section 6.2.3.2 below. However, before descnbing die form of die lexical mIe that we
posnilate, we wffl bnefly discuss die hypotheses of Copestake & Bnscoe (1995), whose
seminal work on die operation of lexical mies forms die basis of die present work.

_____
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6.2.3

Lexical rifles

The daim that lexical ruies can account for sense extension xvas originallv put forward by
Copestake and Briscoe (1995). Thev posit a series of lexical mies that appIv to the basic
sense of a lexical item. In the case of mass/count sense extensions (in the terminology of
the present thesis, sense extensions appiying to dual nouns). thev posit flac mies
“portioning” and “gnnding” Their daim is presented below.

6.2.3.1 Portioning and indin Using lexical mies to account for sense extensions
Copestake and Briscoe (1995) use a lexical representation language LRL to represent
lexical entries as feature structures (F5). and sucgest that mies mav be applied to these
entries in order to extend the sense of the lexical item. For example. in the case of
eaandine’ (cf Pelletier 1979

y

hereb a lexie il item refernng to ru animal mav also be

used to refer to the meat of that anmial (e.g.. imh). dae mie takes the foliowing form:

\ f eat-gnn ding

<><grinding
<1 QUALIA>
<

O QU’)iLIA>

<>

animal
c_subst.

Note that O and I contain information about the item. such as orthographic, semantic

and syntactic information, although this has been omitted for the sake of

o

ciarity.
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the meat-grinding mie, titis means that the lexical entry for tarnb is unified widi the meat
grinding rule, resulting in a c_subst. reading, where “c_subst” signifies “normally
comestible naturafly denved substances”, or in the case of /arnb, “edible stuff derived
from lambs”.

Application of tins mie is taken to be govemed by pragmatic, language- or culture
specific factors, and may be blocked by the existence of an alternate lexical item
expressing the sense in question. For example, in English, the grinding mie described
above may apply to animal meat, but is blocked in the case of “pig” by the existence of
the lexical item “pork”. In contrast, grmding of meat is ungrarnmatical in Inuit. Likewise,
the use of fruit or nut terms to refer to the liquid produced bv their grinding is not
conventiona]ized in English, rendering sentences such as “l drink orange for breakfast”
ungrammaticai. Thus die grinding mie may flot apply in these cases.

One important feature of this dieory is that die count reading of these items is taken to
be die default, and die mass reading is derived from die count reading by means of this
mie. Note that die reverse may also apply; for example, die lexical rule poriioning accounts
for die sense extension which occurs in cases such as ‘We wouid like three beeri”, where a
mass noun with a count reading is used to refer to a portion of diat substance. This
lexical rule is represented as follows:
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Portionino
<><portlonlng <>

< I QUALIA>
<(j

QUALIA>

lex-count-noun

lex-uncount-noun

Thus. lexical items have a defauit and an extended sense. In the words of Copestake and
Briscoe:

“The effect of the lexical mie is to create from a count noun with the qualia
properties appropriate to an individuated physical object a mass noun with
properties appropriate for an unindividuated substance... The meat-grinding mie
creates a second extended sense for die mass noun ;ahlii (and other anima]
denoting count nouns) but does not resuit in die full specification ofwhat might
usually he taken as the meaning of the meat/flesh sense. The substance is stated
to be edihie.. and to he derived from die animal, but there is no attempt at
we assume
defimng die meaning to exciude, say, stuff derived from hones
that pragmatic effects will ensure further contextual speciahzation.”
...

\Vhile this

variet

of lexical mie is intuitively appealing at a theoretical linguistic level

since it accounts for die preference of certain nouns for mass or count contexts, it
requires die specification of a great deal of semantic

information within

each mie, as well

as a proliferation of mies to account for different default and extended senses (e.g.. a
“fur-grinding” mie to account for the use of rabh/t to mean rabbit fur, which share the
common feapire that thev undetgo a mass/count alternation. Nonetheless. die authors
stili appeal to pragmatic effects to account for contextual specialization. That is. despite
their compiexitv, the mies alone do not account for the different readings of the items in
question.

o
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The account put forward h’ Copestake and Briscoe tan explain the performance of \D
and MCI participants in Stud

1. since these subjects may simply ht unahie

to

applv the

lexical mie itself, meaning that they alwavs select the default (count reading of dual
nouns. 1--lowever. this
that was seen between

account

mass,

cannot explain the three-wav distinction in reaction time

count and dual nouns in Studies 2 and 3. Undet Copestake

and Bnscoe’s account. dual nouns are simpÏv count nouns that can undergo a lexical mie
to vive a mass readin. or a mass noun that can undereo a lexical mie

te

givc a count

reading thus, it would be predicted that dual nouns should yieid a performance
intermediate between that of mass nouns and that of count nouns in on-une testine,.
unÏess thev are t-equired to undero the lexical mie, in which case loniter reaction times
would be predictcd. However, this was flot the case: older aduits recognized dual
more

I]OUfl5

uicldv than count nouns, and pluralization was more costly, indicating that the

representation of these items differs from that of count nouns.

\Ve put fonvai-d an account of mass/count altemations based on the principie that dual
nouns are underspecified for mass/count information; that is, a countability node is flot
present in their lexical entries, as described above. This information is Hlled in on-une
and in context. This is in contrast to Copestake & I3riscoe’s position that there exist
language-specific filters which determine whicli lexical items may undergo any given mie;
our account thus constitutes a theoretically more parsimonious account. The operanon
of the mie we postulate is described in section 6.2.2.3 below.
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‘

2 C

nini

It.

!t&t

Thr icaicji rule pnsmiated here. which we rerm cou7it ;Lt1’

i; :ont

(hencefortb CBC).

involves the st)rrJdinit uf the countabihtv ([Ci) node in order to repair the ill—formed
surEice sti’aciire of a bare dual noun. This spreadin mav occur from anv item in the

svnticric conres:r, such is z determiner or

t

plural morpheme. The item from which the

infjrmatioi-i is snread musr conralu a [Cl node which mav be addtonallv specitea as
plural or mass

h shouid be notcd that such a lexical mie may be faamre-spreadin but

flot

Camre

fiiling. Thus. sincc cotant and mass nouns aireadv possess a [C] node. they do nor mcet

the specihcations lur the CBC mie which precludes feature-filhng. Ihus, mass and count
nouns do not undergo ths mIe.

The application of this lexical raie is iliustrated in Figures 6.12-6.14.

Ftgure 6.12: Apphcarion of CBC (counr reading

a

chicken—*

jC!

a

chicken

[Cl

Figure 6.13: AppIcation ofCBC (mass reading
some

chicken—

some

[C]

[C]

[massl

Irnass]

chjcken
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r;——_. t, 1 !

ç

ç

—

[C]
[plurafÏ

[plurfl

njw

turu

tuadiscussion uf th wav

popuit;ons reporred upon

in

fl tilt current

which rhis mIe ppIies

in

the dtfferenr

thesis.

Sdv 2 (Chapter 3’. we found faster RTs to slnguiar duji than

nouns

in

tu

snguIar coun

heaithv ol drr aduits, and similar RTs to plural nouns whethcr they were count

in

or dual. This suigests that count nouns require additional processing and/or that
additiunal information
singular

is

accessed when sinrruiar count nouns

are

reconized relative ru

dual nouns. Ont possible account for these findings bas been ottered above:

dual nouns possess less structure (no countabihty node), thus engendenng Enter RTs.
ÇÇ]1en a dual noun is seen in die plural. howevrr. CBC must appic. Rcogntuun s thus
slowed. such that no difference in seen in RTs

tu

plural count and dual nouns.

Younger partcpanrs. on the other hand, show smilar RTs to count and dual nouns.
hotu in

tut

plural and n tue singular. aithough a subset

of

iow freuency dual

nouns

appear to be reconized more c1uicklv than low frequencv count nouns in this
population. \Vc su0esr that dits mav ht because vounger adulrs acdvate mass /count
infarmirion oniv for a certain subser of those nouns which we have ciassificd as “dual”.
assigning

a default (count) reading ro these nouns even when they are seen out of
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ctntext hcrcas older adub du

ai’-.

‘Ihus. diet pmcess fficsc lexical items in thc sanie

va as crunr no.rnb. tic +tsi n ‘f bach nouas n procc&.cJ as dual by nider adults
and cnunt 1w nunger aduhs is discusscd fiirdier in Section 624 bclow. tic rcasoning
behind fla assumption dut & olunr rading is taken & lie die default reading uf dual
fautas is twt,fold. Fu die Lia dut indhiduas with bnguage impairments sciai die
count nitrent in a sentence-picftwe nutehing task indicates that ibis mctaing may be
m’ .rc “basic” than die mass meaning. Second, in teuns «f die tison’ aiy described
abvvc. die lcxical enrrics f count nowis pvsscss !ess sncwre dun frise vi mass

nauns

(i.e., a ban countabihiv node).

In sum, wc suQgvst dut ynungcr adub activa mass/c’ ‘unt information in s subset ni
du.d nouns, whercas oldcr aduhs do not. Thcir postulatcd failure ta activa mass/count
information in diose dus] nouns dut younger aduhs trait as count may be due w s
reducti’ ‘n in pr. ccssing spccd and /or nmourai available Lx locicosemantic pwccssing.

Due

tu

die peater cost of activating titis infonmdon, aider adufrs may “widihold

judgement” with respect w nzass/cnunt sams for diese lexical items. whereas vounger
adub do not.

In die case

(&t

ni

Section 624 belw. lbr furdier dicussion ai dus notion.)

Ai) and Ma individuà, dual and count nnuns engender similar RTs in

bath dut singular ami the plural, whereas mass nouns are processed more sluwly dian
ailier singular nouns. In combination widi die findings rcponed in Swdy I (tint imny if
thtst patients had difficulty interpreting a nuil deteminer as indicating a mass nfercnt
Lx a dual noun’), rhese resub point ra die possibility dix Ai) ami MCI individuals may
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have an tmparment n processing md or represenranon of the mass reading of dual
n°un5.

\Ve sutgest that ilD and MCI individuals’ perfbrrnance

on

the tasks reportcd here is

conssrent wirh an inabihrv to appiv CISC. if rus were indeed rhe case, clic processing of

dual nouns would pr ccdas frllows:

1)

If these individuais arc unabic io spread mass/counr information from syntactic
context,

they are lefr with

an

ill-formed surface stnicwre when they encounter

ii

dual noun.
2

fhis violation must ht repmired. and rheway that chs is dont is through the
Insertion cf default mass/count infumation. As ariued aboyé,

tiit

count

readini. whcb emads the mnimai smacmre. is taken to ht thé defaulr.
3)

As a result, dual nouns are consstenth interpreted as count by these patient
groups.

Thus. AD and MCI ndividuats’ tnabiiitv to applv CISC constitutes a possible account for
rhe pmrrern of resuirs found in Smdies I and 3 (Chaprers 2 and 4.

Stud 4 (Chapter 5) exarnined die performance on Iavo tasks.gramrnatcalitv udgement
and sen tence-picrure rnatching. of vo individuals. one wtth a pure semanric déficit and
ont \vith a

pure sv ntactic

deficit. Although

tISe

tasks were designed to tap into semantic

and syntactic processing cf dual nouns. it should be noted that botb tasks require the
intearirv

of svnracnc information for rheir

successfui

complerion. Thé saidv thus aims to
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chu-ifv the stages re9uired for processine cf mass, count and dual nouns wben secn in u

svnracnc contexr. These stages are outhned beio\v.

(u) Access to the svntactic infbrmation contained in tbe noun and/or die context:
b)

:\ppiïcanon ot

tbL

it

appiicable;:

tc Access to die semantic in 6rnation conveved liv the feuture [massl. made
avudable bv die svnrax: and
(d Integranon of the semannc and sntacnc infonnation, ailowing u correct
interpretaùon ot die item in 9uestlon.

These stages applv in the case whcru mass/count intormnanon bas been made avadable
eitber via tbe lexical enter itself (in die case of mass or count nouns’) or via the syntax (in
die case wbere u dual noun is seen in u svntucnc context rhat disambiguates it). It does
not applv in cases where mass/count information about u dual noun is made available
througb semantic conrext. as in examples 6 and 7 below:

6.

The lamb gamboled

7.

The lamb was served wtth mtnt sauce. [mass readtngï

ifl

the field. [count reading

Tbese examples demc’nstrate that it is possible to disambiguate dual nouns (i.e, obtain
mass/’count informitin) from semantic context. In die case of sentence 6. the verb
[gambol} requires an animate agent, forcing die “animai” (count) reading. In die case of
sentence 7, tbe verb [serve] requiers a tbeme which is edible, forcing die “meut” (mass)
reading. Thus, de mass and courir readtngs are derived from subcategonzaflon
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rather than directl\ fn m a determinen

requirements f die yen

conrained itNin rh DL. D

cn

plural m rpheme

su un keb rbat a hxicai rui dcpcndent on s\nrictIc

information. such as CBC, cm appl\ here. \Ve suest thar disamhiguatitn in thesc
circumsrances likclv depends up n die inteitntt 0F semantic systems. alth ‘ueh tiits
rernains to he dercrminei.

summar 0f die pmop sd proccssing

stages

requtrd in the sentence gramrnaticalitv

judgement and sentence-picrure natchtng tasks, as wdll a die deficits we suggesr may
occur in die various populations tested. is provided in Table XXIII below.

Table XXIII: Impatrments in differcnt populati’ ns

‘\grammatic

intact

intact

intact

intact

impaired

intact

impaired

intact

intact

intact

impaired

intact

intact

intact

Older

conrrois

contrc’!s

(a) access P)
çvfltactlc into
contained in noun
and/nr cnntext

intact5

Intact

(h) application of
lexical nile

intact

(e) access to
semantic info in
feature [mass]
(d) integration of
semantic and
syntactic info

vounger aduits are pcstulated tn

s mass
* +

MCI! \D

Semantic
dementia

Voung

Stage

aphasia

tmpaired

nttn a default tcount? interpretahon for manv nouns with both

anti s o unr w,ebn, even in die

absence

c’f’,je

In these cases. the capacitv tu interrate svntactsc anti sernimtic information camiot be assessed on
die hasis of the prrsent data. since these patients cxhihited an impairment in die task which sheds
light on this processing stage (sentence piceare matching for tudependent reasons (impainnent in
die capaclty in applv CBC).

CONCI UION
in the tc]cvk mg sucnn. wc

tic

cor resuits in wth the theorctical modeis ot tht

mass/’couflt distinction discussed in Chapter 1. as weli as with die discussion on recent

insights into thé neurohioioeical ttiundanons of Lmguagc representatin and processing.

The mass /count distinction reconcrptuahzed

6.2.4

Thé readcr wdl rccail uhat fi:ur proposais tegarding thé staftss ot thé mass !counu
distinction have heen proposed in die theoreticai îingnstic hrerature:
-

the

svnlactic account:

mass/count infarmation is encoded in die snta: semantic

factors do nor plav a role
—

the ontolcuicaÏ account:

mass/count

starus of items is detei-mined accordin to

whether their réai-world referents ai-e obiects or

substances

die serninric account: mass/counr starus of items is derennined accordin ro
whether speakers conceptualize their referents as objects or substances
-

the con textual account: ail nouns mav be either mass or count, dependin on thé

context in which thev are scen

As pointed out bv Joosten (2003), objections may be raised to ail of tiiese positions; die
most plausible account of thé mass/count distinction wiH prohabiy incorporate eiements
from ail of diésé théories.

\Ve sugesr thar sernantic and svntac0c information are intimately linked in die
representation of the mass/count distinction. Thus, aspects of processing of mass. count
and dual

nouns

wiil hé affected borh bv neuroicicai disorders affecring sémantic
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systems and those affectin svntactic

systems.

as demonstrated bv the research presented

b ere.

we

First.

propose that the

(or three- wav dtchotomy. but rader
nawre of the referent of ;mv neun.
Vtfl

count-like (e

mass-

..,

;i’,

distinction is

mass/count

in

terms of the

Nouns

hest

\lewed not iii

relative

terms of a vo

mass-hke” or counr-like”

will var from verv mass-like ea.. snon

tO

with dual nouns falhni in the rniddle. That is, we suecest that

and coun thood Fils on a continuum, as represented in Figure 6.15 beiow.

Figure 6.15: The mass /count distinction re-conceptuaiized

mass

J

J

nouns resistant

nouns resstant

r1,,

te portioning

Essentizillv. the daim

is

count

-1

“is

to gnnding

that wben a noun Cils on the le fr (mass) side of the spectrun-1.

the reader/iisrener activares tht information that the item is mass: when a noun falis on
the right (ceunt) side cf the spectwm. the reader/Ïistener activates Fie information that
the item is count. Activating mass infbrmation appears te be more demanding. either
computationaliy

or

in terms ef rhe infe.rmation accessed, than activating count

information, as attested by the fact that longer RTs are seen te these items across
populations. However. as

pointed eut

tn the theeretical linguistic literature. most nouns

may be semanticaiiy forced inte their nen-preftrred reading. Frisson and Frazier (in
press) have recently demenstrated that Fis carnes a cest in terms cf processing time.
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This

cost

ma reflect the operaticin of a process such as portlomng or grinding. as

ciaimed bv Copestake and Btiscoe (1995).

The

point on

the continuum

aï

which a noun is deemed mass or count seems to be

variable across populations (or possihÏy individu ais, aithough die present research does
not address this issue). In die case of vouner aduits, only nouns which faÏi close ro the
midpomt of die spectrum appear

f0

ht processed as dual (i.e.. no mass/count

information is activated) when seen out of con text. Older aduits appear to “withhold
judgement” on a broader spectrum of nouns. thaï is, on nouns fallin more distaflv from
die midpoini- than is die case with vounger aduits. This is represented in Figure 3.5 in

Chapter 3, repeated here for convenience as Fiufe 6.16.

Figure 6.Ï 6: Older and

vounger

adufts’ processing of dual nouns

iteni, p1usseu as uuai
liv older aduirs
J

more
masshke

L

items processed as dual
hy vounger aduits

more
ctMintllke
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TIk miss ‘r

lexical reprcs ntiti’jn

C unt ii’rmat1nn o ‘ntalncd in a

ci ‘e1v linked web uf semantic/onrjlicti and

mass and count

nouns

svnracttc 1fiUttrijti

aCcc,rïine. t’

tie

O)flt1Xt

remaining faithful te th ‘Dservati’)n that thr maluntv of
cnunt o ‘ntext. Thus. rhis accnunr
the iiniuistic literature. ach

OIE

CiJtifl

th.t

StiTlJfitiC

intecrates aspects

fwliich bas

its

t

‘

‘n. The

be in

piacing

in whwh the are soin, whiie
fluOns prufer

ttiwr

a mass or a

ail ‘f the hri ‘ries pur ft’rward in

and sntactc intorm.iti’ fl are

C!OSciV

hnked in the representatton

f ths

pe5

of infc,nriari,jn

for successful processing cf mass and count fleuris. md that feedhack

thent iiktjlv occurs duririt pr’ ‘ctsstiir ‘‘f mass’ cc’uttr in6 ‘rmatton. Thus.
111e

p

ad antJcs anti dr,wLicis.

these n’ ‘en types suggests that inregritv of borh

fiCcessr\

taLn

on a continuum captures the contextualisrs tnsiht that ail nouns

are dtfncd as mass md oient

The

15

Seflteflce-piCTufe maicmng rask presenred

iri ntdts

i .me

4.

WfliCti

.i task

is

betwccn

suri as

rrruires noN]

s’ ntactic and semmntic processing. wiil be difficuit for tndrviduals with either a svntactlc
or a snaanric in-1pairrnnt. The sentenor raimaaticai1tv judgeniunt task. wlich is more
purui syntactic, may bu successfuiy compieted by individuals with ft cmi
deficits, such as semaritic dementia and Alzheimer’s

In thu toi!’ ‘xvin

SeCtion mu

vili arrumpt

tu

semanric

disease.

draw ltnks I

t\vtrufl

thu rie’ ‘n- pi-’ p’ ‘sed herr

md die recent msighrs inro tIlt neumbiologicai underpinnincs c’f Ltncuae rocessif]a
that were discussed in tic infroductaon te tus thesis.
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6.2.5

From theorv to neurobitikoy: Sorne speculations

(Dne important considerarion

ii;

fonmiarng a comprehensiv€

accouni

of the

rnasscount distinction is the issue ot the fleurai systems responsthle for reptcsentation
and processintt of this information. )tlthocigh our data are inadeuate

tu

make anv daims

with 1-espect ru fle precise neurai substrares of this representarion and processing. we
nonetheless sketch out an account which is consistent with curant theones of the
neiirobioloeicaÏ bases of Ianiuate Drocessine. In so don. we .ippeal to the daim pur
forvard by Puivermiiller 200i) that lexIcal items are reprcsunted in ccli assemblies or in
bis terms, iloîfi

22ebi)

that have a broad cortical distribution and comprise neurons from

diverse cortical areas (ea.. motet cortex. primarv sensrrv cortices. .ind su on. These
woc-d webs are activated when the item

15

accessed. \\e postulare that. when a noun is

accessed, both semantic and svntactic information about its mass/count status is made
available. Under this vlew, the Iinks between semanuc and svntacttc infarmation are

wired tnto th brain, as connections betiveen die neurons responsibie for processing the
two types ofmforrnation.

Tbs speculanon is supported bv evidence from ERP and magnetoencephalograpbv
(MEG) studies demonstrating eariv and temporallv overiappin activation of lexical
(word/non-word) and semantic infbrmation in word recomtion: this activation mav
occur as earlv as 100200ms after stimulus onset (Pulvei-mi11er. Assadollahi. and Elbert.
2001). We suggest thar

it

s iikeiy that a speaker of a language bas been exposed rc

consistent svntax to semantics mapping. wherebv mass syntax co-occurs with mass

semantics and count svntax with cotant semanncs. Accordin te die pnnciple of 1-Iebhmn

learning Hebb. 1949, the resuitant synchronous dring of neurons responsible IEdr die
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nrncessing f svntactic and scmantlc inti:nvcition w;Il strent lien die cc,nncctions

iween these necrons. ihus. semanuc and sentacuc
p.iraliei and are essentiaiiv non—dissociable from

The reader rnav at dits point be wondering hnw

eue

die

i

Cnnation wil he prccessed in

anocher. tcmpcrallv speaking.

countabdt node. the feature tmass]

and the le:ocai mhi CBC can be inccrpzrared wtchtn tins frarnew:’rk.
representatlons may be viewed as shorthand

ti’r

\\e argie

chat thc-s

the broadiv distnhured cortical networks

that underlie mass/count information. These cortical networks mav encode a varietv of
intormatlon types. such as visual. conceptuai. or grammancal intiirmation. amongst
others. The nle CBC mav be understood at a neuroohvsioiocicai level as relatmg

tu

spreadinu activation withm a cortical network as mass or count information is activated

trom elsewhere in the semantic or sentactic conrext and spread

tu

die dual noun.

The daim that i’eD and MCI affects the operatic’n of CBC thus impiies that these

indtvduals

manifest

an impalrment in spreading activar;on

at

the ncurophysioiogicai

level. This bas in fhct been theorized to occur in the case of -\I) .A primarv

event in

the

pathogenesis of AD is the accumulation of f3-amvloid protein (Af3) deposits (5mai1 &
MacLean, 1999) which cause the death cf mature fleurons (Mattson, 2000; Haughey.
Nath. Chan. Borchard, et aL, 2002). It bas been hvpothesized that these deposits mav
delav signal transmisslon bv several milhseconds (lKnowies, Wvart. Buldvrev. Cruz et ai..
l999e Thus. if-a

pc’stsvnapnc neuron receives an

input from a dendrite whose iength bas

been aitered by an AS deposit. ibis fleuron wilI tire severw milliseconds aLter a neuron
that receives an input from a dendrite that did not traverse such an A deposit (Knowles
et al., 1999). These nminalteratior-s appe-ar te

besufficient te’ interfere with
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nfbrmation transfer. Thus, the spreadine activation mechanism postted to underbe the
lexical cule CBC ma he affected b these \Ç3 ciepos its.

now consider the case wberehy re-parsing of a lexical item is required once an

iniriaiiy activated readinui bas been reached anti context tndicate s that anoffier reading is
necesein

1

0ttiflriu1

g or EflnJ niti \\ e

the cortical circuits responsible for

mass

tri

t1is rn1 occur

in Iti n

t

information (in die case of gnnding) or count

lntormatlon (in die case cf portionng) after initial activation of die networks

underiying

the other reading. Thus. wider cortical networks are activated overaiL since die
reader/listener will imrallvactiv-ate die nertvork associared witb die defauft reading of die
lexical item. anti wlll dien he obhgated to

acovare

die network associated wrh die

“ground” or “portioned” item. This accounts for die greater processing cost associatcd
with these mies relative to CISC. Note diat dis account would predct dat. the doser de
item to eider end of the continuum represenred in Figure 6.15, the greater die cost of

appiying die lexicai mie. \Ve leave testing of dis prediction for future researcb.

Finally. we argue that dis account is consistent with diverse fmdings on cbildren’s
acquisition

of die mass/count distinction. There exist some conflicting results

in

die

literature with respect to acquisition of mass/count information. For example, Gordon
(1985) found dat chiidren relv on svntacttc information
ercepmal

infbrmation

toa

greater extent dan

to derermine a novel noun’s mass /ceunt stitus. In contrast. Soja.

Carev and Speike (1991) found dat chiidren are abie to extend

novel words

on de basis

of object kind lrior to mastering the mass/count distinction. It bas been suguested
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(Bloom, 1999) that chiidren use a bidirectional syntax-semantics mapping to acquire the
mass/count distinction, as shown below:

count noun

*-*

mdividual

mass noun

->

non- mdividual

We suggest that, dunng acquisition, the neurons underlymg the y,ilactic information
regarding mass/count status and those encoding semantic information are frequendy co
activated. Thus, foilowing the principle of Hebbian learning, the links (i.e., synapses)
hetween these neurons are strengthened, eventually forming a “word web” in the aduit

brain that is activated when the word is accessed. Since titis activation co-occurs with
many different word forms (most or ail mass and count nouns) it foilows that when a
novel lexical item is encountered in a mass or count context (be it syntactic or semantic),
correct processing of the novel item is unproblematic (see discussion of sequence
detectors on page 42 for a bnef discussion of how this generalization of syntactic
knowledge may occur).

In sum, we suggest that processing and representation of mass/count information may
involve wide networks of fleurons21 that are activated to a greater or lesser degree,
depending on where on die mass/count spectmm die item appears. The consequence of

this possibility for die various theories of die mass/count distinction is profound: since

Note that the resuits presented here do flot speak in the question ofthe cortical reglons responsible for
the processing of titis information, since autopsy resuits indicating the areas affected are flot available for
the patients smdied, and the hmited number and nature of the tasks used precludes pinpointing the regions
responsible for represenang and processing each type of information.
21
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this possibtbtv far die vanous tbconcs cf die rnass/count distinction is profaund: since
seniaritlc.

i:cuc and co texrua i farmatl:n aH phiv

i

rou in represe- ration and

processin ot nouns. the debate essentiallv bods down toa question of which account
bcst describes die

td/.euioi

cf these ternis in nanirai language (i.e.. their appearance in a

given svntactc contuxt and or die cc

ation bvcen a noun’s catcgorv ami the

semannc propernes et irs reterend. rither than pertaining to die processing and/or
represenration et tins inforiiation per se.

We now turn ta a bncf discussion cf the potential clinical implications of the findings
presented tn rias thesis.

6.3. Clinical implications

Ide present researcb s of particiilar inrerest on a chnicai level n the case cf AD and
MCI .A diagnesis cf MCI is an imporcrnt nsk f1ctor for eventual deveiopment cf AD:

these individuals have a 6-25o risk cf developing AD per annum, cornpared with 0.2
3.9°’ in the general popuiatlon Perersen, Stevens, Ganguli, Tangalos et ai., 2001). MCI

bas thus been identified as an important target group for identifying prognostic rnarkers
for \D.

It shouÏd however be noted that there cxtsrs a significant subgroup of individua]s
diagnosed wth MCI who do oct go on te. deveiop 1-’J. even aller 10 ears Chertkow.
2002). Thus. a diacnos;s of MCI does not in itself constitute sufficient evidence that the
individual wilÏ develop AD to warrant die use cf pharmacologicai trearment. .s such,
one cf die major ca1s in reseaich iota MCI is to identifv which indivduais are sunph at
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the boitom of the Gaussian curve in terms of neurcnpsvcholoucal performance and
\vhich are in Get manifestm the carliest eincai sts of

Identification of subde cognitive and/or hehavtoural alterations seen both in MCI and in
AD. as in rhe research presenrcd here. proviucs a possible avenue for exploratlon ot

deficits that mav be

p redienve

were scen in these t’.vo

patient

of AD. The f%ct that identical patterns of performance

groups. both in off-hnc and in on-line tasks (Studies I and

3. respectiveiv) suests thar aiteratons in processmgand/or represenrmon of dual
nouns in AD mav occur verv earlv in the dsease course.

\Ve suggest that rhe processing and/or representaiion cf subtie sernantic information.

such as the mass/count flexib iht of a dual noun. may he one cf die eariiest sigris of
lexicosemantic impairment in AD That is. impairment in performance on tasks tapping
into tins semantic information mav show earlv. precipitous decline, as opposed to the
more graduai generaiized cognitive deciine that is seen as an individual
MCI

tu

AID. Ibis dissociation is represented in Figure 6.17 beow.

progresses

from

CONCLUSiONS
I kure 6.1
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Processini of dual nouns relative ro generai coanrve funcuon in MCI

anci

\L)

fun ction

processng ni dna

I

j

\Vhile the small numbers of participants in die stiadies reported here clean
drawin

ot

any Getmtivc conclusions, thc

distribution. Larer Ioniwdinal

nounsi

gcneral cognitive

preclude the

tindlngs suggest tue J)osiblhty

ot such a

studies exarnining on-hne language processing, hased on

the findings reported here, are clearly required. These may point the way toward die
deveiopment

ot

sens jtwe

dagnostc

tools, whch

n

combtnaton

wth

other

neuropsvchoIoica1. genetic and neureirnaing marker-s mav eventijallv allow the
identification of individuais who are at high nisk of deveioping AD.

o
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